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Subsidence and slow-moving landslides systematically cause social, 
economic and environmental impacts all over the world. For this reason 
studies aimed at both the characterization of subsidence and slow-
moving landslides and the analysis of the consequences on the exposed 
elements interacting with them are of great interest for the scientific and 
the technical community.  
These studies, to be useful in land use planning and management, need a 
huge number of displacement measurements within and on the 
boundary of the affected areas. Recently the scientific community has 
shown an increasing interest in the potential of using satellite 
observation techniques and, in particular, interferometric methods of 
Synthetic Aperture Radar (DInSAR) image processing. 
The literature review on DInSAR applications highlights the possibility 
of further researches pursuing the exploitation of DInSAR potentiality in 
studies at different scales and the development of procedures for the 
proper use of interferometric data and their validation with reference to 
well documented case studies. 
To this end, this PhD Thesis is aimed at developing original procedures 
for the analysis of the interferometric measurements specifically devoted 
to pursue two main objectives: the characterization of the phenomena of 
interest and the prediction of consequences to buildings interacting with 
them. The conceived procedures were tested, in sample areas of the 
Campania region (southern Italy) following a multi-scale approach. With 
reference to subsidence phenomena, the studies at small-scale involved 
the entire region and were mainly aimed at detecting subsiding macro-
areas; within these latter, more detailed studies at medium scale were 
carried out and the most affected municipalities were individuated. At 
large scale, focusing on one of these municipalities, studies dealing with 
the analysis of parameters whose variation leads to the generation of the 
damage were carried out. Finally, at the scale of the single building the 
interferometric data were interpreted according to damageability criteria 
adopted in engineering practice.  
As for slow-moving landslides, the joint use of interferometric 
measurements and damage surveys allowed the updating of landslide 
 
xvi 
inventory maps at medium scale and the analysis of the consequences 
through the generation of fragility and vulnerability curves within a test 
area including 21 municipalities of Benevento Province. At large-scale 
studies were performed on a landslide-affected area within the 
municipality of Ascea (Salerno Province) in order to follow the evolution 
- in space and time - of the analyzed phenomenon as well as to deepen 
its kinematic behavior, in turn useful for zoning purposes.  
The obtained results highlight that the conceived procedures can 
valuably integrate the current practice for land use planning and as well 





Nel mondo si registrano sistematicamente danni sociali, economici e 
ambientali indotti da subsidenza o fenomeni franosi a cinematica lenta.  
Per tale ragione appaiono di indubbio interesse sia per la Comunità 
scientifica che Tecnica, studi rivolti alla caratterizzazioni di tali fenomeni 
e all’analisi delle conseguenze delle suddette fenomenologie sugli 
elementi esposti 
Per rendere proficui tali studi, nell’ambito d’iniziative mirate ad una 
corretta pianificazione e gestione del territorio, sono, in ogni caso, 
indispensabili misure accurate degli spostamenti di punti della superficie 
topografica ricadenti all’interno o sul contorno delle aree affette dai 
fenomeni in questione. Negli ultimi anni la comunità scientifica operante 
nel settore del rischio idrogeologico ha manifestato un notevole e 
crescente interesse verso le potenzialità d’impiego di tecniche di 
osservazione da satellite e, in particolare, dei metodi interferometrici che 
si avvalgono d’immagini acquisite con Radar ad Apertura Sintetica 
(SAR).  
Da una analisi della letteratura scientifica sulle applicazioni di queste 
tecniche allo studio di subsidenze o frane a cinematica lenta appaiono  
evidenti sia gli ampi margini di approfondimento e, quindi, i nuovi 
sviluppi della ricerca per un pieno sfruttamento delle potenzialità delle 
tecniche DInSAR in problemi da affrontare a diverse scale di 
riferimento, sia la necessità di definire adeguate e condivise procedure di 
analisi e di interpretazione dei dati satellitari per evitare che un uso poco 
accorto e non del tutto consapevole ne limiti le enormi potenzialità di 
impiego. 
In tale ambito si inquadra il presente lavoro di Tesi che si propone di 
fornire procedure originali mirate al perseguimento di due obiettivi 
principali, ovvero la caratterizzazione dei fenomeni di interesse e la 
previsione delle conseguenze agli edifici che con essi interagiscono. Le 
procedure proposte sono state testate, sulla base di un approccio multi-
scalare in aree campione della Regione Campania.  
 
xviii 
Con particolare riferimento ai fenomeni di subsidenza, le attività svolte a 
piccola scala hanno riguardato l’intero territorio regionale e sono state 
volte all’individuazione delle macro-aree che risultano sede di fenomeni 
di subsidenza; all’interno di queste, si sono quindi individuati a media 
scala i Comuni il cui urbanizzato è maggiormente affetto dai fenomeni di 
interesse e per i quali, pertanto, sono necessari studi a grande scala per 
l’analisi dei parametri la cui variazione prelude alla generazione del 
danno; infine, alla scala del singolo edificio i dati interferometrici sono 
stati interpretati alla luce di criteri di danneggiabilità convalidati 
dall’esperienza. Con riferimento alle frane a cinematica lenta e a 21 
Comuni della Provincia di Benevento, l’analisi congiunta delle misure 
interferometriche e del rilievo del danno è stata impiegata, da un lato, per 
l’aggiornamento dello stato di attività e l’individuazione di fenomeni non 
cartografati nella documentazione ufficiale; dall’altro, per la generazione 
di curve di fragilità e di vulnerabilità su base empirica. A grande scala, 
con riferimento a fenomeni franosi singoli ricadenti nel Comune di 
Ascea in Provincia di Salerno, sono stati condotti studi che hanno 
consentito di seguire l’evoluzione spazio-temporale dei fenomeni franosi 
e la loro zonazione in base a differenti campi di velocità/spostamento.  
Gli studi condotti aprono scenari di sicuro interesse applicativo nel 
settore della pianificazione territoriale oltre che nella scelta delle più 
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Subsidence and landslide phenomena are among the most damaging 
geohazards in terms of both their worldwide distribution and their 
related effects on structure and infrastructures. The number of events 
significantly grew in the last decades and they are expected to increase 
for many reasons, such as the increased demographic pressure and 
climate changes (EEA, 2012). Studies addressed to damage prediction 
devoted to reduce socio-economic impact represent an urgent need and 
they call for a deep knowledge of both phenomena (e.g. extension and 
intensity) and exposed elements, as well as the interaction among them. 
These studies to be useful need a huge number of displacement 
measurements, in space and time, that can turn out to be expensive and 
time consuming especially over large areas, via conventional monitoring 
technique. In the last decades the Scientific Community has shown an 
increasing interest towards satellite technique, such as those involving 
data achieved by space-borne Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR). Among 
these, the Differential SAR Interferometry (DInSAR) is a very promising 
tool. This growing interest results from several advantages offered by 
widely developing DInSAR-based techniques, namely: the high spatial 
coverage of SAR images; the possibility of measuring ground surface 
displacements with subcentimetric accuracy by exploiting large datasets 
of images acquired over about 20 years; the cost-effectiveness of 
monitoring which, conversely, can turn out to be not affordable, if 
carried out via conventional in-situ techniques, due to the wide extension 
of the affected areas as well as the large number of the involved facilities.  
This PhD Thesis aims to provide a further contribution towards both 
the proper interpretation, in terms of reliability and confident use at 
different scales of analysis, of DInSAR data and the forecast of damage 
to structures. 
In particular, Chapter 2 offers an overview of subsidence and slow-
moving landslide phenomena in terms of general features, kinematics 




Chapter 3 provides a state of the art of available methods for the 
prevision of damage induced by subsidence and slow-moving landslides, 
highlighting the advantages and limitations of each method. 
Chapter 4 focuses on DInSAR techniques synthesizing  their basics, 
limitations and potentiality as well as most advanced application, 
available in scientific literature, to subsidence and slow-moving 
landslides. 
In Chapter 5, first of all a multidisciplinary general framework for the 
proper use of DInSAR data is introduced; then original procedures for 
the confident and reliable interpretation of DInSAR data at different 
scales for both subsidence phenomena and slow-moving landslides are 
described. 
Chapter 6 deals with the application at different scale of the proposed 
procedures to some case studies of subsidence phenomena in the 
Campania Region (southern Italy). In particular, referring to the whole 
Campania Plain critical areas are mapped at small scale in order to 
furnish a preliminary interpretation of phenomena; then, the analyses 
carried out at medium scale within the Campanian Plain allowed the 
detection and  ranking of subsidence-affected municipal territories in 
which more detailed analyses need to be carried out; the analyses at 
municipal scale to zone the portions of the municipal territory in which 
damage to structure/infrastructure is likely to occur; finally,  at detailed 
scale to detect buildings in which damage of different severity is likely to 
occur. 
In Chapter 7 the proposed procedure to update landslide inventory map 
at medium scale, based on combination of DInSAR data and damage 
survey, is applied in an area of 557 km2, located in Campania region . At 
the same scale of analysis an example of vulnerability function is 
presented.  
Finally Chapter 8 deals with some remarks on the obtained results 
discussing  the necessary research developments to further improve the 
forecast and prevention of damages induced by subsidence phenomena 




2 THE ANALYSED PHENOMENA 
“Any fool can know. The point is to understand.”  
Einstein 
 
The knowledge and understanding of both predisposing and 
triggering factors as well as of features and kinematics of a given 
phenomenon are fundamental steps for a proper analysis of the 
consequences to exposed elements owing to the same 
phenomenon. This Chapter offers an insight into subsidence and 
slow-moving landslide phenomena. 
2.1 SUBSIDENCE 
Subsidence refers to ground surface displacements – with prevailing 
vertical component - owing to natural or anthropogenic causes.  
Natural subsidence is generally very slow and it could develop also in 
geological periods; it can be induced essentially by tectonic movement, 
natural consolidation or modification of physical and chemical soil 
properties.  
Anthropogenic subsidence is more rapid than natural subsidence and its 
effects are more evident in the short term; it can be induced essentially 
by withdrawals of fluids, mining or removal of solids (e.g. tunneling).  
Fluids withdrawal from subsoil is the more widespread cause of 
anthropogenic subsidence. Pumping fluids are generally water, oil or gas. 
The parameters that mainly influence the entity and surface distribution 
of settlements are: soil stratigraphy, geotechnical soil properties; 
hydraulic conditions; withdrawal characteristics. 
Subsidence can be also induced by mining which can lead sudden sinking 
or slow settlements. The involved areas are generally coincident with the 
excavation zone. A number of factors control the extent of mining 
subsidence. The main influencing factors are (Jones and Bellamy, 1973): 




mining, angle of draw, seam inclination, geological conditions, time, 
direction and rate of advance of the face and method of working. 
Another cause of anthropogenic subsidence is tunneling. It is well 
recognized (Peck, 1969) that the deformations caused by tunneling (and 
the consequent potential damage to adjacent and overlying services and 
structures) will depend on: (i) the ground and groundwater conditions; 
(ii) the tunnel depth and diameter and, most importantly, (iii) the 
construction details.  
However, sometimes different concurrent causes can originate a 
subsidence phenomenon, thus making it difficult to individuate the role 
played by each of them; consequently, it may be not easy to relate causes 
and consequence effects. Construction of cities on unconsolidated soils 
is just an example of subsidence induced by both natural and 
anthropogenic causes. Unconsolidated sediments (essentially clays, silts, 
peats and sands) are relevant predisposing factors to subsidence while 
building cities are the triggering cause for several reasons, such as: the 
compaction of sediments due to the weight of civil engineering works; 
the lowering of the water table because of drainage in the construction 
area; water exploitation for industrial and human need. Also the 
construction of levees and dams – often built to prevent or control 
flooding – could be a triggering cause of subsidence. These 
constructions shuts off the natural supply of new sediment to the area. 
In a natural setting sedimentation resulting from floods helps replenish 
the sediment that subsides and, thus, builds new material over the 
subsiding sediment, decreasing the overall rate of subsidence. When the 
sediment supply is cut off, the replenishment does not occur and the rate 
of subsidence in enhanced (Nelson, 2012).  
Subsidence is an extensive worldwide phenomenon affecting large areas 
and important cities. In this regard, Table 2.1 synthesizes some case 
studies with the indication of their main cause and maximum recorded 
settlement. It is worth noting that most of cities reported in Table 2.1 are 
coastal cities like London, Houston, and Venice, or are built on river 
flood plains and deltas, like New Orleans, Baton Rouge, and the San 
Joaquin Valley of central California; accordingly it can be inferred that 
subsidence phenomena, in some particular areas, could result in a 
increase of the flood risk. Mexico City is somewhat different in that it 
was built in a former lake.  
 
 












Cause Some References 
 Los Angeles, 
U.S.A. 
9 50 
Petroleum withdrawal and 
tectonic activity 




Compactation of river 
sediments 




2.7 12100 Coastal sediments Gabrysch, 1984 
San Joaquin 
Valley,U.S.A. 
8.8 13500 Groundwater withdrawal 
Ireland et al., 1984  
Prokopovich, 1983 
Mexico City 8.5 225 Filled lake 
Booker et al., 1985 
Bell, 1994  
Ovando-Shelley et al., 
2003 
López-Quiroz et al., 2009 
Tokyo, Japan 4.5 3000 
Groundwater withdrawal 
from unconsolidated coastal 
sediments and tectonic 
activity 
Konogai et al., 2012 
Niigata, Japan 3 500 
Groundwater withdrawal 
from unconsolidated coastal 
sediments 
Okumura et al., 1969 
Shanghai, 
China 





from unconsolidated river 
sediments 
Phien-wej et al., 2005 
Venice, Italy 0.22 150 
Groundwater withdrawal 
from unconsolidated coastal 
sediments 
Ricceri, 2007 
Bologna 4 225 Groundwater withdrawal Modoni et al., 2013 
 Ripon, 
England 





2.1 SLOW-MOVING LANDSLIDES 
Slow-moving landslides are not clearly defined as a “class” in any of 
existing classification systems (see Appendix A). Anyway, referring to 
Varnes’ classification (1978), for the purposes of this work they can be 
mainly identified with the following types involving earth soils: rotational 
slides (Figure 2.1); translational slides (Figure 2.2); flows (Figure 2.3) or 
complex phenomena. Furthermore, deep seated gravitational slope 
deformations (Zischinskik, 1969) and creep phenomena (Hutchinson, 
1988) are also taken into account.  
As for the selected typologies, rotational slides are characterized by 
curvilinear (concave upward) sliding surfaces; moreover, they are 
generally deep compared with their length (Skempton, 1953). On the 
contrary, translational slides are characterized by sliding surfaces 
essentially parallel to the existing ground surface; furthermore they are 
generally shallower than rotational slides. Flows are characterized by a 
displaced mass strongly deformed internally that behaves as a viscous 
fluid. It is worth observing that many slope failure begin as slide and 
propagate as flows.  
Creep, according to Hutchinson (1988) and Sharpe (1938), means any 
extremely slow movements which are imperceptible except through long 
period measurements. It is possible distinguish mass creep and 
superficial creep. Mass creep occur under essential constant stress and 
the resulting displacements tend to be diffuse rather than concentrated 
upon discernible slip surface. Superficial creep is confined to the surface 
layers of the ground which suffered seasonal changes in volume, through  
changes in water content and temperature, and through freeze-thaw of 










Figure 2.1 An example of rotational earth slide, Sheoaks (Australia), november 
2001 (http://www.ccma.vic.gov.au). 
 







Figure 2.3 An example of earth flow: a) orthophoto of Montaguto earthflow 
(Avellino, Italy, Avio Riprese); b) photo of the toe of the landslide taken in 
January 2006 (source: Department of National Civil Protection); c) photo of the 
head of the landslide taken in January 2006 (source: Department of National 
Civil Protection) (modified after Cascini et al., 2012). 
 
As far as the typical rate-of-displacement values are concerned, slow-
moving landslides fall in the velocities classes provided by Cruden and 
Varnes (1996), ranging between “slow” (until 13 m/year) and “extremely 
slow” (until 16 mm/year) (Figure 2.5 b).  
Referring to the general framework proposed by Leroueil et al. (1996) 
for the geotechnical characterization of a slope movement, slow-moving 
landslides are phenomena either at pre-failure stage or moving along one 
or several preexisting slip surfaces (Cascini et al., 2010b). The first case 
includes all the deformation processes leading to failure. These processes 
determine a relatively small displacement rate that increases when 
approaching failure, as a consequence of the gradual formation and 
propagation of a shear zone in the soil mass. In the last case they are 
defined as “reactivations” and can exhibit active or occasional 





reactivation style, which have to be studied using different approaches. 
In particular, active slow-moving landslides show seasonal variations 
(Figure 2.5d) of the rate of movement that are controlled, both in the 
accelerating and decelerating phases, by pore-water pressure fluctuations 
that are, in turn, strictly correlated to the net rainfall regime and/or 
snowmelt. The occasional reactivations (Figure 2.5d) refer to episodic 
movements that are not controlled by the seasonal fluctuations of the 
pore-water pressures and must be related to a different specific and 
episodic triggering factor. 
Further insight on slow-moving landslides were provided by Iaccarino et 
al. (1995) who defined the evolution stages of the earth flows that affect 
a territory of the Basilicata region, southern Italy (Figure 2.4). On the 
basis of geomorphological evidences the Authors distinguish four 
evolution stages named A’, B’, C’, D’. During the stage A’ the mobilized 
material moves from the source zone, through the track zone as a 
viscous flow with velocity varying from moderate to very rapid (Cruden 
and Varnes, 1996). During the stage B’ the shape of three parts of the 
landslide is still noticeable, as for stage A’, but the rate of movement 
decreases from moderate to slow. The stage C’ may last tens of years and 
it is characterized by rate of movements within the very slow to 
extremely slow classes (Cruden and Varnes, 1996). Compared to the 
previous stage of movement, the shape of three main zones of the 
landslide is not clearly distinguishable from the stable area and the 
landslide body shows an undulated ground surface and rounded 
boundaries. During the last stage of movement, D’, the boundaries of 
the landslide are almost undistinguishable from the stable area and the 
undulate behavior of the ground surface becomes less visible. This stage 
of activity lasts tens of years and the rate of movement falls within the 






Figure 2.4 Geomorphologic evolutionary stages proposed by Iaccarino et al. 
(1995). 
Slow-moving landslides are widespread in many geological contexts. 
Focusing on the Italian territory, according to the IFFI project (2007) the 
earth slides represent about 33% of landslides while earth flows about 
16%. Clear examples of diffusion of these phenomena within the Italian 
territory are testified by more than 17,500 slow-moving landslides 
mapped at 1:25,000 scale within the territory of National Basin Authority 
of “Liri-Garigliano and Volturno rivers” (central-southern Italy) (Cascini, 
2002) or around 32,000 phenomena mapped at 1:25,000 scale in the 
Emiliano-Romagnolo Apennine (northern Italy) (Bertolini et al., 2005). 
Some interesting case studies, well-documented in the scientific 
literature, are shown in the Table 2.2. 
 







Figure 2.5 (a) Types of slow-moving landslides according to Varnes (1978); (b) 
velocity of slow-moving landslide according to Cruden and Varnes (1996); (c) 
involved materials according to Leroueil et al. (1996); (d) activity stage 







Table 2.2 Selected slow-moving landslides in Italy (modified after Grimaldi, 
2008) 
Place Typology Main references 
Porta Cassia (Orvieto, Italy) Earth slides Tommasi et al., 2006 
Fosso San Martino (Teramo, 
Italy) 
Earth slides Bertini et al., 1986 
Bomba (Arezzo, Italy) Earth slides Lanzo and D’Elia, 1997 
Piagge (Arezzo, Italy Earth slides Lanzo and D’Elia, 1997 
Lioni (Avellino, Italy) Earth slides Cotecchia, 1989 
San Pietro in Guarano Earth slides 
Cascini et al., 1992a,b; 1994; 
Antronico et al., 2003 
Masseria de Nicola (Potenza. 
Italy) 
Earth flow Pellegrino et al., 2004 
Torrente Miscano 
(Benevento, Italy) 
Earth flow Pellegrino et al., 2004 
Averà (Belluno, Italy) Earth flow Angeli et al, 1989 
Montaguto (Avellino) Earth flow Cascini et al., 2012 
Cerzeto Earth flow Iovine et al., 2006 
Ancona Rotational slide 





3 CONSEQUENCE ANALYSIS  




The consequences induced by slow-moving landslides and subsidence 
may have a relevant socio-economic impact. In this Chapter, after a 
short overview of damages induced by subsidence and slow-moving 
landslides in the world, the main methods to predict damages are 
discussed.  
3.1 DAMAGES INDUCED BY SUBSIDENCE OR SLOW-
MOVING LANDSLIDES 
Land subsidence may cause severe damages to facilities (pipelines, linear 
infrastructures, buildings), induce seawater intrusion and flood, and 
consequently, lead to huge economic losses all over the world.  
As far as Asian countries are concerned, land subsidence has become 
one of the most challenging issues in China. In Shanghai, for example, 
the phenomenon has caused economic losses summing up to more than 
US$ 13 billion (100 billion RMB) (China Daily, Feb. 14, 2007) and for 
the first decade of 21st century (Feng et al., 2008) the economic loss is 
estimated to be about US$ 3.3 billion. 
As for United States, the National Research Council (1991) estimated 
that annual costs deriving from flooding and structural damage caused 
by land subsidence exceeded $125 million. Moreover, the assessment of 
other costs related to land subsidence is complicated thus the total cost 
of subsidence is probably significantly larger than the current best 
estimate (Galloway et al., 1999). 
Europe is witnessing a dramatic increase in property damage as a result 
of soil subsidence. A new loss model developed by Swiss Re and the 
Swiss Federal Institute of Technology (ETH Zurich) suggests that soil 
subsidence will worsen and spread in Europe, with some areas seeing a 
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more than 50% rise in future losses (Swiss Re, 2011). In France alone, 
subsidence-related losses have increased by more than 50% within two 
decades, costing affected regions an average of € 340 million per year 
(Swiss Re, 2011). In the UK, figures from the Association of British 
Insurers (ABI) posted on the Internet indicate that building damage, as a 
result of subsidence, cost about £500 millions over the dry summers of 
1975–1976, and £400 millions in 2003 (Professional Broking, 2007). 
Other figures from the ABI (Dlugolecki, 2004) suggest that with the 
effects of climate change, by 2050 the costs could be as much as £600 
million in a normal year and £1.2 billion in a bad year (at 2004 prices). In 
many Countries most household insurance policies cover loss or damage 
caused by subsidence. They do not cover the cost of preventing further 
subsidence, this means that the cost of repairing damage (such as cracks) 
to the building's superstructure is covered but is not covered the cost of 
stopping the building from moving in the future. 
In Italy an economical evaluation of damage related to subsidence 
doesn’t exist; however, a study carried out by the Istituto Superiore per la 
Protezione e la Ricerca Ambientale (ISPRA, 2006) demonstrated that 
about 10% of Italian municipalities (747 out of 8,101) are affected by this 
phenomenon (Figure 3.1). Among these, evacuation ordinances 
(Ordinance no. 253 23/09/2010) and a system of tax allowance have 
been implemented in Guidonia (Roma Province, Lazio Region).  
Generally, case studies reported in technical and scientific literature show 
that subsidence affects different facilities in different ways. Focusing on 
buildings, the severity of the damage to the superstructures is to a great 
extent controlled by the structural typology as well as by the soil-footing 
relative stiffness. For instance, a masonry building resting on high 
deformable shallow footings can be affected by ground movements 
more than a reinforced concrete building with very stiff shallow footings. 
Furthermore, it must be taken into account that – in some situations -  
vertical components of the ground displacements may coexist with 
horizontal ones, thus inducing (Cooper, 2008) concave upward bending 
(hogging) or convex bending (sagging) mode of deformation (Figure 
3.2). Each movement type – including footing extension or support loss 
(Figure 3.2) – imposes a different combination of stresses upon a 
building, though damage is often concentrated upon corners or stress 
concentrators such as door or window areas (National Coal Board, 1975; 











Figure 3.2 Schematic illustration of building damage associated with various 
types of subsidence movement, some of which may occur together (Cooper, 
2008). 
Figure 3.1 Map of subsiding area  (a), number of Municipalities affected by 
subsidence for each Italian region (modified after ISPRA, 2006)(b), number of 




Figure 3.3 a) Hogging mode of failure with loss of support to the right of the 
picture Calatayud, Spain (Cooper, 1998); b) Sagging building damage Princess 
Road, Ripon (Cooper, 1998); c) Damage to road (Tivoli Terme, Italy) d) A row 
of buildings, showing effects of land subsidence (Credit: Chris Earle) 
e)settlement and titlting of a building in Bangkok; f) An 18 mm crack in the wall 
of a house at Hutton Conyers near Ripon,UK (Cooper, 1998);g) building at the 
Everglades Experiment Station originally constructed at the land surface; 
latticework and stairs were added after substantial land subsidence 





As far as landslides are concerned, available information on related 
economic losses deals with all types of phenomena. In this regard, the 
annual economic losses in Italy, Austria, Switzerland and France are 
estimated as USD 1–5 billion while United States exceed USD 3.5 billion 
(Kjekstad and Highland 2009). Also the impact on natural environment, 
such as on morphology, forest and fauna is considerable (Schuster 2007).  
Focusing on buildings, it is generally admissible that damage resulting 
from the impact with fast-moving landslides – such as debris flows and 
rock falls – is generally the highest as it may corresponds to the collapse 
of the whole superstructure or of a part of it. However, slow-moving 
landslides may also have adverse effects on affected facilities that 
sometimes could be underestimated in decision making 
processes(Safeland Deriverable 2.5, 2011).  
Generally, the damageability of facilities to slow-moving landslides may 
depend on several factors. Among them, some of the most relevant are: 
(a) the hazard level; (b) the rate of movement (relative slow to extremely 
slow moving landslides); (c) the triggering mechanism (intense rainfall, 
earthquake, erosion, construction activities etc); (d) the specific strength 
and stiffness characteristics of the exposed elements and (e) their 
position in relation to the potential sliding surface, and (f) the type of 
materials controlling the movement (Safeland Deliverable 2.5, 2011). 
Mansour et al. (2011) reviewed more than 50 cases of slow-moving 
landslides causing damage of different severity to facilities in many 
countries in the world such as: Canada (Clementino et al.2008; Moore et 
al. 2006), USA (Esser, 2000), Australia (Jworchan et al., 2008), New 
Zealand (Gillon and Saul, 1996), United Kingdom (Nichol and Lowman, 
2000), Switzerland (Bonnard et al. 2008), Greece (Topal and Akin,2008), 
China (Zhou , 2000), Japan (Fujisawa et al. 2007), Malaysia (Malone et 
al., 2008). They revealed that buildings and residential houses may 
sustain higher slide velocities and total displacements than the other 
facilities before experiencing serious damage while bridges were found to 
be the most damageable elements.  
In Italy, among the case studies reported in the scientific literature a 
significant example is that of Ancona, a coastal town of Central-Eastern 
Italy, where a reactivated rotational slide involving an area of about 300 
hectares occurred in 1982 (Crescenti et al., 1983). According to the 
National Research Council, the landslide caused extensive damage to 
buildings and infrastructures. In detail, the phenomenon damaged the 
University Medical Faculty and two hospitals, damaged or completely 
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destroyed 280 buildings, for a total of 865 dwellings. In addition, the 




Figure 3.4 Ancona landslide: damage to man-made structures caused by the 
landslide (Cotecchia, 2006). 
Another significant example is the landslide that occured in a little town 
in southern Italy, San Pietro in Guarano, in the Province of Cosenza. 
This is a typical reactivation of the Western Sila massif affecting the 
intensely weathered gneiss rocks (Cascini et al., 1992a,b; 1994; 2006). 
Many buildings were so severely damaged to be demolished or 
evacuated. For instance, a primary school mainly suffered cracks in the 
beam, pillar and partitions, but also detached sections of wall plugging 
(Figure. 3.5); a secondary school presented diagonal cracks in the wall 





structures (Figure 3.6); finally, a private building mainly suffered 
widespread cracking in the masonry walls (Figure 3.6) (Antronico et al., 
2003).  
 
Figure 3.5 A primary school San Pietro in Guarano (Cosenza Province, Italy): a) 





Figure 3.6 A secondary school in San Pietro in Guarano (Cosenza Province, 







Figure 3.7 San Pietro in Guarano (Cosenza Province, Italy): damages to private 
houses (Antronico et al., 2003). 
More recently a vast reactivated complex landslide occurred in the early 
morning of March 7th 2005, after a period of prolonged rainfall 
combined with snowfall, in Cavallerizzo in Calabria region (Italy). In 
total, thirty buildings were severely damaged or destroyed by the 
landslide, and the provincial road (locally called Emigranti Street) 
connecting the hamlet of Cavallerizzo to the main village of Cerzeto, and 
to Mongrassano was disrupted. About 310 inhabitants had to be 





Figure 3.8 Some photographs of the March 2005 landslide at Cavallerizzo.: a) a 
panoramic view of the village (in foreground, the main earth flow); b) view of 
buildings damaged along the crown; c) view of damage to the provincial road; 
d) view of the main scarp (in foreground, the landslide lake); e-g) view of 
damage to the urbanized area, along the main scarp (Iovine et al, 2006). 
Another interesting case study is reported by Fruzzetti and Scarpelli 
(2004) referring to a slide in the urban area of Camerata Picena (An). The 
Authors describe the damage, numerous cracks with a prevailing 
inclination of 45°, suffered by a four-stored building on shallow 








Figure 3.9 Damage to buildings with prevailing systems of cracks (Fruzzetti and 
Scarpelli, 2004). 
 
Generally, the case studies reported in the scientific literature show that 
absolute horizontal movements – also of several centimeters – can be 
tolerated by buildings, especially if differential deformations are small. 
On the other hand, differential displacement of the same order of 
intensity can lead to severe damage and impose evacuation. However, a 
rational criterion it is necessary to adequately assess the acceptability of 
displacements caused by slope movements (Picarelli and Russo, 2004). In 
the next Section the most widely used methods in geotechnical engineer 
to predict damage induced by displacements are presented.  
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3.2 VISIBLE DAMAGE AND ITS CHARACTERIZATION  
Assessment of building damage can be conditioned by factors such as: 
local experiences; caution of professional engineer; occupancy type, 
market value and saleability of the property (Burland, 2008). Of course, 
damage usually relates to the existence of cracks that generally 
concentrate in correspondence of weak Sections of the affected 
superstructure (BRE, 1995).  
According to Audell (1996), crack patterns are diagnostic indicators 
which implicate specific structural movements relative to a particular 
geologic hazard. The Author suggests a crack classification system based 
on (Figure 3.10): 
 ground movements; 
 cracks orientation; 
 type of stress; 
 type of feature. 
Ground movements are defined as: normal (N), reverse (R), pull-apart 
(P), seismic (S) and undefined or non-geologic (U). Normal movement is 
downward, vertical settlement, such as from soil subsidence. Reverse 
movement is upward vertical heave, such as from swelling expansive 
soils. Pull-apart movement is horizontal separation which may be 
associated with landsliding, slope creep or lateral drift from expansive 
clays. The three senses of movement (normal, reverse and pull-apart) 
may be realized by a fourth: earthquake ground shaking. A single 
geologic hazard or a combination of geologic hazards may affect 
localized or widespread parts of the building.  
Crack orientations in walls are defined as: vertical (V), diagonal (D) and 
horizontal (H). Crack orientations in slabs are defined as: oblique (0), 
parallel (P) and radial (R). Vertical cracks, commonly found at mid-wall 
areas and oriented normal to the foundation. Diagonal cracks, 
commonly found at the corner wall areas and oriented at some angle to 
the foundation. Horizontal cracks, commonly found anywhere along the 
height of the wall and oriented parallel to the foundation. These cracks 
exhibit a preferred orientation because of the applied stress caused by 
ground movement.  
The types of stress are defined as: tension (T), compression (C) and 
shear (S). Tension cracks are commonly found with open separations. 
Shear cracks are commonly found closed or with very narrow 





hatchure patterns across the crack). Compression cracks are commonly 
found closed with characteristic bulging. Ground movement and seismic 
shaking can generate one or all three types of stress in buildings. The 
type of feature may be a crack (C) or a gap (G). Cracks are breaks in 
brittle building materials which include stucco, plaster, drywall and 




Figure 3.10 The “Crack Classification System” for crack patterns in buildings 
(Audell, 1996). 
 
One of the first, widely used schemes for recording building damage in 
Britain was that of the UK National Coal Board (NCB) (Table 3.1) based 
on the NCB approach detailed in the Subsidence Engineers Handbook 
(National Coal Board, 1975). The scheme is based on the change in the 





Table 3.1 Ranking of damage categories used by the UK NCB (National Coal 
Board 1975) 
 
Because Table 3.1 is based on change of length rather than crack width, 
it was also applicable to compressive stresses in the sagging mode. 
However, it requires detailed measurements and does not lend itself to 
quick surveys based on crack widths.  
Burland et al. (1977) summarized several approaches to quantify building 
damage. They distinguished between three criteria when considering 
building damage: 
1. visual appearance; 
2. serviceability or function; 
3. stability. 
They proposed a system of damage categories based on the ease of 
repair (Figure 3.11), so to classify visible damage is necessary, when 
carrying out the survey, to assess the type of work necessary to repair the 
damage both externally and internally. This defines six categories of 
damages, numbered 0 to 5 in increasing severity. Normally categories 0, 
1, 2 related to aesthetic damage, 3 and 4 to serviceability damage and 5 
damage affecting stability. The Authors also noted that: 
 the classification relates only to the visible damage at a given time 
and not its cause or possible progression, which are separate 
issues. 
 The strong temptation to classify damage solely on crack width 
must be resisted. It is the case of repair that is the key factor in 
determining the category of damage. 
 The classification was developed for brickwork or blockwork and 





not intended to apply to reinforced concrete structural elements. 
More stringent criteria may be necessary when damage may lead 
to corrosion, penetration or leakage of harmful liquids and gases 
or structural failure 
 
 
Figure 3.11 Classification of visible damage to walls with particular reference to 
ease of repair of plaster and brickwork masonry (Burland, 1977). 
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3.3 METHODS FOR DAMAGE FORECAST 
3.3.1 Damageability criteria 
 
Predicting building damage due to ground movements is an important 
task for territory management in order to reduce socio-economical 
effect. A study of the literature reveals a wide variety of confusing 
symbols and terminology describing foundation movements.  
Burland and Wroth (1974) proposed a consistent set of definitions based 
on the displacements (either measured or calculated) of a number of 
discrete points on the foundations of a building later widely accepted, to 
define building distortion (Figure 3.12). 
 
Figure 3.12 Definition of building deformation: a) settlement, differential 
settlement; b) relative deflection, deflection ratio, c) tilt, relative rotation (After 
Burland, 1995). 
The following deformation parameters, shown in Figure 3.12, are 
defined: 
1. Settlement defines the vertical movement of a point. Positive values indicate down-
wards movement. 






3. Rotation or slope  describes the change in gradient of the straight line defined by 
two reference points embedded in the structure. 
4. Angular strain produces sagging or upward concavity when positive, while hogging 
or downward concavity is described by a negative value. 
5. Relative deflection  describes the maximum displacement relative to the straight 
line connecting two reference points with a distance L.  
6. Deflection ratio DR is defined as the quotient of relative defection and the 
corresponding length: DR = /L . 
7. Tilt  describes the rigid body rotation of the whole superstructure or a well defined 
part of it. It is difficult to determine as the structure normally flexes itself. 
8. Relative rotation or angular distortion  is defined as the rotation of the straight 
line joining two reference points relative to the tilt.  
9. Average horizontal strain h develops as a change in length L over the 
corresponding length L: h = L /L. 
The above definitions only describe `in-Plain' deformation. Three-
dimensional behavior such as twisting is not included. 
In literature there are several methods to predict damages ranging from 
empirical methods to detailed finite element calculations (Figure 3.13). 
 
 
Figure 3.13 Damage Criteria (Finno et al., 2005). 
 
According to Negulescu and Foerster (2010) it is possible distinguish 
three categories of methods: 
– empirical methods (e.g. Skempton and MacDonald, 1956; Polshin and 
Tokar, 1957; Sowers, 1962; Bjerrum,1963; Rusch and Mayer, 1964; 
Beeby and Miles, 1969), which aim at establishing criteria of 
serviceability by relating the deformation observed from field surveys to 
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the damage generally induced by settlements due to the own weight of 
the structure. 
– methods using structural engineering principles (Burland and Wroth, 
1974; Boscardin and Cording, 1989; Boone, 1996; Finno et al., 2005; 
Bird et al., 2005a,b). 
– methods based on numerical modelling (e.g. see Burd et al., 2000). 
The first attempts to derive recommendations on allowable settlements 
of structures based on empirical methods were made by Skempton and 
MacDonald (1956) and Polshin and Tokar (1957). 
Recommendations from Skempton and MacDonald (1956) are obtained 
by treating data collected from settlements and damage observations on 
98 buildings from which 40 showed signs of damages. The damage 
criterion that they used is the “angular distortion” defined as the ratio of 
the differential settlements and the distance between two points after 
eliminating the influence of the tilt of the building. Based on their 
observations, they reported a range of limit values depending on the type 
of building or foundation, to determine the magnitude of differential 
foundation movement that will cause cosmetic, i.e. architectural damage 
to structures, or more seriously, structural damage. For instance, they 
propose a limit value of 1/300 for “angular distortion” corresponding to 
a threshold for crack initiation in walls and finishes. They note also that a 
value greater than 1/150 would cause structural damage. Polshin and 
Tokar (1957) recognize different modes of deformation for different 
types of buildings, so that they treat separately unreinforced load bearing 
walls and frame structures. They define some limit criteria which depend 
on the “slope” (difference of settlement of two adjacent supports relative 
to the distance between them), the “relative deflection” (ratio of 
deflection to the deflected part length) and the average settlement under 
the building. These criteria are in concordance with the values proposed 
by Skempton and Mc-Donald (1956) and are also in agreement with the 
results obtained later by Burland and Worth (1974). 
The observation of the settlement of structures and possible consequent 
damage, according to Ricceri et al. (1985) is undoubtedly a valid method 
of evaluating the limits within which certain types of structures may 
accept deformation without weakness which may jeopardize o restrict 
their use. Undoubtedly the criteria that has been formulated from a set 
of data, must be used for other buildings with great caution, because of 
the extremely complexness of the soil/structure interaction influenced 





As for methods based on structural engineering principles, the most 
emblematic and widely used literature study on settlement-induced 
damage is the one published by Burland and Wroth in 1974. In their 
paper, they analyze the damage due to the foundation movement, as well 
as the interaction between the structure and the underlying ground. 
They propose a new fundamental approach for building damage 
assessment, in which they replace a simple structure by an equivalent 
uniform, weightless, elastic beam of length L, height H, and unit 
thickness (the Deep Beam Method) (Figure 3.14). 
 
 
Figure 3.14 Illustration of the equivalent Deep Beam Method, used to replace an 
actual building by a uniform, weightless, elastic beam of unit thickness 
(Burland and Wroth, 1974). 
 
Then, they define a criterion for initial cracking based on the calculation 
of tensile strains developing in the beam. In order to assess the factors 
related to soil-structure interactions, they first evaluate the ground 
settlements at an equivalent site with no overlying building (so called 
‘greenfield’ settlements) and setting lateral strains to zero. Then, they 
impose the obtained displacements on a structural model of the building 
in order to assess the expected damage. 
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The Figure 3.14 shows two extreme modes of deformation: in bending 
cracking is caused by direct tensile strain while in shear diagonal cracks 
appear, caused by diagonal tensile strains. For a centrally loaded beam 
subjected to both shear and bending deformation the total central 










                                                                                       ( 1 ) 
 
where E is the Young's modulus and G is the shear modulus. P is the 
point load which is applied at the centre of the beam. For an isotropic 
elastic material E/G = 2(1 + ). Assuming a Poisson's ratio of = 0,3 it 
can be derived E/G = 2.6. In the case where the neutral axis is in the 
middle of the beam, Burland and Wroth (1974) expressed in terms of 
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Both equations are plotted in Figure 3.15. It is obvious that for L/H < 
0,5 the diagonal strain is critical. As L/H increases above this value 
bending becomes the more critical mode of deformation. For the 
equations plotted in Figure 3.15a it was assumed that the neutral axis was 
in the middle of the beam. In real buildings, however, the foundations 
offer a significant restraint to their deformation. 
Therefore, it may be more realistic to assume the neutral axis to be at the 

























As the neutral axis is at the lower extreme fibre, Equation 3 only applies 
for a hogging deformation mode. In the case of sagging there are no 
tensile strains. Equations 4 and 5 are plotted in Figure 3.15. Comparing 
Figure 3.15b) with Figure3.15 a) shows that for any given value of 
/Llim the value of /L in Figure 3.15 b) is twice that in Figure 3.15 a). 
 
Figure 3.15 a) Relationship between D/Lecrit and L=H for rectangular beams 
deflecting due to combined bending and shear. Neutral axis in the middle. b) 
Relationship D/Lecrit between and L=H for rectangular beams defecting due to 
combined bending and shear. Neutral axis at the bottom. (after Burland & 
Wroth, 1974). 
 
Boscardin and Cording (1989) have complemented Burland and Wroth’s 
concepts by including the effect of horizontal strain developing in the 
ground due to settlements. They note that this effect depends on the 
lateral stiffness of the structure. For instance, a frame structure would be 
more affected by horizontal ground strains than a structure with 
reinforced concrete walls supported by continuous footings or with stiff 
floor systems. Based on the results of their studies, they define categories 
of damage by developing relationships between the horizontal strain and 







Figure 3.16 Interaction diagram relating angular distortion and horizontal strain 
for different categories of damage (Boscardin and Cording, 1989). 
 
This approach is interesting as it relies on sound theoretical backgrounds 
for damage induced by ground movements, which was new with regards 
to the previous works based on empirical observations only. However, a 
main issue concerns the difficulty to provide guidance on the selection of 
the equivalent beam features (e.g. equivalent rigidity), especially when 
dealing with a multi-story structure.  
In the last years more sophisticated methods, such as finite elements 
(FE), in order to estimate settlement-induced damages are developing. 
They are undoubtedly complex and they may lead to results that are 
signicantly more realistic than those obtained using conventional 
methods (Burd et al., 2000). 
Among them it is possible to distinguish uncoupled and coupled 
approaches. Uncoupled approaches study the soil and the structure 
separately, on the other hand coupled approaches model structure 
interactions (SSI), but they are more complex and time consuming. Burd 
et al.(2000) developed procedures based on a three-dimensional finite 
element method, in which the building, the ground and the tunnelling 
processes are combined in a single numerical model using coupled and 
uncoupled approaches. The purpose of the coupled analyses was to 
investigate the general mechanisms of soil structure interaction that 
occur in this type of problem while the uncoupled analyses were 
intended to investigate the shortcomings of methods in which soil 
structure interaction effects are not considered. Depending on the 
building deformation mode (e.g. sagging or hogging), SSI effects may be 
more or less important, as lateral restraint provided by the ground may 





subjected to sagging deformations it is seen that an uncoupled approach 
is likely to be excessively conservative. Soil structure interaction effects 
when the building deforms in a hogging mode, although important, are 
less significant than for buildings subjected to sagging. For buildings 
subjected to hogging, therefore, it is possible that a conventional 
uncoupled approach may give useful results. 
Different approaches with varying level of details have been used to 
represent the building including: deep beam model and 3D modeling, of 
structure.  
The deep beam model is similar to the approach adopted by Burland and 
Wroth(1974). The structure is represented by an elastic beam with 
bending stiffness (EI) and axial stiffness (EA) representing the overall 
stiffness of the structure. The deformation can be imposed on the beam 
by incorporating it into a FE analysis using a coupled approach (either 
2D or 3D) or by pre-describing the displacement of the beam 
(uncoupled approach). The advantages of this method are, especially 
when used in 2D conditions, the small amount of computational 
resources required and, therefore, the ability to perform extensive 
parametric studies.  
Losacco (2011) proposed a simplified building model, called “equivalent 
solid”, useful especially when many buildings have to be analyzed. The 
equivalent solid used in the study has the same footprint and the same 
height as the embedded part of the structure it is meant to represent. 
The adopted equivalence criterion is based on the agreement between 
the distributions of vertical reactions caused by a displacement field 
applied at the base of both the full and the simplified building model in 
uncoupled three-dimensional FE analyses. 
3.3.2 Fragility and vulnerability curves 
In the last few decades, a dramatic increase in the losses caused by 
natural catastrophes has been observed worldwide. 
The vulnerability of buildings and territories to natural hazards 
(earthquake, landslide, tsunami etc.) are often addressed with fragility and 
vulnerability curves because they represent a good compromise between 
the accuracy of the results and the amount of time and money required 
for the studies. Fragility curves provide the probability of reaching or 
exceeding a given damage state as a function of the intensity of the 
natural event, and they are usually modeled by lognormal functions. A 
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very important point is that fragility curves clearly take into account that 
not all buildings of the same type will suffer the same level of damage for 
a given event intensity. Vulnerability curves are relationships between the 
mean amount of damage for a given type of building and the value of the 
event intensity. An example of these curves is shown in Figure 3.17 
(from Saedi et al., 1999) for a massive stone masonry building 
(Lagomarsino and Giovinazzi, 2006). In particular, Figure 3.17(a) shows 
the damage distribution for this type of building for an earthquake EMS-
98 intensity equal to 11. After calculating these damage distributions for 
all intensity levels, fragility curves can be generated (Figure 3.17 (b)). 
Then all this material is combined to calculate a mean damage value, for 
each intensity level, so that the vulnerability curves can be plotted  
(Figure 3.17(c)).  
 
 
Figure 3.17 (a) Damage distribution, (b) fragility curves and (c)vulnerability 
curves for M4 building type, according to EMS-98 (Saeidi et al., 2009). 
 
The various methods available to derive fragility and vulnerability curves 
can be distinguished in four main categories: empirical, engineering 
judgmental, analytical and hybrid, based on the scale of the study area, 
the availability and quality of input data and the local technology in 
construction practice (SafeLand Deliverable 2.5, 2011).  
Empirical methods are based on observational data from post-events 
surveys; generally empirical vulnerability curves should be inherently 
more realistic compared to other categories, since they are based on the 
observed damage of actual structures subjected to real event. The most 
common problem when applying a purely empirical approach is the 
unavailability of (sufficient and reliable) necessary data; moreover the 
exportability of results need great caution. 





The reliability of judgment-based curves is questionable due to their 
dependence on the individual experience of the experts consulted. 
On the other hand, analytical fragility vulnerability curves are based on 
numerical modeling, so they can be extremely computationally intensive 
and time consuming and thus the curves cannot be easily developed for 
different areas or countries with diverse construction characteristics. 
Hybrid relationships attempt to compensate for the scarcity of 
observational data, subjectivity of judgmental data and modeling 
deficiencies of analytical procedures by combining observed data and 
analytical estimations 
Anyway in order to develop vulnerability and fragility curves three main 
types of input data are used: 
1.  damage scale; 
2. building typology; 
3. an intensity criterion. 
The damage scale are generally based on threshold on global and local 
parameters of the structure. 
Building typology must be defined according to the most important 
parameters relevant to resistance of the buildings against the considered 
hazard. For instance, the building materials (concrete, wood, masonry, 
etc.), the age and the quality of construction, the type of foundations 
(shallow or deep) and the global stiffness of the building.  
Intensity of a given event can be expressed in different ways depending 
on the phenomena; for example, commonly used intensity parameter for 
landslides are absolute or differential displacement, velocity, kinetic 
energy, volume of the landslide deposit, impact force, etc.  
Various methods for vulnerability assessment have been proposed in 
seismic engineering. Sabetta et al. (1998) used post-earthquake surveys of 
approximately 50,000 buildings damaged by destructive Italian 
earthquakes in order to derive vulnerability curves. The database was 
sorted into three structural classes and six damage levels according to the 
MSK macroseismic scale. A mean damage index, calculated as the 
weighted average of the frequencies of each damage level, was derived 
for each municipality where damage occurred and each structural class. 
Empirical fragility curves with a binomial distribution were derived as a 
function of PGA, Arias Intensity and effective peak acceleration. Rota et 
al. (2006) have also used data obtained from post-earthquake damage 
surveys carried out in various municipalities over the past 30 years in 
Italy in order to derive typological fragility curves for typical building 
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classes (e.g., seismically designed reinforced concrete buildings of 1-3 
storeys). Rosetto et al. (2003) derived vulnerability functions for 
European-type RC structures based on observational data of 99 post-
earthquake damage distributions observed in 19 earthquakes. Singhal and 
Kiremidjian (1996) developed fragility (or vulnerability) curves and 
damage probability matrices for three categories of reinforced concrete 
frame structures using Monte Carlo simulation. The probabilities of 
structural damage were determined using nonlinear dynamic analysis 
with an ensemble of ground motions. Dumova-Jovanoska (2004) 
produced vulnerability curves/damage probability matrices for 
reinforced concrete buildings built in the Skopje region. These 
earthquake damage-intensity relationships were derived by analytically 
modelling the representative RC buildings and by running the dynamic 
nonlinear analysis with a set of 240 synthetic earthquake records. 
In scientific literature there are not so many case of generation of 
fragility or vulnerability function for subsidence (Saedi et al. 2009, 2012) 
and slow-moving landslides (Pitilakis et al., 2006a and b; Fotopoulou et 
al., 2011; Mavrouli and Corominas, 2010; Negulescu and Foerster, 2010). 
The main idea was to adapt the standard push-over analysis performed in 
seismic vulnerability assessment, which consists in setting a lateral force 
on a building in a push down analysis by imposing displacement on a 
building. The fragility and vulnerability curves derived up to now are 
referred to single building and they combine the results of numerical 
analyses with those deriving from the use of damageability criteria 
adopted in the geotechnical practice. In 2010 Negulescu and Foerster 
proposed some preliminary fragility curves with respect to the magnitude 
of differential ground displacement due to landslides. The proposed 
methodology consisted in using 2-D parametric nonlinear static time 
history uncoupled analyses for a simple one bay - one storey cast in-place 
RC frame, 4 m long (bay) and 3 m high (floor). Referring to subsidence 
phenomena, Saeidi et al. (2012) developed vulnerability and fragility 
curves based on the use of analytical methods, tested and validated with 
a set of three cases that occurred in Lorraine between 1990 and 1996. 
They referred to two building types that are typical of a large number of 
countries: unreinforced masonry buildings and reinforced masonry 
buildings with lengths between 10 and 20 m and heights between 7 and 
10 m. 
The development of fragility and vulnerability curves at different scale 





construction of fragility and vulnerability curves will be addressed in 
Chapter 5 referring to slow-moving landslides and its application will be 
shown in Chapter 7.
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4 THE DInSAR TECHNIQUES 
 “Ordinary men look at new things with old eyes. The creative man observes the old 
things with new eyes.” 
Gian Piero Bona 
 
 
Remote sensing is a valuable tool to observe the earth surface or the 
atmosphere from out of space using satellites (space borne) or from the 
air using aircrafts (airborne).  
Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) interferometry is an important branch 
of remote sensing. One of the major applications of the SAR technology 
is represented by the SAR Interferometry (InSAR) technique which 
exploits, in its basic form, the phase difference of (at least) two complex-
valued SAR images. This contribution is further enhanced via the 
development of innovative algorithms such as those adopted for 
multipass Differential Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar 
(DInSAR) image processing which allows, even over large areas, the 
retrieval of around 20-year displacements of the topographic surface at 
fairly affordable costs. The potential of the use of DInSAR data is 
testified by their increasing diffusion, as recently recorded worldwide 
with several different applications (e.g. European Space Agency's (ESA) 
projects MASMOV, ALPS, SLAM, TERRAFIRMA, etc.). This growth is 
remarkable in Italy, where a pioneering project (Piano Straordinario di 
Telerilevamento Ambientale) was launched in 2002 (Italian Law 
179/2002) to promote their use in the field of land management. 
 
4.1  BASICS OF REMOTE SENSING 
Remote sensing is the science (and to some extent, art) of acquiring 
information about the Earth's surface without actually being in contact 
with it. This is done by sensing and recording reflected or emitted energy 
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and processing, analyzing, and applying that information (Lillesand and 
Kiefer,1987). 
As Natural Resource Canada (2002) reported in much of remote sensing, 
the process involves an interaction between incident radiation (from an 
energy source or illumination) and the targets of interest, after being 
interacted with the atmosphere. The energy is in the form of 
electromagnetic radiation, whose main characteristics are wavelength or 
equivalently frequency. The wavelength is the length of one wave cycle, 
which can be measured as the distance between successive wave crests. 
Frequency refers to the number of cycles of a wave passing a fixed point 
per unit of time. Therefore, the two are inversely related to each other. 
The shorter the wavelength, the higher the frequency. The longer the 
wavelength, the lower the frequency. Before radiation used for remote 
sensing reaches the Earth's surface it has to travel through some distance 
of the Earth's atmosphere. Particles and gases in the atmosphere can 
affect the incoming light and radiation. The main effects are caused by 
the mechanisms of scattering and absorption. 
Scattering occurs when particles or large gas molecules present in the 
atmosphere interact with and cause the electromagnetic radiation to be 
redirected from its original path. How much scattering takes place 
depends on several factors including the wavelength of the radiation, the 
abundance of particles or gases, and the distance the radiation travels 
through the atmosphere. In contrast to scattering, the absorbation causes 
molecules in the atmosphere to absorb energy at various wavelengths. 
Ozone, carbon dioxide, and water vapour are the three main 
atmospheric constituents which absorb radiation. Radiation that is not 
absorbed or scattered in the atmosphere can reach and interact with the 
target. There are three forms of interaction that can take place when 
energy strikes, or is incident upon the surface. These are: absorption; 
transmission; and reflection The proportions of each will depend on the 
wavelength of the energy and the material and condition of the feature. 
Radiation that is not absorbed or scattered in the atmosphere can reach 
and interact with the target on Earth surface. Absorption (A) occurs 
when radiation energy is absorbed into the target while transmission 
occurs when radiation passes through a target. Reflection occurs when 
radiation "bounces" off the target and is redirected. In remote sensing, 
measuring the radiation reflected from targets is one of the most 
important task. Two types of reflection can be mentioned, which 
represent the two extreme ends of the way in which energy is reflected 




from a target: specular reflection and diffuse reflection. When a surface 
is smooth we get specular or mirror-like reflection where all (or almost 
all) of the energy is directed away from the surface in a single direction. 
Diffuse reflection occurs when the surface is rough and the energy is 
reflected almost uniformly in all directions. Most earth surface features 
lie somewhere between perfectly specular or perfectly diffuse reflectors. 
Whether a particular target reflects specularly or diffusely, or somewhere 
in between, depends on the surface roughness of the feature in 
comparison to the wavelength of the incoming radiation.  
The instruments used to measure the electromagnetic radiation 
reflected/emitted by the target under study are usually referred to as 
remote sensors.  
There are two classes of Remote Sensor: 
1.   Passive remote sensor; 
2.   Active remote sensor. 
Remote sensing systems which measure energy that is naturally available 
are called passive sensors. On the other hand, active sensor provide their 
own energy source for illumination. The sensor emits radiation which is 
directed toward the target to be investigated. The radiation reflected 
from that target is detected and measured by the sensor.  
Advantages for active sensors include the ability to obtain measurements 
anytime, regardless of the time of day or season. A valuable active sensor 
is Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR). 
 
4.2 SYNTHETIC APERTURE RADAR (SAR)  
Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) is a day–night, all-weather monitoring 
active microwave remote sensing imaging system. It is able to perform 
accurate distance measurements between the sensor platform and the 
target on the ground, monted on-board to an aircraft and/or a satellite. 
The concept of Synthetic Aperture Radar is based on the observation 
that a given target is imaged in a certain number of echoes during the 
passage of the sensor. This is illustrated in Figure 4.1, where Q is the 
target, while P1 and P2 are the radar positions when Q is imaged for the 
first and for the last time respectively. The echoes received from Q as 
the sensor moves between P1 and P2 have undergone different Doppler 
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shifts due to the sensor movement. These Doppler shifts can be used to 
discriminate the different echoes from Q and to combine them into one 
single image, with the same resolution which would be given by an 
antenna with length Ls=(P2-P1). The important result is that the azimuth 
resolution of a SAR system is independent from the antenna distance 
from the surface and that a smaller antenna gives a better resolution.  
The antenna size is chosen as a trade off between the resolution and 
physical implementation constraints such as thermal dissipation and 
transmitted power. 
 
Figure 4.1 The principle of Synthetic Aperture Radar (Usai, 2001). 
 
All satellites equipped with SAR sensors orbit the Earth on a near-polar 
orbit at an altitude ranging from 500 to 800 km above the Earth’s 
surface, depending on the satellite platform hosting the SAR sensor. The 
time taken for a satellite to re-pass over the same area is called the 
‘revisiting time’. 
 Amongst different SAR sensors, the most used sensors are: 
- ERS-1,ERS-2 and Envisat satellites operated by the European 
Space Agency (ESA); 
- Radarsat-1 and Radarsat-2 operated by the Canadian Space 
Agency 
- JERS-1 and Alos operated by the National Space Development 
Agency of Japan; 
- COSMO-SkyMed operated by Italian Space Agency (ASI) 
- TerraSAR-X operated by German Aerospace Center (DLR). 




The earlier satellites (ERS, Envisat and Radarsat-1) were all right-looking 
satellites, meaning that microwave beam transmits and receives on the 
right side only of the satellite, relative to its orbital path, i.e. the system 
cannot rotate. Newer satellites (Radarsat-2, COSMO-SkyMed and 
TerraSAR-X) have both right-looking and left-looking capabilities, thus 
they can ‘look’ to the right or the left of the craft, but not both directions 
simultaneously. 
The angle at which the sensor is pointed toward the earth’s surface is 
referred to as the off-nadir angle (or look angle). The off-nadir angle of 
the ERS satellites was fixed at about 23°, but all subsequent satellites 
were fitted with the means to vary the viewing angle of the sensors, 
ranging from values of 20 to 50 degrees. This ability to vary the off-nadir 
angle is important in that it is possible to adjust for hilly or mountainous 
terrain if the relationship between viewing geometry and terrain slope is 
not optimal. As the satellite circumnavigates the Earth, it continuously 
emits millions of radar signals toward the Earth’s surface along the radar 
beam’s line of sight (LOS). The direction along the Line of Sight sensor-
target is usually called the slant-range direction. The footprint trace has a 
swath 100 km wide in ground range on the Earth’s surface, with the 
capability of imaging a strip 445 long every minute (strip map mode). 
The circumpolar orbits of all SAR satellites mean that for half of their 
trajectory they are travelling from the north pole towards the south pole 
and viceversa. When the scene is imaged with the sensor travelling from 
north to south the acquisition is referred to as descending; the opposite 
is referred to as ascending orbit.Currently, operational satellite SAR 
systems work in one of the following microwave bands:  
• C band – 5.3 GHz (ESA’s ERS and Envisat, the Canadian Radarsat, 
and the US shuttle missions)  
• L band – 1.2 GHz (the Japanese J-ERS and ALOS)  
• X band – 9.6 GHz (the German-Italian X-SAR on the shuttle 
missions).  
L-band data, despite of a lower ground resolution than X and C band, 
are however advantageous for monitoring ground movement in 
vegetated areas, due to its vegetation-penetrating capabilities. 
At the end the sensors are different mainly for band, maximum 
measurable displacement, revisiting time, period of acquisition, 





Table 4.1 Main characteristics of most used SAR sensors 
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SAR satellites acquire images of the Earth’s surface by emitting radar 
signals and analyzing the reflected signal. A typical SAR image is 100 x 
100 km and is regularly acquired over the same area (Figure 4.2). 
 
Figure 4.2 ERS image of Vesuvius (Italy) (Usai, 2001) 




A digital SAR image can be seen as a mosaic (i.e. a two-dimensional array 
formed by columns and rows) of small picture elements (pixels). Each 
pixel is associated with a small area of the Earth’s surface (called a 
resolution cell). More precisely, the resolution (depending on the sensor 
characteristics) is typically slightly smaller than the pixel dimension 
(depending on the sampling of the received signals) to guarantee the 
correct signal sampling. Each pixel gives a complex number that carries 
amplitude and phase information about the microwave field 
backscattered by all the scatterers (rocks, vegetation, buildings etc.) 
within the corresponding resolution cell projected on the ground.  
This amplitude depends more on the roughness than on the chemical 
composition of the scatterers on the terrain. The detected SAR image is 
generally visualised by means of grey scale levels. Bright pixels 
correspond to areas of strong backscattered radiation (e.g. urban areas), 
whereas dark pixels correspond to low backscattered radiation (e.g. a 
quiet water basin) (ESA, 2013). So, texture and patterns, such as drainage 
ridges, fault lineaments and other morphologically features, are generally 
well visible in SAR images, thus they proved to provide complementary 
information for geological hazard mapping (Koopmans, 1993, Singhroy, 
1995, Czuchlewski et al., 2003, Singhroy et al., 2004 ). Other studies have 
focused on the contribution of high-resolution stereo SAR and optical 
images, combined with topographic and geological information, in the 
production of landslide inventory maps (Singhroy et al., 1998; Singhroy 
and Mattar, 2000). 
As well as amplitude values, radar systems record phase values, the key 
element in any interferometric measurement, given that it is related to 
the sensor-to-target distance. 
The radiation transmitted from the radar has to reach the scatterers on 
the ground and then come back to the radar in order to form the SAR 
image (two-way travel). Scatterers at different distances from the radar 
(different slant ranges) introduce different delays between transmission 
and reception of the radiation. In real scenarios the SAR sensors 
transmit appropriate signals (modulated pulses) to lower the peak power; 
however, in order to simplify the discussion without loosing the rationale 
of the analysis, we assume to transmit purely sinusoidal signals. The 
above mentioned sensor-target distance introduces delay τ which is 
equivalent to a phase change Δφ between transmitted and received 
signals. The phase change is thus proportional to the two-way travel 
distance 2R of the radiation divided by the transmitted wavelength λ. 
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However, due to the periodic nature of the signal, travel distances that 
differ by an integer multiple of the wavelength introduce exactly the 
same phase change. In other words, the phase of the SAR signal is a 
measure of just the last fraction of the two-way travel distance that is 
smaller than the transmitted wavelength.  
Furthermore, exploiting differences of phases (Interferometric SAR, 
acronym InSAR) between two or more SAR observations from different 
orbits (spatial baseline) it is possible to derive digital elevation models 
(DEMs) (Madsen et al.,1993, Mora et al., 2003), while using also 
observation acquired at different times (temporal baseline) is possible to 
estimate surface displacements. 
4.3 PRINCIPLES OF SAR INTERFEROMETRY 
The basic principle of interferometry relies on the fact that the phase of 
SAR images is an ambiguous measure of the sensor-target distance. 
Therefore, distance variations can be determined by computing, on a 
pixel by pixel basis, the phase difference (interferometric phase) relative 




Figure 4.3 Interferogram derived by two ERS-2 acquisitions dated 18 December 
1997 and 23 December 1999; the complete grayscale range corresponds to about 
2,8 cm of sensor-target distance variation, (Data courtesy of IREA-CNR, 
Naples). 




This is actually performed as pixel by pixel product of the reference 
image (master) times the complex conjugated secondary (slave) image. 
As already mentioned, each SAR image pixel represents the coherent 
sum of all scattering elements within a resolution cell.  
Moreover, each element contributes both with its own complex 
reflectivity (amplitude and phase) and with its individual distance from 
the sensor. The coherent image formation mechanism coupled with the 
high phase sensitivity prevents the phase value relative to an individual 
pixel of a single SAR image from being directly exploitable. On the other 
hand, as long as the complex reflectivity of the pixel as a whole (i.e. the 
reflectivity of the elementary scatterers and their differential sensor-
target path) does not change in the time span between successive radar 
acquisitions, it is cancelled out from the interferometric phase, thus 
allowing the measurement of the variation of the range path to the 
scatterers within the resolution cell. This is the basic assumption for 
carrying out interferometric measurements and is referred to as absence 
of decorrelation (or full coherence).  
In reality, a residual differential reflectivity term always affects the 
interferometric phase and is referred to as decorrelation noise. In 
particular, vegetated areas are often afflicted by temporal decorrelation 
because of a complex reflectivity varying with time and/or position of 
the elementary scatterers within the sampling cell (e.g. leaves and small 
branches of a tree). Conversely, geometric decorrelation is due to a 
complex reflectivity that changes with the acquisition geometry [6]. 
Geometric decorrelation is mainly due to the presence of plural 
comparable (in terms of the backscattered radiation) scatterers within a 
single sampling cell. Their differential travel path varies with the 
acquisition geometry. The key orbital parameter controlling this effect is 
the so-called normal baseline b, i.e. the projection perpendicular to the 
line-of-sight (LOS) direction of the distance of the satellite orbits relative 
to the two images involved in the interferogram. 
Briefly, the interferometric phase is the combination of several terms 
that can be classified in two main categories:  
- geometric (deterministic) terms associated to the target-to-radar path 
difference;  
- stochastic phase shift (noise) terms.  
Mathematically, the phase difference Δφ, related to a generic pixel can be 
expressed as follows: 
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                                                   Δφ=Δφgeo+Δn                                                            (4.1) 
wherein, Δφgeois the geometric term and Δn the stochastic one. 
Geometric terms are induced by the target topography in association 
with the presence of an angular view difference due to the spatial 
baseline, and a possible target displacement occurring between the 
passes:  
Δφgeo=Δφtopo+                                        (4.2) 
with λ the transmitted signal wavelength equal to 5.6 cm for sensor 
operating at C-band (ERS, Envisat, etc.).  
The Stochastic contributions in equation  are due to:  
- changes of the scattering properties due to temporal modification 
(temporal decorrelation) and/or to the different interaction mechanisms 
between the electromagnetic wave and the ground surface associated to 
the angular view difference (spatial decorrelation).  
- propagation delay variation due to the presence of the atmosphere 
(Atmospheric Phase Screen, or briefly APS).  
Although SAR systems are capable of penetrating the cloud cover, the 
SAR phase signal is significantly influenced by the atmospheric 
conditions, in particular by the water vapour distribution in the 
troposphere. The atmospheric phase distortion (atmospheric phase 
screen, APS) is strongly correlated in space within each individual SAR 
image (i.e. it varies smoothly as a function of range and azimuth).  
- receiver noise contributions (thermal noise decorrelation).  
- processing artifacts and orbital information inaccuracies.  
These latter (in particular baseline errors) translate into a further spatially 
correlated phase term (a low order phase polynomial). 
The stochastic terms can be expressed as follows:  
Δn=Δn_low +Δn_high  
wherein Δn_low is mainly associated with the APS and to the orbital 
errors and Δn_high to the decorrelation effects, the thermal noise and 
processing artefacts. The former is a spatially correlated and temporally 
uncorrelated contribution and, as consequence, can be reliably estimated 
only by using a set of interferograms, rather than a single acquisition pair. 
Accordingly, if stochastic contributions are “low”, or “kept low” via 
averages or ad-hoc filtering procedures, by knowing the target height 
from an external Digital Elevation Model (DEM), the topography 




contribution can be subtracted from the interferogram (differential 
interferogram generation) thus accessing to the deformation measure. 
Processing artifacts can be limited by using accurate algorithms for 
focusing and, particularly for the alignment (registration) of the two 
images before compare the phase difference.  
Orbital information inaccuracies can be controlled because they appear 
as low order spatial contributions on images covering 80x80 km, such as 
those associated to a frame of ERS and Envisat-ASAR (ERS-like mode) 
data.  
Thermal noise decorrelation is generally negligible, unless target 
backscattering is somewhat low (weak targets or targets in shadow). On 
the other hand, spatial decorrelation is relevant only at large spatial 
baseline (let’s say 150 m for ERS and Envisat case) over homogeneous 
scenes. This noise contribution can be tackled, by limiting the baseline, 
or reduced by ad-hoc filtering techniques.  
Temporal decorrelation is a much more critical issue that strongly 
impacts the final monitoring in terms of spatial coverage. Qualitatively 
arid is much better than forest, dry conditions are better than wet, and 
long radar wavelengths are better than short ones. With respect to this 
aspect, application of the DInSAR technique to urban areas is 
particularly favourable. In such a case, due to the presence of stable and 
bright (manmade) targets, high correlation may be observed even at 
temporal separation of several years.  
Atmospheric contribution shows correlation lengths on the order of 0.5-
1 km spatial separation and together with DEM inaccuracy, which 
introduces errors in the topographic contribution cancellation for the 
generation of the differential interferogram especially at large baseline, 
represents a major limitation for the accuracy of standard two-pass 
DInSAR 
APS mitigation and the possibility to track the deformation d(t) , i.e. not 
only to determine its variation d between two time instants, and the 
retrieval of the residual topography Δz in (1.4), are the fundamental 
advances offered by recent multi-temporal DInSAR techniques over 
standard two-pass differential interferometry. 
The first studies based on the InSAR technique were based on single 
interferograms (i.e. using an image pair) or a few interferograms, and 
provided only qualitative information on deformations (Fruneau et 
al.,1996, 2003, Rott et al., 1999, Kimura, 2000). However, InSAR is 
limited by the presence of at least two error sources: variations in the 
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Atmospheric Phase Delay (APD) and the inaccuracies of the external 
Digital Elevation Model (DEM) involved in the cancellation of the 
topography component from the signal interferences (Massonnet et al., 
1993, 1995, Zebker, 1997). These  limits were overcome with the 
development of Multipass Differential SAR Interferometry (MP-
DInSAR), consisting of the processing of at least 30 images. 
 
4.4 DINSAR MULTIPASS ALGHORITMS 
Since early 2000s several multi-pass DInSAR algorithms have been 
widely used to retrieve information on displacements of the topographic 
surface, among them: the Small Baseline Subset (SBAS) technique 
(Berardino et al., 2002), the Coherent Point Target Analysis (CPTA) 
(Mora et al., 2003), the Interferometric Point Target Analysis (IPTA) 
(Wegmuller, 2005), the Spatio-Temporal Unwrapping Network (STUN) 
(Kampes and Adam, 2005) and the Enhanced Spatial Differences (ESD) 
(Fornaro et al., 2007). The available techniques for the analysis of phase 
signals in interferometric stacks can be grouped in two classes: persistent 
scatterers interferometry (PSI) (Ferretti et al., 2000, 2001; Costantini et 
al., 2008; Crosetto et al., 2008) and Small-Baseline (SBAS) approaches 
(Berardino et al., 2002; Fornaro et al., 2009). The Persistent Scatterers 
Interferometry (PSI) (Ferretti et al 2000) methods operates at full spatial 
resolution and identify reliable scatterers by measuring their 
multitemporal coherence related to the phase stability. Monitored 
scatterers correspond to man-made structures (buildings, roads, bridges) 
or bare rocks whose size is lower than the system resolution. 
Conversely, the SBAS approach is aimed at monitoring distributed 
scatterers (i.e. scatterers distributed over a large number of pixels) in 
order to measure ground deformations over large areas (Berardino et al 
2002). These techniques take benefit of a spatial averaging (multilook) 
operation to improve the quality of the phase signal thus performing a 
change of the scale of analysis. The interferograms are generated 
according to small, temporal and spatial, separation constraints in order 
to reduce decorrelation effects associated with distributed scattering 
mechanisms typically present on rural areas. The SBAS approach, allows 
investigating ground deformations at two distinct spatial scales referred 




hereafter to as large and local scale, respectively. At the large scale, the 
technique exploits averaged (multi-look) interferograms and allows us to 
generate mean deformation velocity maps and associated time series for 
areas extending for some thousands of square kilometers (up to 100 x 
100 km), with a ground resolution of the order of 80 x 80 m. The 
obtained products are particularly suited for regional scale displacement 
analysis, but can be conveniently used to outline individual and multiple 
distant sites affected by ground deformation. At the local scale, the 
technique exploits the single-look interferograms, i.e., generated at full 
spatial resolution (typically of the order of 10 x 10 m), and leads to 
detection and analysis of local deformation. 
With reference to full resolution multitemporal DInSAR analysis, 
particularly suited for investigating single structures with high resolution 
sensors where angular decorrelation due to distributed scattering plays a 
marginal role, a recent advancement is represented by the introduction 
of tomography approaches (Fornaro et al 2005). More specifically, the 
Multi-Dimensional Imaging technique (MDI) (Lombardini 2005, 
Fornaro et al 2009) allows the identification, localization and monitoring 
of scatterers at full resolution with improved performances with respect 
to classical PSI approaches. Such an improvement of MDI is due to both 
the capability to “enter” within the SAR pixels to identify and monitor 
multiple scatterers (higher order analysis) and the enhanced detection 
and estimation performances in the identification and monitoring of 
displacements of the dominant scatterer in each pixel (first order nalysis). 
The former feature, particularly favourable for resolving layover 
onvertical structures (e.g. buildings) with very high (1m) resolution 
data,and the latter feature, evident also on high resolution (3m) data, are 
directly ascribed to the use, in MDI analysis, of both the amplitude and 
phaseinformation in the SAR stack, whereas PSI only exploits the phase 
information. The MDI is currently used at an operational level by the 
German Aerospace Center (DLR) for the analysis of urban areas (Zhu 
2011, Wang et al. 2012) with TerraSAR-X data. Furthermore, the 
resolution improvement allows the capture of more details of 
singlefacilities under observation and hence their precise monitoring, 
astestified by the available literature mainly focused on the use 
ofTerraSAR-X data (Gernhardt et al 2010, Zhu and Bamler 2010, Reale 
et al 2011, Reale et al 2011a, Fornaro et al 2012, 2013). 
As for the limits of DInSAR data, the principal ones are: 
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1) The time series of displacement are relative both in space,  regards to 
a reference point assumed motionless, and  in time referring to the first 
image available. The correct location of the reference point is 
fundamental in the quantitative detailed analysis. Considering this latter 
aspect, some techniques return (for example PSInSAR) information 
regarding the standard deviation [mm/year] which indicates the 
oscillation of estimated velocity with respect to the reference point in the 
analysis. 
2) To overlay DInSAR data with other thematic maps it is necessary 
consider the error of location of  DInSAR ( in the case of PS is ± 2m to 
the north and east in the direction of ± 7m ). 
3) DInSAR data are returned with a precision of the order of mm/year 
on the velocity and of centimeter on the single displacement. 
4) To each measure is associated a parameter of quality, named 
coherence. It measures the agreement between the data and the model 
used in the analysis and can take values between 0 and 1 (PST- MATTM, 
2010) for all the algorithms, the value depends on the used algorithm of 
processing. 
5 ) The images are acquired on ascending and descending orbit, and this 
question requires attention especially in the study of landslides where a 
shift along one side which exposes to the sensor can be viewed as lifts. 
An attempt to overcome this drawback is represented by the projection 
of the LOS measurement along the direction of maximum slope 
(Colesanti and Wasowski, 2006) for the production of advanced velocity 
DInSAR maps (Cascini et al., 2010a). In analysis of DInSAR data in flat 
areas (eg. subsidence in urban areas) the availability of data on both 
orbits allow to distinguish movements along the horizontal and vertical 
direction (Manzo et al., 2006). 
6) Some of the available algorithms such as SBAS and PSInSAR, can 
return data with different resolutions: in the case of SBAS information is 
averaged over an area of 80 m x 80 m (Berardino et al., 2002)   at low 
resolution while over an area 5 x 20m at full resolution (Lanari et al., 
2004); in the case of technical PSInSAR ranging from information on the 
Permanent Scatterer (PS ) to distributed scatteres provided by the new 
technique SqueeSAR (Tamburini et al., 2012). Examples of use of 
DInSAR data at different resolutions according to the scale of the 
analysis can be found in Peduto (2008) and Cascini et al. (2010a). 
7) In the use of satellite data for buildings monitoring it is necessary   
consider  that the measurements refer to the roof and not directly to 




foundations. In this direction the so-called differential SAR tomography 
also known as 4D imaging(Fornaro et al. , 2012)  can be particularly 
useful,  promising to return, thanks to the use of sensors with very high 
resolution, 3D information on buildings over time. 
4.5 STATE OF THE ART OF DINSAR APPLICATIONS 
Since the first description of the technique, which was based on L-band 
SEASAT SAR data (Gabriel et al., 1989), the great potential of DInSAR 
for land deformation applications has been recognized. In the last twenty 
years many applications of DInSAR multipass technique have been 
developed in studying various natural phenomena in different fields of 
geosciences; Crosetto et al. (2003) distinguishes among them: 
- Seismology probably represents the field where the major number of 
scientific achievements have been obtained, including different types 
of coseismic studies, (Massonnet et al., 1993; Peltzer and Rosen, 
1995; Peltzer et al., 1999; Reilinger et al., 2000; Pedersen et al., 2001, 
Reale et al., 2011); postseismic deformation studies (Peltzer et al., 
1996; Massonnet et al., 1996; Jónsson et al., 2003), and the 
monitoring of aseismic (Rosen et al., 1998) and interseismic tectonic 
events (Chorowicz et al., 1995; Wright et al., 2001; Colesanti et al., 
2003).  
- Vulcanology represents another relevant application field, with several 
studies of volcanic deflation and uplift, e.g. see (Massonnet et al., 
1995; Amelung et al., 2000; Lu et al., 2000; Salvi et al., 2004). 
- Glaciology. Different researches have been conducted in this domain, 
mainly on the ice sheets of Greenland and Antarctica. They included 
InSAR ice topography measurements (Kwok and Fahnestock, 1996; 
Joughin et al., 1996); ice velocity measurements (Goldstein et al., 
1993; Joughin et al., 1995; Joughin et al., 1998; Mohr et al., 1998); 
and other glaciological applications, like the determination of the 
discharge of glaciers (Rignot et al., 1997; Joughin et al., 1999). 
Other applications are related to subsidence and slow-moving landslides, 






4.5.1 Application to subsidence phenomena 
The number of applications of DInSAR techniques to detect and 
monitor subsiding area at different scales1 has been rapidly increased 
during the last decade (Table 4.2).  
For instance, at small scale Meisina et al. (2008) developed a 
methodological approach for the geological interpretation of the PS data 
via the preliminary detection of the so called “anomalous areas” wherein 
significant movements are recorded (cluster of minimum 3 Ps with a 
maximum distance of 50 m and a rate of displacement exceeding ± 2 
mm/year); then the interpretation is firstly carried out via the overlap, in 
a GIS environment, of anomalous areas with other layers (topographic 
map, geological map, orthophoto) that might have relevance in 
explaining the patterns of motions of PS points and finally a large 
investigation is carried out via geomorphological, geological and 
geotechnical field surveys. 
At small scale, Vilardo et al. (2009) discriminated the vertical and east–
west displacement components in Campania region thanks to the 
availability of datasets referring to both ascending and descending orbits 
of ERS-1 and ERS-2 satellites. 
At medium scale, Cascini et al. (2007) preliminary detected the most critical 
zones of the Campanian Plain where the highest ground surface 
settlements occur, in terms of both magnitude and rate.  
At large scale, Herrera et al. (2009, 2010) used DInSAR data to 
successfully detect and monitor recent subsidence affecting Murcia City 
(Spain) via the exploitation and the comparison of both C- and X-band 
satellite radars. 
Cascini et al. (2007a, 2011a) derived, at large scale, the map of settlements 
and the deformation gradient map, while at detailed scale (Cascini et 
al.,2007b, 2011a) they derived relevant parameters (e.g. deflection ratio, 
relative rotation) widely adopted in engineering practice to assess 
building damageability. 
Arangio et al. (2013) integrated, at detailed scale the results of a DInSAR 
analysis with an intermediate semi-empirical model to investigate three 
buildings located in the southern part of the city of Rome. The model, 
originally proposed by Finno et al. (2005).considers each building as an 
                                                 
1 According to Fell et al. (2008), in this Thesis, the scales of analysis can be 
differentiated among: small scale (< 1:100,000), medium scale (1:100,000 to 1:25,000), 
large scale (1:25,000 to 1:5000) and detailed scale (<1:5.000). 




equivalent laminated beam, where the layers represent the floors and the  
core material reproduces the infill walls. The results obtained by the 
model have been compared to the damages observed on the buildings, 
showing a good agreement . 
Table 4.2 Applications of DInSAR technique to subsidence in analysis at 
different scale (modified after Peduto, 2008). 
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4.5.2 Application to slow-moving landslides 
As for the application of multipass DInSAR data to slow-moving 
landslides, the scientific literature (i.e. Colesanti and Wasowski, 2006) has 
widely discussed the current limits: 
1) Displacement data represent the one dimensional projection in the 
Line Of Sight (1D LOS projection) of a deformation that can actually 
occur in all three dimensions (Rocca, 2003; Manzo et al., 2006). 
2) The ambiguity of phase measurements implies the impossibility to 
track correctly (i.e., unambiguously) the relative LOS displacement 
between two scatterers exceeding λ/4 (=1.4 cm for ERS) within one 
revisiting time interval (35 days for ERS), i.e. approximately 14.5 cm/yr. 
In practice it is extremely difficult to detect LOS displacement rates 
exceeding 8–10 cm/yr in the presence of low density of stable scatterers, 
such as in the case of landslides where topography and vegetation 
introduce a limitation in the number of detected scatterers. This limits 
cause the use of DInSAR data only to landslides ranging from extremely 
to very slow phenomena according to the velocity classification of 
Cruden and Varnes (1996). 
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3) Limited versatility in terms of (a) positioning of the measurement 
points and (b) revisiting time. Both factors (a) and (b) cannot be 
optimised as degrees of freedom while planning an analysis. 
Despite of the above limits, the usefulness of DInSAR data for landslide 
characterization and mapping has been investigated in several studies, 
carried out at different scale of analysis (Table 4.3). Some of these 
studies at small and medium scales resulted in original procedures to 
update the landslide inventory map by combining conventional thematic 
data (e.g., topographic, geological, land use maps, and optical images) 
and on-site investigations with DInSAR data. As for the interpretation of 
the PSInSAR data at small scale, an interesting example is provided by 
Meisina et al. (2008) with reference to  Piemonte region (25,000 km2); in 
such a case, the adopted approach is quite similar to the one already 
synthesized for subsidence phenomena.  
Cascini et al. (2009, 2010) carried out preliminary tests at medium scale 
with DInSAR data with the purpose of validating and/or updating 
landslide inventory maps with reference to both the state of activity of 
the mapped phenomena, and the detection of evidence of movements in 
landslide-prone areas in a test area (489 km2) belonging to the northern 
portion of the territory of the National Basin Authority of Liri-
Garigliano and Volturno rivers (NBA LGV) in central-southern Italy. In 
particular, they developed procedures for the generation of the a priori 
landslide DInSAR visibility map (which can be used to identify areas 
where a good DInSAR data coverage is expected) on ascending and 
descending orbits; moreover, the Authors implemented an original 
procedure for DInSAR data projection along the slope so as to generate 
an advanced DInSAR landslide velocity map.  
At medium scale, Lu et al. (2012) developed a spatial statistic approach to 
automatically highlight areas preferentially affected by extremely slow-
moving landslides, named Permanent Scatterers Interferometry Hotspot 
and Cluster Analysis (PSI-HCA) in the Arno River Basin Authority, 
Central Italy. This approach is based on two statistical steps: the Getis–
Ord Gi* and Kernel density estimation. The Getis-Ord Gi* allows to the 
association of Ps at a certain distance, while Kernel density estimation 
converts a large amount of PSs into several hotspots for an easier and 
straightforward visualization.  
At large scale, Colesanti et al. (2003) analyzed the evolution of the Ancona 
landslide (central Italy) by processing 61 ERS images acquired in the time 
span between June 1992 and December 2000 and then they compared 




the obtained results with displacement values detected during optical 
leveling. 
Cascini et al. (2010) using full-resolution DInSAR data pursued two main 
goals at large scale,: the preliminary analysis of landslide features (i.e. check 
of mapped boundaries; detection of ground displacement out of mapped 
areas) and an insight into different kinematic behaviour characterizing 
different portions of the same phenomenon. 
However, the full integration of DInSAR data in current practices of 
Authorities in charge of land use planning and management and 
technicians and engineers engaged in design activities is not yet 
adequately supported by standardized procedures both for updating of 
inventory map and analysis of consequence. This issue will be addressed 
in Section 5. 
 
Table 4.3 Application of DInSAR technique to landslide in analysis at 
 different scale (modified after Peduto, 2008). 
Case of study Scale of analysis Author 
 Umbria Region, Italy Small scale Guzzetti et al.,2009  
Piemonte Region, Italy Small scale Meisina et al.,2008  
Liri-Garigliano e 
Volturno River Basin, 
Italy 
Medium scale  
Cascini et al.,2009, 
2010, 2013 
Arno River Basin, Italy Medium scale  
Catani et al.,2005 
Farina et al., 2006  
Lu et al., 2012, 2013 
Maratea, Italy  Large scale  Berardino et al, 2003  
Ancona, Italy Large scale  Colesanti et al,2003  
Torrice and Frosinone, 
Italy 
Large scale Cascini et al.,2010  
Naro, Italy Large scale Cigna et al., 2011 
Shuping landslide, China Large scale Fu et al., 2010 
La Clapiere, France Large scale Fruneau et al., 1996 
La Vallette, France Large scale Squarzoni et al., 2003 
Corvara landslide Large scale Strozzi et al., 2005 






5 THE PROPOSED PROCEDURE AT 
DIFFERENT SCALES 
“Everything should be made as simple as possible, 




Nowadays the growing interest of scientists and technicians in DInSAR 
data currently available through National and Regional projects together 
with the complexity of remote sensed data and the continuous research 
in the field of interferometry call for procedures pursuing the proper use 
of DInSAR data and their validation with reference to well documented 
case studies.  
To this end, after an in-depth review of the limits and potentialities of 
DInSAR data as well as the most relevant applications, this Section 
provides original procedures at different scales for both the 
characterization of the phenomena of interest and the prediction of the 
consequences to buildings interacting with them. 
5.1 GENERAL FRAMEWORK 
Innovative technologies have always represented and are expected to 
play roles of primary importance in all Engineering branches, and among 
these, in Geotechnical Engineering. The ways in which technologies are 
employed deeply affect the results. As for remote sensing data they 
represent a valuable tool, although shared standardized procedures are 
still lacking and the potential of this kind of data has not been fully 
exploited. As described in Crosetto et al. (2005) due to complex nature 
of the DInSAR data, the more  advanced applications and the best 
results are usually achieved through a close cooperation between the 
DInSAR specialists and the people able to interpret, analyze and model 
the DInSAR. In this context the SAR specialists can play a fundamental  
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2role in helping the users of the DInSAR products to fully understand 
their limits and potentialities.  
In Figure 5.1 it is proposed a general framework involving experts in 
both the phenomenon (specific activities are framed in blue) and radar 
image processing (specific activities are framed in red).  
 
Figure 5.1 General framework for use of DInSAR data (modified after Cascini et 
al., 2012). 
In particular, the first stage includes the definition of the problem at 
hand: the type of the phenomenon (e.g. subsidence, slow-moving 
landslide, etc.); the extension of the area to investigate and the 
description of the characteristics of the area that most directly can 
influence the use of satellite data (i.e. vegetation cover, presence of 
                                                 
The contents of Section 5.3 are published in: 
 L. Cascini, D. Peduto, L. Arena (2012). 
L'importanza di un protocollo nell'impiego di tecniche satellitari DInSAR. In: Incontro 
Annuale dei Ricercatori di Geotecnica - IARG 2012 Padova 2-4 luglio 2012 Rubano 
(PD) Grafiche Turato Edizioni Pag.1-7 ISBN:9788889524671 
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urbanized area, topographical and historical information about any 
changes occurred in the area during the period of observation, etc.).  
Once the problem is defined, it is necessary to set the analyses to be  
performed by identifying: the aim and the scale of the analysis; the 
period of the analysis; the mapping unit (Guzzetti et al., 2005) - e.g. grid 
cell for subsidence phenomena (see Section 5.2) and terrain units for 
landslides (see Section 5.3) - on which to carry out the analysis in GIS 
environment.  
At this stage it is important to decide whether DInSAR data will be used 
in a standard  (the most common in current applications involving the 
use of: velocity, time series, the accuracy of the measurement, the 
reference point) or sophisticated (taking into account the range of 
coherence related to the used algorithm and the localization error) way 
(Table 5.1). 
 
Table 5.1 DInSAR data use as input for the analyses 
DInSAR DATA STANDARD USE SOPHISTICATED 
USE 
VELOCITY X X 




REFERENCE POINT X X 
LOCALIZATION ERROR   X 
COHERENCE  X 
 
Then, with the contribution of both experts it is possible to identify, the 
selected image dataset according to the characteristics of the used sensor 
such as: band, orbital data, geometry of acquisition, data resolution, 
stacks of available images on the study area, revisiting time and size of 
the scene.  
Once SAR images are selected they are processed through a well-
determined algorithm (see Section 4.4) whose selection must be 
preferably carried out with the contribution of both experts depending 
on the available input data and the expected outputs (velocity, time 
series, coherence, reference point). 
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Finally, the analysis of the DInSAR data can be carried out at different 
scales pursuing different aims as it will be shown in Section 6 for 




5.2 PROCEDURES AT DIFFERENT SCALES 
FOR SUBSIDENCE PHENOMENA 
As for the analysis of DInSAR data in subsidence studies, in this Thesis 
innovative multi-scalar procedures have been developed and validated 
with reference to  well documented case studies (Figure 5.2). The scheme 
of figure 5.2 shows that in general at different scales of analysis different 
mapping units (i.e. cell size) need to be set on test areas of different 
extension and different objectives can be pursued as well.  
 
 
Figure 5.2 Proposed procedure at different scale (modified after Cascini et al., 
2011e).3 
The defined mapping unit to study subsidence phenomena is a grid cell 
dividing the territory into regular areas (“cells”) of pre-defined size,  
                                                 
The contents of Section 5.2 are published in:  
L. Cascini, S. Ferlisi, D. Peduto, L. Arena, G. Fornaro(2011e).Un approccio 
multiscalare per l’uso dei dati DInSAR nell’analisi di fenomeni di subsidenza in aree 
urbane. In: Incontro Annuale dei Ricercatori di Geotecnica - IARG Torino 4-6 luglio 
2012 Pag.1-6.3  
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which are assumed as  reference mapping unit (e.g., Carrara, 1983; 
vanWesten, 1993; Guzzetti, 2005). 
In this Thesis the cell size is defined as equal to 1/1000 * the value of 
the scale; the use of DInSAR data according to table 5.1 is sophisticated. 
As far as the analysis at small scale is concerned, it  poses the problem of 
managing massive data over large area. The main objective is to detect 
critical areas in order to inform policy makers and dwellers. The test area 
is the Campania Region.  
The results obtained at small scale address the analyses at medium scale 
just within the detected critical areas, thus avoiding both time consuming 
and expensive studies. At this scale, the aim of the analysis is to draw the 
inventory of affected municipalities as well as their ranking to be used in 
land use planning and management activities such as the evaluation of 
possible constraints in the development of large engineering projects (see 
Appendix D). At medium scale the analysis is carried out with reference 
to the most affected Plain of Campania Region, i.e. Campanian Plain,  as 
shown by analysis at small scale.  
At large scale the aim of the analysis is to zone built up areas where 
damage occurred or is likely to occur; moreover a preliminary analysis of 
damage severity which can turn out to be useful to plan more suitable 
zones to be urbanized or to detect damaged/likely damaged urbanized 
areas can be carried out 
At detailed scale the analysis allows the application of damageability 
criteria and can be suited to Engineers engaged in design activities.  
It is worth stressing that there is not an official Plan for subsiding areas 
in Italy; as a result these procedures can provide valuable benefits for 
scientists, practitioners and authorities in charge of land management for 
both subsidence mapping and the analysis of consequence to elements at 
risk. 
5.2.1 Small scale  
At small scale the aim of the analysis is to detect area affect by 
subsidence to inform policy makers and dwellers. The typical area of 
zoning is higher than 10.000 km2 and the scale of analysis is lower than 
1:100.000 according to Fell et. al. (2008), consequentially the adopted 
grid of analysis has a cell size superior of 100x100 m. As it is shown in 
Figure 5.3 the proposed procedure at small scale is subdivided in three 
working phases plus a preliminary one; the input data, the procedure and 
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the output, generally furnished as map, are also reported for each phase 
of analysis. The preliminary phase is preparatory for DInSAR data and 
for operative grid of analysis. In particular, in this phase the input data 
are Digital Terrain Model (DTM) and DInSAR data. Flat area are 
extracted from the slope angle map (derived by the DTM ). Then,  an 
operative grid of analysis is set on the flat area according to scale of 
analysis. The DInSAR data are treated to take into account the 
localization error (e.g. drawing of a buffer around DInSAR information 
on the ground). In the first phase the aim is the individuation of covered 
cells. In particular, each cell is defined covered if at least one PS falls 
within its perimeter. Cells covered by DInSAR data acquired on 
ascending orbit, descending orbit and (by their combination) covered by 
both ascending and descending orbit are distinguished. 
 
Figure 5.3 Flow chart of analysis to be carried out at small scale. 
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The aim pursued in the Second phase is the detection of critical areas. 
With reference to DInSAR data acquired on ascending and descending 
orbit, the average velocity value is computed for each covered cell 
according to equation 5.1. In particular the equation provide the 
computation of average velocity modulus along LOS direction weighting 
PS LOS velocity values on their coherence values. This allows to take 
into account the coherence values which, although computed in different 
ways by currently used algorithms, can be considered as a reliability 
parameter to be associated with each PS velocity/displacement value 




































i refers to the ith PS within the grid cell;  
N is the total number of PS within the grid cell; 
wci is the weight computed on coherence of the velocity of the i
th PS 
within the grid cell; 
wcN  is the sum of  wci;   
Vi is the velocity of ith PS; 
Cmax is the maximum coherence value of the used dataset; 
Cmin is the minimum coherence value of the used dataset; 
Ci is the coherence value of the i
th PS within the grid cell; 
min is a given very small number used in order to not discard the i-th PS 
with Ci  = Cmin 
 
Once the weighted average LOS velocity values for each grid cell are 
computed a velocity threshold equal to 1.5 mm/year (Cascini et al 2010) 
is introduced, thus allowing each cell to be appointed as moving (average 
velocity value over 1.5 mm/year), not moving (average velocity value 
lower than 1.5 mm/year) and not covered (if no PS were found in the 
singular grid cell), the corresponding output is the map of critical areas. 
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The Third phase pursues the individuation of prevailing moving 
direction of critical areas detected in the second phase. In particular, 
focusing on the critical area only those cells with data on both orbits are 
selected in order to apply a procedure for the ascending and descending 
data combination which allows extracting the Vertical (V) and East-West 
(EW) velocities. In particular, by referring to Cascini et. al (2010), where 
it is outlined a general procedure that allows converting the measured 
ascending and descending velocity components (V Los_A and V Los_D 
respectively) to the displacement velocity along a direction selected 
according to a model, suited to the specific application, and by 
implementing reasonable approximations it is possible to derive a simple 
relation that relates the V Los_A and V Los_D to the vertical and horizontal 
velocity components (Vz and VE, respectively), see also Manzo et al. 
(2006). In particular, with reference to Cascini et. al (2010, 2013a) and 
the mathematical formalism therein adopted, by assuming the orbits 
along the South-North direction (i.e., rAE=- rDE, rAZ=- rDZ), and by 
neglecting hence the NS velocity component of the displacement rAN= 
rDN=0, i.e. by letting uN=0, we have that the EW and V velocity 
components can be simply derived as: 
 
   AZDLOSALOSZ rvvv 2/__         AEDLOSALOSE rvvv 2/__     (5.2) 
 
wherein, the relations between the ascending and descending line of 
sight unit vector components rAE=- rDE=sin(a)  and rAZ= rDZ=cos(a)    
with  being the incidence angle, have been exploited for the derivation 
of equation 5.2. As a result, once considered the ratio between horizontal 
and vertical velocity modulus (|VE/VZ|) in each cell, the prevailing 
movement is assumed as horizontal for ratio values greater than 1.73 
(corresponding to the value of the tangent of an angle of 60° between 
the movement direction and the vertical axis), horizontal/vertical for 
ratio values between 1.73 and 0.57 (corresponding to the value of the 
tangent of an angle of 30° between the movement direction and the 
vertical axis) and vertical for ratio values lower than 0.57 (Cascini et al., 
2013a). The output of the analysis performed at the Third phase is the 
advanced map of critical areas. 
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5.2.2 Medium scale  
At medium scale the aim of the analysis is the inventory of affected 
municipalities and their  relative ranking, useful in land-use planning and 
management.  The typical area of zoning, according to Fell et al. (2008)  
is between 1000 and 10.000 km2 and the scale ranges from 1:25.000 to 
1:100.000, consequentially the operative grid is among 25x25 m and 
100x100m.  
As for analysis at medium scale the flow-chart of Figure 5.4 is proposed, 
subdivided in two working phases besides a preliminary one. The input 
data, procedures and outputs, generally furnished as map, are reported 
for each phase of analysis. 
 
Figure 5.4 Flow chart of the analysis to be carried out at medium scale. 
 
At the preliminary phase the operative grid of analysis is set, according to 
the scale of analysis, on critical area detected at small scale. 
In the first phase the aim is to detect critical urbanized area, to this aim 
cells covered by ascending and descending data are selected and, for each 
of them, weighted velocity values are computed (equation 5.1).  Then, a 
velocity threshold equal to 1.5 mm/year (Cascini et al 2010) is 
introduced, thus allowing each cell to be appointed as moving (average 
velocity value over 1.5 mm/year), not moving (average velocity value 
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lower than 1.5 mm/year) and not covered (if no PS were found in the 
singular grid cell), the corresponding output is the map of moving 
(“critical”) areas. The map of critical areas is intersected with the 
urbanized area in order to derive the map of the urbanised area with 
indication of evidence of movement. This latter output is used, in the 
second phase, to map the subsiding municipalities and to rank them, 















































Um is urbanized area with evidence of movement; 
Uc is covered urbanized area; 
Utot is urbanized area 
Mi refers to  the i
th Municipalities within Campanian  Plain.  
 
The ranking of the affected municipalities is based on Subsiding 
Municipality Index. Accordingly, higher values are associated to most 
affected municipalities in which more detailed analyses are required. 
 
5.2.3 Large scale  
The aim of the analysis to be pursued at large scale is to zone built up 
areas where damage occurred or is likely to occur. The typical area of 
zoning, according to Fell et al.(2008) is between 10 and 1000 km2 and the 
scale ranges from 1:5,000 to 1:25,000, consequentially the operative grid 
ranges from 5x5 m and 25x25 m.  With reference to the use of DInSAR 
data for analyses at large scale, the flow-chart of Figure 5.5 is proposed. 
(5.3) 




Figure 5.5 Flow chart of analysis to be carried out at large scale. 
 
In the preliminary phase an operative grid according to the scale of the 
analysis is set. Then, the map of east-west/vertical velocity equation 5.2) 
and the map of settlements are derived through the interpolation of 
DInSAR data. In the second phase, the analysis are focused only on the 
areas in which the prevailing direction is vertical and only on DInSAR 
covered cells. The output of second phase are the map of settlements 
and the map of displacement gradients and their prevailing directions. 
These results allow to zone the area where damage occurred or is likely 
to occur within the municipal territory. In particular the value 1/500 is 
recommended in order to avoid cracking (DM 14/01/2008), the value of 
1/300 is assumed by Skempton and MacDonald (1956) as the angular 
distortion threshold for first cracking in a panel walls and load-bearing 
walls, while the value of 1/150 is considered as a threshold for severe 






5.2.4 Detailed scale  
Detailed scale studies are suitable for the analysis of single 
structures/infrastructures.  With reference to the use of DInSAR data 
for analyses at detailed scale, the flow-chart of Figure 5.6 is proposed.  
The analyses are carried out with reference to those buildings - covered 
by DInSAR data - reaching the highest value of gradient displacement at 
large scale (Preliminary Phase). 
In the first phase DInSAR similarly to Cascini et al (2007b, 2011), the 
computed settlements are obtained assuming a pure shear mode of 
deformation of the building, without any strain (either of compressive or 
tensile type) in the vertical direction; as a consequence, the horizontal 
displacements are disregarded and the building settlements are computed 
referring to the DInSAR data located on its roof.  As result multi-
temporal profiles of building settlements and of relative rotations are 
derived in order to apply damageability criteria.  
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5.3 PROCEDURES AT DIFFERENT SCALES 
FOR LANDSLIDE PHENOMENA 
 
In this Section innovative procedures are proposed and described in 
detail both for update landslide inventory map and analyze the 
consequences.  
 
5.3.1 Updating of landslide inventory map  
 
A fundamental step in the landslide risk analysis and, more generally, in 
the landslide risk management process (Fell et al., 2008a) is represented 
by landslide inventory mapping which usually includes location, 
classification, volume, state of activity, date of occurrence (if available) 
and other characteristics of landslides. Accordingly, the obtained maps 
need to be not only accurate but also updated on a regular basis. Testing 
innovative procedures and techniques to update landslide inventory 
maps is a timely topic widely discussed in the scientific literature. 
The framework sketched in Figure 5.7 describes the proposed procedure 
for DInSAR data interpretation at different scales in the analysis of 
landslides.4 
The preliminary phase consists of  selection of  SAR images according to 
visibility map (Peduto, 2008, Cascini et al., 2010a) and in their processing 
through a well defined algorithm (see Section 4.4). 
                                                 
The contents of Section 5.3.1.are published in: 
L. Cascini, S. Ferlisi, D. Peduto, L. Arena(2011d). L’impiego di dati DInSAR nella 
caratterizzazione a scala di bacino di fenomeni franosi a cinematica lenta. In: Incontro 
Annuale dei Ricercatori di Geotecnica Torino 4-6 luglio 2011 Pag.1-6 
 L. Cascini, D. Peduto, G. Pisciotta, L. Arena, S. Ferlisi, G. Fornaro(2013b).The 
combination of DInSAR and facility damage data for the updating of slow-moving 
landslide inventory maps at medium scale. NATURAL HAZARDS AND EARTH 
SYSTEM SCIENCES. Vol. 13. Pag.1527-1549 ISSN:1561-8633. 
D. Peduto , L. Cascini , L. Arena , S. Ferlisi , G. Pisciotta , G. Fornaro (2013c).Uso 
congiunto dei dati DInSAR e dei danni al costruito per l’aggiornamento delle carte 
inventario dei fenomeni franosi a cinematica lenta. In: Incontro Annuale dei Ricercatori 




Once SAR images have been processed, if an adequate knowledge of 
landslide phenomena is available, a procedure for 1D-LOS DInSAR data 
projection (Cascini et al., 2010a) can be implemented to assess the 
modulus of velocity according to simplified geomorphological scheme. 
As far as the scale of the study is concerned, DInSAR data can be used 
for landslide analyses at 1:25,000 scale for checking/updating of 
landslide inventory map, whereas an insight into the main features and 
kinematics of a single phenomenon, as well as into the behaviour of 
DInSAR covered buildings/infrastructures interacting with active 
landslide-affected areas, can be achieved at large scale. 
 
 
5.7 Proposed procedure at different scale (modified after Cascini et al., 2011d). 
 
Focusing on the updating of the available inventory maps Cascini et al. 
(2008) discussed the possibility of integrating remote sensing data, 
thematic maps and damage surveys to structures/infrastructures. Indeed, 
landslide induced damages – whether available – can be considered as 
movement indicators and, thus, can be used to validate DInSAR data 
where both datasets are available (e.g. in urbanised areas) as well as to 
overcome any lacks of remote sensing data availability (e.g. over 
vegetated areas).  
Figure 5.8 presents a new procedure - also described in Cascini et 
al.(2013b) - which improves the exploitation of the abovementioned 
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datasets for the updating of slow-moving landslide inventory maps at 
medium scale (1:25,000) with reference to both the state of activity and 
the detection of unmapped phenomena. The adopted approach, 
although suited for the available datasets, can be valuably exported in 
different geological contexts using similar data. It consists of four phases 
to be carried out separately for the analysis of DInSAR and damage data 
which both play as ground movement indicators. After these phases, the 
two analysed datasets are merged into a DInSAR-Damage matrix which 
provides the updated state of activity as output. As far as the mapping  
unit is concerned, terrain units (Guzzetti et al., 2005) corresponding to 
landslide and hollow are used. 
 
 
Figure 5.8 Flow-chart describing the procedure adopted for the updating of the 
state of activity of slow-moving landslides (Cascini et al., 2013b). 
 
As for DInSAR data analysis the first phase includes the generation of 
the a priori landslide visibility map introduced by Cascini et al. (2009) 
(see also Plank et al., 2010), allowing the identification of the landslide 
affected areas for which radar ground targets can be detected prior to the 
SAR image processing. To this aim, the map is generated through the 
joint use of a digital elevation model (DEM) of the area and its 
derivatives (slope and aspect angle) as well as the land-use map and the 
sensor acquisition geometry. In the a priori landslide visibility map the 
nonlinear effects related to topography (i.e. shadowing) are disregarded, 
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thus visible areas may be overestimated. This map is especially useful  
when DInSAR data are not available for free, in order not to avoid waste 
of money and time in processing SAR image in areas where a bad 
DInSAR data coverage is expected on ascending and/or descending 
orbits. 
Then, a new index is introduced, referred to as A-Index, which can be 
computed for each PS time series in order to complement with the 
velocity value for the definition of landslide state of activity. In 
particular, the A-Index represents the second order derivative of the 
second order polynomial curve best fitting the PS displacement time 
series (Figure 5.9 a).  Combination of the velocity value and the A-Index 
of each PS can provide useful information on the trend of measured 
displacements (Figure 5.9 b). 
 
Figure 5.9 a) A-index value represents the coefficient of x squared in the second 
order polynomial equation fitting the time series; b) A-index vs. LOS-velocity 
diagram for the ERS ascending (45 images acquired from September 1992 – 
September 2000) PSI data; the colour bar shows the occurrence in log-scale 
(Cascini et al., 2013b). 
In particular, as it is shown in Figure 5.9 b for a sample dataset, when the 
signs of the A-Index and the velocity are concordant (i.e. both negative 
or positive) the trend of the time series can be considered as increasing; 
on the other hand, discordant signs of A-index and velocity values (i.e. 
positive and negative) represents decreasing displacement trends. In the 
same figure the occurrence in log-scale of the couples velocity A-Index is 
shown. 
 The quantitative analysis and interpretation of 1D-LOS DInSAR data is 
closely related to the value of velocity/displacement along a given 
movement direction. To address this issue in the second phase, due to 
the scale of the analysis, firstly a prevalent translational movement along 
the steepest slope direction is assumed for each PS according to Cascini 
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et al. (2010a). Considering that the LOS projection on the along-slope 
direction can be biased by errors related to the projection operation 
(Colesanti and Wasowski, 2006; Cascini et al., 2010a), the map of 
projectable DInSAR data is introduced (Plank et al., 2010). This map 
distinguishes each PS according to the own scaling factor, namely the 
constant value by which the modulus of the LOS velocity (VLOS) must be 
multiplied in order to obtain the modulus of the along slope velocity 
(Vslope). This issue was already addressed by Cascini et al. (2010a) through 
the adoption of the condition number of the inversion matrix solving the 
algebraic system used for the projection operation (i.e. from ascending, 
or descending, or ascending-descending LOS to slope direction). Indeed, 
the condition number is a measure of the instability of the inversion 
process and, in particular, of the accuracy of the solution after the 
inversion process. As shown by the authors, values of the condition 
number not exceeding 15 could be an acceptable threshold to select the 
most reliable projected PS velocity values. Figure 5.10 shows that the 
abovementioned threshold also corresponds, in the case of data acquired 
on single orbits (either ascending or descending), to those values of the 
scaling factor not exceeding 3.3 for the selected study area. 
 
Figure 5.10 The condition number vs. the scaling factor of the PS velocity 
modulus relevant to the ENVISAT ascending dataset (November 2002 – July 
2010) (Cascini et al., 2013b). 
This threshold, which avoids the use of unreliable PS velocity, also 
matches with those assumed in other published researches (Plank et al., 
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2010; Herrera et al., 2013) and derived by inverting only single, i.e. 
ascending or descending, projection. It is worth stressing that the 
principles and the input data, on which the map of projectable PS – or 
more generally DInSAR – data is based, are similar to those of the a 
priori visibility map in which visible, not visible, visible with difficulty 
area are distinguished. In particular the most of not projectable PS are 
within visible with difficulties areas. However, whereas the visibility map 
provides qualitative information by clustering landslide affected areas 
according to three visibility classes, the map of projectable PS data 
provides a quantitative visibility evaluation of the single PS measured 
velocity/displacement. Once the control on the condition number has 
been carried out, only those PS whose condition number (or scaling 
factor) is less than 15 (or 3.3) are assumed as “projectable” and, then, 
used for the following quantitative analyses; the remaining PS are 
discarded from the following phases and are appointed as “not 
projectable”. The second phase includes two other operations consisting 
of the projection of both PS displacement time series and PS LOS 
velocity along the steepest slope direction, the latter carried out 
according to the procedures described in Cascini et al. (2010). 
Subsequently, Vslope modulus and the A-Index value relevant to the 
projected PS time series are computed.  
In the third phase, via the joint use of the available landslide inventory 
map and the information on both Vslope and the A-index, each landslide is 
associated with a velocity value and an increasing/decreasing trend. The 
landslide velocity is assumed by some authors (Cigna et al., 2012) as 
either a simple average on PS velocity values within each landslide or as 
the maximum recorded value. In this work only those landslides 
exhibiting a minimum density of about 20 projectable PS km2 or at least 
3 projectable PS (Meisina et al., 2008; Notti et al., 2010) are considered in 
order to discard displacements more likely associated with single targets 
(e.g. single building structural settlements, etc.) rather than to landslides.  
Then the landslide velocity (Figure 5.11) is computed as the root mean 
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in which weight values are established on the basis of the PS coherence 
(i.e. the higher the PS coherence the higher the weight value). 
In equation 5.4: 
i refers to the ith PS within the boundary of the landslide; 
N is the total number of PS within the boundary of the landslide;  
wci is the coherence weight of the i
th PS within the landslide boundary;  
wcN is the sum of wci;  
Vslope_i is the velocity along the slope of i
th PS; 
Cmax is the maximum coherence value of the used dataset;  
Cmin is the minimum coherence value of the used dataset;  
Ci is the coherence value of the i
th PS within the boundary of the 
landslide; 
 εmin is a positive number not greater than 1 defining the weight of the PS 
with the smallest coherence. In the analyses, εmin value was fixed equal to 
0.2 thus assigning a weight of 20% to the smallest coherence value.  
 
 
Figure 5.11 Example of the landslide velocity computation as a function of both 
the along-slope velocity (Vslope) and the coherence of the PS included in the 
boundary of the landslide (Cascini et al., 2013b) 
The trend of each single covered landslide is conservatively assumed as 
increasing if at least 30% of the PS found within the landslide boundary 
exhibit “increasing” time series.  
In the fourth phase, differently from other proposals recoverable in the 
scientific literature (Cigna et al., 2012; Bianchini et al., 2012; Righini et 
al., 2012), the velocity threshold is set for a given landslide taking into 
account the inaccuracy of DInSAR measurements and the scaling factor 
pertaining to the landslide (derived as root mean square of the scaling 
factor of the PS in the landslide) as it is described in detail in the 
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Appendix B.  Subsequently, the mapped landslides are distinguished as 
“moving” (if their velocity exceeds the threshold), “not moving” (if their 
velocity is lower than the threshold) or “no data” (if less than 20 
projectable PS/km2 or less than 3 projectable PS are found within the 
landslide boundary).  
The information achieved in the fourth phase is ready to be merged with 
the results of damage survey data analysis via the matrix  
In order to use the damage dataset for a joint analysis with DInSAR data, 
facilities (buildings and roads) interacting with landslide affected areas 
must be identified (Cascini et al., 2008, Pisciotta, 2008). To this aim, with 
reference to each municipal territory of the study area, the existing 
buildings are firstly identified on the basis of the available digital 
topographic map at large scale (1:5,000); then, homogeneous building 
aggregations are defined considering that, at medium scale, the 
identification of a single building (van Westen, 2004) is impracticable and 
not significant. In particular, building aggregations are sketched as planar 
figures (Figure 5.12) whose geometry is convex-outwards and, therefore, 
do not present any cusps on their perimeters. Around each structure, a 
buffer of 25 m is considered in order to take into account the graphical 
error related to the working scale (1:25,000) as well as the possibility to 
have additional constructions in the property; moreover, the maximum 
allowable distance between each building is assumed lower than 100 m 
so that urbanized zones prevail on non-urbanized areas within each unit 
(Ferlisi and Pisciotta, 2007; Cascini et al., 2008). 
 
Figure 5.12 Scheme for the determination of building aggregations (Ferlisi and 
Pisciotta, 2007, Pisciotta, 2008 ) 
Finally, building aggregations are further distinguished as homogeneous 
units – in terms of occupancy type – thanks to the information gathered 
from the available urban plans. 
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The intersection of the obtained building aggregations with the landslide 
inventory map allows the identification of the so-called “vulnerable 
areas”, i.e. a potentially damageable built-up area. These latter, in turn, 
are classified as vulnerable areas with or without damage whether at least 
one damaged building within their perimeter is recorded. The roads are 
considered as single damaged or not damaged elements according to the 
information provided by the damage surveys.  
At this point of analysis DInSAR data and damage survey data analysis 
are ready to be merged in the DInSAR-damage matrix. 
The matrix-based approach was already tested in the scientific literature 
concerning the use of PSI data for the evaluation of the landslide state of 
activity (MATTM, 2010; Cigna et al., 2012; Bianchini et al., 2012; Righini 
et al.. 2012). This work adopts a new matrix whose innovation relies on 
the introduction of data concerning survey-recorded damage to facilities 
as indicators of movement, in addition to PSI (or more generally 
DInSAR) data and available landslide inventory maps. In particular, once 
the two datasets (i.e. DInSAR and facility damage data) have been 
separately analyzed, the DInSAR-Damage matrix is applied to those 
landslides for which DInSAR datasets, referred to different time periods 
(e.g. ERS and ENVISAT), are available. 
As shown in Figure 5.13, the input data to the matrix are: the state of 
activity (i.e. active or dormant) provided by the landslide inventory map; 
the information gathered from the damage survey (i.e. landslide with 
damage, landslide with no damage, landslide with no damage survey); the 
condition of movement derived from DInSAR data   (i.e. moving or not 
moving landslide) referring to time in the past (t1) (e.g. ERS 1992-2001). 
Of course, with reference to the latter information, only the landslides 
for which the velocity can be computed are considered. The above data 
are then cross-checked with the evidence of movement derived from 
DInSAR data at the time required for the updating of landslide inventory 
map (e.g. ENVISAT 2003-2010). The increasing/decreasing trend  
exhibited by a given landslide according to ERS data (displacement time 
series and velocity) represents an additional information, which is used 
when ERS and ENVISAT data provide different movement conditions 
of the landslide in order to support the definition of the updated state of 
activity. The updated state of activity can be distinguished between active 
or dormant; moreover, in-situ surveys are recommended when the 
available information is not sufficient to assign the new state of activity. 
In two cases the state of activity can be more confidently assumed as 
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active (dark red cell in Figure 5.13) or dormant (light yellow cell in Figure 
5.13) corresponding to the concordant combination of all available 
indicators: active mapped landslide with damage and both ERS and 
ENVISAT moving evidences, for the former case; dormant mapped 
landslide with no damage recorded and both ERS and ENVISAT not 
moving evidences, for the latter case. In the other cases the state of 
activity derives from the information provided by the majority of the 
indicators (mapped landslide activity, damage, ERS and ENVISAT data) 
giving more weight to the most recent data (ENVISAT data). As for the 
cells divided in two triangles (Figure 5.13), the state of activity is 
determined using the additional information provided by the sign of the 
trend (i.e. increasing +; decreasing -). For instance, once all the other 
indicators were taken into account, if for an ERS moving landslide the 
assumed trend is decreasing and for ENVISAT the landslide is not 
moving it can be argued that during the ERS period (1992-2000) the 
landslide was decelerating and it stopped during the ENVISAT period 
(2003-2010); thus the current state of activity can be set to dormant. On 
the contrary, if for an ERS moving landslide the assumed trend is 
increasing and according to ENVISAT the landslide is not moving, it 
can be inferred that the landslide was accelerating during 1992-2000 and 
it stopped during 2003-2010, thus the current state of activity can not be 
easily defined and in-situ investigations are necessary. 




Figure 5.13 The DInSAR-Damage matrix (modified after Cascini et al., 2013b, 
2014). 
As for the automated detection and mapping of slow-moving landslide 
phenomena via remote sensing techniques (radar and optical) over wide 
areas, in the present study the availability of the geomorphological map 
(1:25,000 scale) of the NBA LGV suggested to focus the analyses on the 
portions of the study area mapped as hollows. 
As described in Cascini et al. (2009) these areas are characterized by 
geomorphological settings similar to landslide affected areas. The focus 
is on hollows for which DInSAR datasets, referred to different time 
periods (e.g. ERS and ENVISAT) and damage survey are available.  
In particular both PS displacement time series and PS LOS velocity 
along the steepest slope direction are projected, according to the 
procedures described in Cascini et al. (2010). Then the hollow velocity is 
computed as the root mean square PS velocity along the slope according 
to the equation 5.4. Subsequently, the mapped hollows are distinguished 
as “moving” (if their velocity exceeds the threshold), “not moving” (if 
their velocity is lower than the threshold) or “no data” (if less than 20 
projectable PS km2 or less than 3 projectable PS are found within the 
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landslide boundary). The information achieved is ready to be merged 
with the results of damage survey data analysis; in particular if the hollow 
is moving according to both ERS and ENVISAT satellite and damages 
are recorded, hollows are likely to be landslides. 
 
5.3.2 Analysis of consequences 
As described is Section 3.3.2 only few contributions to the generation of 
fragility or vulnerability curves are available for slow-moving landslides 
in the scientific literature. This lack is even larger enhanced referring to 
standardized procedure over large area due to both the complexity of the 
topic and the inadequacy of databases that allow to establish relation 
between damage occurrence and intensity parameter. As a consequence, 
in this Section an original joint use of DInSAR data and damage survey 
data is proposed to derive fragility/vulnerability curve by empirical 
methods at 1:25,000 scale. 
 
Figure 5.14 Procedure for generation of vulnerability curve at medium scale. 
These graphical relations are useful both to update the existing official 
maps within the “Hydrogeological Setting Plans” (Italian Law 365/2000) 
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and in municipal land use planning to select more suitable zones to be 
urbanised. The adopted approach consists of 3 sequential steps (Figure 
5.14) to be carried out in parallel and valuably exported in different 
contexts using similar data. 
As for DInSAR data analysis the first step includes at the a) phase the 
generation of the projectability map (see Section 5.3.1). Via the joint use 
of the topographic map and the information on both Vslope, each building 
is associated with a displacement rate. The average building displacement 
rate is computed as the root mean square PS velocity along the slope 





































































in which weight values are established on the basis of the PS coherence 
(i.e. the higher the PS coherence the higher the weight value). 
In equation (5.5): 
 i refers to the ith PS within the boundary of the building; 
 N is the total number of PS within the boundary of the building;  
 wci is the coherence weight of the ith PS within the building 
boundary;  
 wcN is the sum of wci;  
 Vslope_i is the velocity along the slope of ith PS; 
 Cmax is the maximum coherence value of the used dataset;  
 Cmin is the minimum coherence value of the used dataset;  
 Ci is the coherence value of the ith PS within the boundary of the 
building; 
 εmin is a positive number not greater than 1 defining the weight of 
the PS with the smallest coherence. In the analyses, εmin value was 
fixed equal to 0.2 thus assigning a weight of 20% to the smallest 
coherence value.  
Around each PS a buffer of 5 m is set in order to take into account the 
localization error. 
As for Damage survey data analysis the first phase includes the 
identification of building aggregation map - on the basis of topographic 
map and urban plans following the same procedure described in Section 
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5.3.1- and then the identification of the “vulnerable areas” (Pisciotta, 
2008). 
As for DInSAR data analysis the first step includes (phase b) the 
computation of the vulnerable area velocity. This latter is computed on 
the basis of the average of building displacement rate within the 

















                                                                  (5.6) 
Where: 
 Ni is the number of PS on ith building within vulnerable area; 
 Va_buildi is the average velocity of ith building within vulnerable 
area. 
In the same phase with reference to damage survey data, both the 
identification of the so-called “vulnerable areas” and the analysis of 
damage fact sheets are carried out. In this regard, the information 
reported in the available database of damage survey mainly regards: the 
occupancy type; the geometric description of the element at risk; the date 
of damage occurrence; the description of the damage, specifying the 
structural or no-structural damaged elements, the state of maintenance 
and any possible additional information. 
The fact sheets are analyzed classifying the damage by considering the 
severity of the visible damage whose effects on buildings range from loss 
of serviceability to ultimate limit states (Ministerial Decree 14/02/2008). 
The last phase of the first step consists of the evaluation of the average 
velocity for each vulnerable area weighted on the number of PS on each 
building (equation 5.6) and the evaluation of equivalent damage for each 
vulnerable area (equation 5.7). 
According to Pisciotta (2008) equivalent damage ED of a given 
vulnerable area is computed as the weighted average of the individual 











                                                                                                   (5.7) 
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where di is the damage value suffered by a i-building and fi is the relative 
frequency of the ith  class of damage value within the vulnerable area.  
In the second step fragility curves are derived. Each curve, according to 
Negulescu et al.(2010), gives  the conditional probability of exceeding a 
specific level of damage over a range of ground motion intensity 
(velocity in this case). Each fragility curve is obtained by counting, for 
different values of the imposed velocity, the number of situations over 
the total that reached or exceeded the considered level of damage. 
In the third step the vulnerability curve is derived computing the mean 
damage for each class of intensity according to the following equation 








DiDiPD                                                                                    (5.8)                                                         
where )(D  is the mean of damages for each class of intensity  . 
 
Finally it is worth stressing that the same procedures can be applied at 
both large and detailed scales by changing: the intensity parameters, the 






















6 APPLICATIONS TO SUBSIDENCE 
PHENOMENA 




This Section focuses on the applications of  DInSAR data to study 
subsidence phenomena at different scales of analysis for both the 
characterization of the phenomena and the analysis of the related 
damage to urbanized area interacting with them. 
6.1 SMALL SCALE ANALYSIS 
The selected test area for the analysis at small scale  is the Campania 
Region (Southern Italy) which includes the Southern Apennines chain 
and Plio-Quaternary structural depressions over an area of about 13,600 
km2.  Campania region has a complex geological structure, characterized 
by an intense urbanization and by interplay of several geodynamic 
processes related to presence of active volcanoes (Vesuvius, Phlegraean 
Fields and Ischia), seismic structure by high magnitude earthquake, 
widespread landslides and geological instability, sinkhole, subsidence and 
from long to short term tectonic warping, which produce ground 
deformation pattern (Milone et al., 2001, Vilardo et al., 2009). These 
factors make the studied region particularly complex.  
The aim of the analysis is the detection of subsiding area. For this 
purpose the dataset of the Italian ‘Piano Straordinario di 
Telerilevamento’ (PST project, 2010), resulting from the processing of 
medium resolution ERS and ENVISAT data acquired from 1992 to 
2010, has been exploited for the Province of Avellino, Benevento, 
Caserta and Naples: moreover, ERS and Radarsat datasets (provided by 
Podis project) were used for Salerno Province. In Table 1 the number of 
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PS and the recorded values of minimum and maximum coherence (i.e. 
Cmin and Cmax) are reported with reference to each dataset. 
 
6.1 The used DInSAR dataset 
  Nr.  Cmin  Cmax  
Ers asc.  43871  0.56  1  
Ers disc.  349302  0.52  1  
Env asc.  1182624  0.54  0.97  
Env disc.  901514  0.59  0.97  
Radarsat asc.  97491  0.65  0.99  
Radarsat disc.  91781  0.66  0.99  
 
As it shown in Cascini et al., 2011a, the first step of the analysis dealt 
with the validation of DInSAR data thanks to the availability of ground 
measurements. In this regard, after having verified the prevalence of  
vertical movement in the area (Cascini et al., 2011a), Figure 6.1a-b shows 
two examples of this cross validation with reference to available 
benchmarks located in Sarno Municipality (Salerno Province). The 
diagrams show a good fitting among remote sensed data (PInSAR  and 
full-resolution SBAS data), projected along the vertical direction, and the 
ground measurements achieved via a topographic levelling technique.  






















































Figure 6.1  Cumulative settlements obtained, for two benchmarks (a,b) selected 
within Sarno town area via the use of data and topographic levelling 
measurements (modified after Cascini et al., 2011a). 
Following the proposed flowchart shown in Section 5.2.1, the analysis 
are at small scale focused only on flat areas (Figure 6.1 c), for this 
purpose at preliminary phase (Figure 5.3, Figure 6.2) slope map is 
derived from DEM (Figure 6.1 a) and, according to Trigila and Iadanza 
(2007), a threshold equal to 3° is introduced to select flat area.  
Then, owing to the huge amount of available point-wise PS data an 
operational grid (Figure 6.2 d, e) with a spacing of 250 m × 250 m was 
preliminarily set. DInSAR data derived on both orbit from ERS, 
ENVISAT and RADARSAT were treated in GIS environment (buffer 







Figure 6.2 Preliminary phase of analysis: a) digital terrain model, b) slope map, 
c) flat area, d) operative grid of analysis. 
 
In the first phase (Figure 5.3) the cell covered  by DInSAR data -  for 
each sensor and acquired on either ascending or descending orbit or by 
their combination - were selected.  Accordingly, over a total of 105,286 
cells covering the flat area of Campania Region: 46,696 (44 %)  are 
covered by ERS ascending;  43,833 (42%) by  ERS descending while 
55,212 (52%) by ERS ascending  and descending; 55,717 (53%) are 
covered by ENVISAT ascending; 46,833 (44%) by ENVISAT 
descending while 58% by ENVISAT ascending  and descending. 
Referring to Salerno Province over a total of 30,457 cell: 14,830 (48%)  
are covered by RADARSAT ascending; 14983 (49%)  by RADARSAT 
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descending while 17070 (56%) by RADARSAT ascending and 
descending.  
In the second phase (Figure 5.3), within each grid cell, and referring 
separately to ERS,  ENVISAT and RADARSAT on both orbits, the 
average velocity modulus along the LOS direction is computed by 
weighting PS LOS velocity, according to equation 5.1. Once the 
weighted average LOS velocity values for each grid cell are computed, a 
velocity threshold equal to 1.5 mm/year (Cascini et al 2010) is 
introduced, thus allowing each cell to be appointed as moving (an 
average velocity value over 1.5 mm/year), not moving (an average 
velocity value lower than 1.5mm/year) and not covered (if no PS were 
found in the singular grid cell). For ERS (Figures 6.3a-b),  ENVISAT 
(Figures 6.3c-d) and RADARSAT (Figures 6.3 e-f) datasets, this 
procedure is firstly carried out separately for ascending and descending 
orbit, then the retrieved moving cells are merged in a single map for each 
sensor deriving critical area (red in Figures 6.4). 
Consequently, although suffering from a lack of information in rural 
areas, the analysis of PSInSAR data reveals that a percentage of 
Campania Region ranging from 19% up to 25%, is affected by ground 




Figure 6.3 Map of moving cell: ERS ascending (a), ERS descending (b), 
ENVISAT ascending (a), ENVISAT descending (c), RADARSAT ascending 
(e); RADARSAT descending. 
In order to select those areas exhibiting conditions of movement over 
the whole period of observation (about 20 years), the cells appointed as 
moving in figures 6.3(a-f) are selected (Figure 6.4 d). The analysis shows 
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that 4,283 cells are moving, corresponding to 9% of those covered by 
ERS, ENVISAT and RADARSAT datasets. These cells clearly 
concentrate on the most important plains of Campania Region:  
Campanian Plain, Sele Plain and Val Diano Plain ( Figure 6.4 d). 
 
 
Figure 6.4 Map of critical area: ERS (a), Envisat (b), Radarsat (c), whole period  
of observation (d). 
In the third phase, since DInSAR data were acquired on different orbits 
by different sensors (with different LOS angles: 23◦ for ERS-ENVISAT 
and 35◦ for RADARSAT), it was necessary to compute the prevailing 
movement direction for each cell in order to proceed with their joint use. 
In particular, focusing on the moving cells detected in Figure 6.4, only 
those cells with data on both orbits are selected in order to apply the  
procedure shown (Manzo et al., 2006, Cascini et al., 2010) for the 
ascending and descending data combination which allows extracting the 











Figure 6.5 Map of East-West velocity (a) ERS; c) Envisat; e) Radarsat) and Map 
of vertical velocity (b) ERS; d) Envisat; f) Radarsat). 
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Finally, once considered the ratio between horizontal and vertical 
velocity modulus  in each cell, the prevailing movement is assumed as 
horizontal for ratio values greater than 1.73 (corresponding to the value 
of the tangent of an angle of 60◦ between the movement direction and 
the vertical axis), horizontal/vertical for ratio values between 1.73 and 
0.57 (corresponding to the value of the tangent of an angle of 30° 
between the movement direction and the vertical axis), and vertical for 
ratio values lower than 0.57 (Figure 6.6).  
 
Figure 6.6 Map of the advanced critical area according to ERS (a); RADARSAT (b) 
and ENVISAT (c)  for covered  cells  by both ascending and descending DInSAR data. 
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In the last step of the analysis,  ranking of the Campanian Plains affected 
by subsidence was carried out according to the definition and computing 
of the Subsiding Plain Index. This latter (equation 6.1) is given by the 
ratio between the extension of the urbanized areas with evidence of 
movement (Um), the covered urbanized (Uc) and urbanized area of the i
-th 
Plain (Pi) of Campania Region normalized to the same terms referred to 
the whole Campania Region. The results (Figure 6.7) show that the most 
affected area is the Campanian Plain whose ISUP reaches 91%. In 
particular  where about 12% of the total urbanized area have evidence of 
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6.2 MEDIUM SCALE ANALYSIS  
Following the results achieved at small scale the selected area for the 
analysis at medium scale was Campanian Plain, the most critical plain of 
Campania Region. The Campanian Plain is the largest coastal plain along 
the Tyrrhenian Coast in Central-Southern Italy, extending for about 
2,000 km2. Owing to its rich environmental resources and its proximity 
to Naples town the whole territory of the Campanian Plain was highly 
exploited by intensive anthropogenic activities (e.g. groundwater 
withdrawals, huge urban development, etc) since the end of the Second 
World War As a result, several areas within Campanian Plain were 
affected by ground settlements of either natural or anthropogenic 
origins, as it is testified by a number of studies (Cascini et al., 2007a; 
Vilardo et al., 2009; ISPRA 2012).  
Except for the north-western part, which still has a predominant 
agricultural use, the built up environment is almost uniformly distributed, 
especially in a ring-like zone bordering the Vesuvius volcano.  
On the whole, the area plays a strategic role due to its about 3 million 
inhabitants, a rich cultural and natural heritage as well as a dense 
infrastructural network (national highways, high speed railways, 
international hubs) potentially exposed to ground surface displacements.  
The distribution of ERS and ENVISAT data over the Campanian Plain 
with the indication of the recorded velocity along the LOS is shown in 
Figure 6.8 In particular, over the test area 454,644 ERS-PS and 1,090,623 
ENVISAT-PS are available on both ascending and descending orbit with 
a density equal to 230 PS/km2  for ERS-PS data and 550PS/km2 for 
ENVISAT-PS data.  
 
 
Figure 6.8 Distribution of PSInSAR data over the Campanian Plain according 
to: a) ascending/descending ERS and b) ascending/descending ENVISAT 




The analysis was carried out according to the procedure of Figure 5.4. 
Particularly, at the preliminary phase an operational grid with a spacing 
of 100m x 100m was set. 
In the first phase, within each grid cell, and referring separately to ERS 
and ENVISAT on both orbits, the average velocity modulus along LOS 
direction is computed by weighting PS LOS velocity values on their 
coherence values according to equation (5.1). Once computed the 
weighted average LOS velocity values for each grid cell,  a velocity 
threshold equal to 1.5 mm/year (Cascini et al 2010) was introduced, thus 
allowing each cell to be appointed as moving (average velocity value over 
1.5 mm/year), not moving (average velocity value lower than 1.5 
mm/year) and not covered (if no PS were found in the singular grid cell). 
For both ERS and ENVISAT datasets this procedure was firstly carried 
out separately for ascending and descending orbits, then the retrieved 
moving cells were merged in a single map for each sensor (Figure 6.9 a 
and 6.9 b). As a result, over a total of 191,894 cells covering the whole 
Campanian Plain: 32,940 cells resulted moving for ERS (44% of the 
covered ones) and 19,054 cells resulted moving for ENVISAT (22% of 
the covered ones). Consequently, although suffering from a lack of 
information in rural areas, the analysis of PSInSAR data revealed that a 
percentage of Campanian Plain territory - ranging from 10% up to 17% -
is affected by ground displacements according, respectively, to 
ENVISAT and ERS data. 
 
Figure 6.9 Distribution of moving/not moving cells over the Campanian Plain 
according to ERS (a) and ENVISAT (b) dataset (Cascini et al., 2013a).  
In order to select those areas exhibiting conditions of movement over 
the whole period 1992-2010 the cells appointed as moving in both maps 
(Figure 6.9a-b) were selected (Figure 6.10). The analysis shows that 8,685 
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cells result as moving corresponding to 13% out of those covered by 
both datasets. These cells clearly concentrate on the Volturno river 
outlet, the Phlegrean Fields and a ring-like zone bordering the Vesuvius 
volcano (Figure 6.10). 
 
  
Figure 6.10. Distribution of moving/not moving cells over the Campanian Plain 
during the period 1992-2010. (Cascini et al., 2013a).   
Furthermore, since in the case study at hand the available data were 
acquired on different orbits by different sensors (with different LOS 
angles: 23° for ERS-ENVISAT and 35° for COSMO-SkyMed) it was 
necessary to compute the prevailing movement direction for each cell in 
order to proceed with their joint use. In particular, focusing on the 
moving cells detected in Figure 6.9 a and 6.9 b only those cells with data 
on both orbits were selected in order to apply a procedure for the 
ascending and descending data combination which allows extracting the 
Vertical (V) and Est-West (EW) velocities.  
As a result, once considered the ratio between horizontal and vertical 
velocity modulus in each cell following the procedure already shown at 
small scale, the prevailing movement was assumed as horizontal for ratio 
values greater than 1.73 (corresponding to the value of the tangent of an 
angle of 60° between the movement direction and the vertical axis), 
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horizontal/vertical for ratio values between 1.73 and 0.57 (corresponding 
to the value of the tangent of an angle of 30° between the movement 
direction and the vertical axis) and vertical for ratio values lower than 
0.57. In figure 6.11 only those cells which exhibit the same prevailing 
movement throughout the period 1992-2010 are reported.  
 
Figure 6.11 Map of the prevailing movement direction computed according to 
ERS-ENVISAT data for the cells for which both ascending and descending data 
were available (Cascini et al., 2013a).  
The following step of the analysis was aimed at detecting and mapping 
the elements interacting with subsiding areas over the Campanian Plain 
in order to identify and rank the affected municipalities. To this end, two 
additional inputs data were used: the “Map of land-use” – CUAS- 
produced by Regione Campania and dated 2001 and 2009. From these 
two maps it was possible to extract the urbanized area, thus highlighting 
that in 2001 an extension of about 460 km2 (corresponding to 23%) of 
the Campanian plain was built up; this percentage raises up to 25% in 
2009.  
Via the superimposition of the moving/not moving cells according to 
ERS data (Figure 6.9 a) over the map of the urbanized area dated 2001 it 
was possible to map the built up areas exceeding the moving threshold 
over the period 1992-2001 (Figure 6.12a). Consequently, 88% of the 
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urbanized area resulted covered by ERS-PS cells and 43% out of the 
covered urbanized area result as moving. 
Similarly, the intersection of the map of moving cells according to 
ENVISAT data (figure 6.9 b) with the map of urbanized area dated 2009 
allowed the detection of the portions of urbanized area (covered for 89% 
of its total extension) which resulted as moving (18%) during the period 
2003-2010 (Figure 6.12b). 
 
 
Figure 6.12 a) Map of the urbanised area dated 2001 with indication of evidence 
of movement for the period 1992-2001; b) map of the urbanised area dated 2009 
with indication of evidence of movement for the period 2003-2010(Cascini et al., 
2013a).  
 
Furthermore, the results obtained in figure 6.10, merged with the 
urbanized area map, shows that around 11% out of the covered 
urbanized areas exceed the moving threshold over the period 1992-2010 
(Figure 6.13). In particular, some of the most affected municipalities are 
Castel Volturno (located at the outlet of the Volturno river); Pozzuoli 
town in Phlegraean Fields area; Naples city with reference to both 
Vomero quarter and an area neighbouring the airport; some of the 
municipalities included in the ring-like area bordering Vesuvius volcano. 
The final step focused on mapping those portions of urban areas 
developed between 2001 and 2009 (identified by comparing the two 
land-use maps) which exhibit movements during the years 2003-2010. 
Among the zones which resulted as moving two strategic infrastructures 
can be mentioned: the high speed railway track in proximity of Naples 






Figure 6.13 Map of the urbanised area dated 2001 with indication of evidence of 
movement for the whole period 1992-2010 (Cascini et al., 2013a). 
 
In the last step of the analysis, inventory and ranking of affected 
municipalities were carried out according to the Subsiding Municipality 
Index referring either to the moving cells during the period of 
observation 1992-2010 where a prevailing natural subsidence was 
expected to be detected or to those moving cells during a shorter period 
of observation coinciding with ENVISAT time series (2003-2010). 
Referring to the map of the urbanised area dated 2001 with indication of 
evidence of movement for the whole period 1992-2010 (Figure 6.12 a) 
the Map of subsiding Municipalities is reported in Figure 6.14. Then, the 
most affected municipalities, ranked in Figure 6.14 include some well 
documented cases of subsidence, such as Castelvolturno and Sarno. This 
can be considered a sort of preliminary validation of the developed 
analysis.  




Figure 6.14 Map of Subsiding Municipalities referring to the period 1992-2010.  
 
With reference to Castel Volturno area (Figure 6.15) it is affected by 
both a complex dynamic erosion processes affecting the whole coastline 
(Cocco, 1993).and a  widespread subsidence phenomena (Corniello et al., 
2010). This latter, in turn, can be associated with the huge groundwater 
withdrawals which also caused the sea ingression into land (salt-wedge) 




Figure 6.15 Castel Volturno (Campania region, Italy): map of the Volturno river 
outlet with: (a) indication of the grid of ERS-ENVISAT covered cells; (b) the 
distribution of ENVISAT data on both the ascending and descending orbit 
projected along the vertical direction; (c) the distribution of COSMO-SkyMed 
data on the descending orbit projected along the vertical direction (Cascini et 
al., 2013a). 
 
As far as Sarno town is concerned, it is affected by a subsidence 
phenomenon (Cascini and Di Maio, 1994, Cascini et al 2006, 2007a, 
2007b, 2011) induced by huge groundwater withdrawals causing damage 
of different severity to both masonry and reinforced concrete buildings 
by the end of 1980’s (Figure 6.16).  





Figure 6.16 (a) Close view map of moving cells and damaged buildings in the 
municipality of Sarno (Campania region, southern Italy); (b) a damaged 
masonry building with a sketch of surveyed cracks (d); (c) a damaged reinforced 
concrete building with a sketch of surveyed cracks (e) (Cascini et al., 2013a). 
 
Some examples of the analyses at detailed scale both for Sarno and 
Castel Volturno municipalities are reported in the Appendix C.  
Then turning our attention on the map of the urbanized area dated 2009 
with indication of evidence of movement for the period 2003-2010 the 
municipality of Baronissi in Salerno Province results among the most 




Figure 6.17 Map of Subsiding Municipalities referring to period (2003-2010). 
 
The result concerning Baronissi was validated by in-situ surveys recently 
carried out showing the occurrence of damages induced by settlements 
(Figure 6.18). More details on this case study are provided in the next 
Sections concerning the large and detailed scale. 
 
 




Figure 6.18 (a) Close view map of moving ENVISAT cells and damaged 
buildings in the municipality of Baronissi (Campania region, southern Italy); (b) 
damage recorded to infill walls and pavements; (c) damage recorded in the 
underground floor of a reinforced concrete building (Cascini et al., 2013a). 
6.3 LARGE SCALE ANALYSIS 
According to the results obtained at medium scale Baronissi municipality 
was selected for the analysis at large scale.  
The area is located in Salerno Province (Figure 6.19a) in a flood plain, 
bordered by carbonatic ridge of Southern Apennines. The subsoil is 
mainly constituted by superficial deposits originated by soil degradation 
and washout of surrounding reliefs and by pyroclastic deposits originated 
by the volcanic activity of Campi Flegrei and Somma – Vesuvius 
(Santoro, 2001).5 
                                                 
5The contents of Section 6.3 and 6.4  are published in: 
L. Ascione, L. Cascini, G. Sorbino, D. Peduto, L. Arena, A. Giordano, S. Spadea (2011) 
Sull’analisi geotecnica e strutturale degli edifici afferenti al Piano PEEP in località Cariti 
nel Comune di Baronissi”. Relazione Tecnica. 
D. Peduto , L. Cascini, L. Arena, G. Sorbino (2012). L’impiego dei dati PSInSAR per 
l’analisi dei cedimenti di edifici in area urbana: un caso di studio.. In: Incontro Annuale 
dei Ricercatori di Geotecnica - IARG Padova 2-4 luglio 2012 RUBANO (PD) Grafiche 
Turato Edizioni Pag.1-6 ISBN:9788889524671 
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The typical stratigraphy is constituted by three main horizons (Di 
Rosario, 2002). The more shallow one (until 8.5 metres) is constituted by 
alternation of silty sand and sandy clayey silt. 
Underneath, there is a layer of pyroclastic sand, called “grey tuff” with 
thickness ranging from 2 up to 3.5 m. The third deeper horizon is 
constituted by alternation of clayey silt and silty clay.In the study area 14 
buildings were realized in the period between 2002 and 2003 (6.19 b). 
The buildings have a basement used as garage, a colonnade at ground 
floor devoted to commercial use and three or four floors for residential 
use.The used typology is reinforced concrete frames with rectangular 
Section columns and concrete slab. The foundations are shallow,  in 
particular grade beam or grade slab (Ascione at al., 2011). 
 
 
Figure 6.19 a) The study area; b) orthophoto covering a portion of Baronissi 
town (modified after Peduto et al., 2012) 
 
In the study area, starting from May 2011, damages to the buildings were 
recorded affecting, in some cases, the functionality of underground 
garages and, in others, compromising building aesthetics due to the 
opening of significant cracks at the joints between contiguous buildings. 
According to the framework of Figure 5.5, after selecting the cell size of 
the operative grid (i.e. 10x10), in the preliminary phase the extent of the 
subsiding area was investigated by deriving the map of east-west and 
vertical velocity as a result of the combination of DInSAR data acquired 
on ascending and descending orbit (Manzo et al., 2006, Cascini et al., 
2011). As it can be observed in Figures 6.20a and 6.20 b in the study area 
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during the period 1992 - 2000, velocity exceeded - both in the horizontal 
direction and vertical direction - the movement threshold equal to 2 
mm/anno (Cascini et al., 2009) only in very limited portions of the 
territory. With reference to the period 2003 – 2007 (Figure 6.20 c-d), 
which, as above mentioned, coincides with the completion of the 
construction works  of almost all of the buildings in the area, the average 
velocity recorded by PS data increased considerably, reaching values 
higher than 5mm/year.  
 
Figure 6.20 Map of horizontal and vertical velocity in the period 1993-2000 (a,b) 
and 2003-2007 (c,d).                                                                                             
After having verified that in the area of interest displacements mainly 
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occur along the vertical direction, maps of cumulative settlements 
relevant to different periods were computed (Figure 6.21). 
 
Figure 6.21 Map of cumulated settlement period 1992-2000 (a), 1992-2003 (b);  
1992-2004 (c); 1992-2005 (d); 1992-2006 (e) 1992-2007; 1992-2010 (f). 
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In order to investigate the relationship between the magnitude of 
settlement and the building damage occurrence, in the second phase the 
analysis was focused only on PSInSAR covered cell in the subsiding area.    
In particular, for each covered cell the average displacement - computed 
along its prevailing direction (vertical in this case) and weighted on the 
coherence of PSInSAR data - and was derived (Figure 6.22) using 
Envisat data.    
 
Figure 6.22 Map of cumulative settlement (period 2003-2010) using Envisat data. 
 
Since damage occurrence and severity is usually related in the scientific 
literature to the magnitude of differential footing settlements (Burland 
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and Wroth 1974), a further step towards the analysis of consequences  
required the generation of the map of displacement gradients and their 
prevailing directions (Figure 6.23).  
 
Figure 6.23 Map of displacement gradient and its prevailing direction (period 
2003-2010). 
 
The gradient of displacements was  computed on the cell grid starting 
from the PSInSAR measured settlements.  
The limit values in the legend of Figure 6.23 are referred to structures 
settling under their own weight: the value 1/500 is recommended in 
order to avoid cracking (DM 14/01/2008); the value of 1/300 is 
assumed by Skempton and MacDonald (1956) as the angular distortion 
threshold for first cracking in a panel wall and load-bearing walls; the 
value of 1/150 is considered as a threshold for severe cracking and 
structural damage. 
The vector has the direction of the maximum rate of change of 
settlement. The result of Figure 6.23  was validated by in-situ surveys 
recently carried out (Figure 6.24) showing that, since the limitation due 
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to DInSAR coverage, damage occurred where the highest displacement 
gradient were reached. 
 
 
Figure 6.24 a) Map of displacement gradient and its prevailing direction, a)-
c)occurred damages. 
The current limits to the application of the described methodology to 
derive map of displacement gradient are mainly related to the density of 
measurements points. In this regard, it is worth stressing that 
improvements concerning both ground resolution and reduced revisiting 








Figure 6.25 An example of the different distributions of targeted ground points 
achieved via ERS (a) and ENVISAT (b) data processed with PSInSAR (Ferretti 
et al 2001, Costantini et al 2008) and COSMO-SkyMed (c) data processed via 
MDI technique (Lombardini 2005, Fornaro et al 2009) over a sample urbanized 
area extending for 1 km2 (Cascini et al., 2013). 
Figure 6.27 shows an example of map of displacement gradient with 
reference to Naples city airport and its surrounding area for which 
COSMO-SkyMED data were provided by IREA-CNR for 1 year period. 
In particular, the density of detected points in the analysed area 
(extending for 18 km2) is about 16,100 PS km2 for COSMO-SkyMed 
data and only 1078 PS km2 for the ENVISAT data. 
 
Figure 6.26 Naples city airport and its surrounding area: (a) map of moving/not 
moving cells according to ERS-ENVISAT dataset (period1992–2010); (b) map of 
ENVISAT PS velocity (November 2002 to July 2010); and (c) map of COSMO-
SkyMed PS velocity (period February 2010 to February 2011). 
 
With the purpose of showing how these analyses can be used to forecast 
the areas in which damage is likely to occur the map of displacement 
gradients was derived for the period 2010-2011 (Figure 6.27 a) - 
assuming a constant the rate of displacement - as well as for the period 
(2011-2021) (Figure 6.27 b). In Figure 6.27b it is interesting to observe 
that some buildings (coloured in green in Figure 6.27a) with the passing 
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of time exceed the threshold value of 1/500 related to severe cracking 





Figure 6.27. Map of displacement gradients in the surrounding area of Naples 








6.4 DETAILED SCALE ANALYSIS 
The analysis at detailed scale was focused on the building within 
Baronissi town that reached the highest values of displacement gradient 
at large scale (Figure 6.28). The building under examination consists of 
three blocks structurally separated by 20 cm wide joints. The used 
typology is reinforced concrete with rectangular Section columns and 
concrete slab. The foundation are shallow,  in particular grade beam. 
According to the structural report and the static testing of the building 
the construction works started on November 2002 and finished  on 
March 2003 (Ascione at al., 2011). 
According to figure 6.28 the available PS were projected along the 
vertical direction and, then interpolated on a grid of 1 x 1 m at different 
dates. Once the direction of profile was chosen according to the 
maximum settlement change direction (Figure 6.23) profiles of 
settlements along the cross-Sections were retrieved. According to the 
settlements computed along the longitudinal cross-Section an increase 
with time of the absolute vertical settlements can be noticed. These latter 
reach their maximum (6 cm) in correspondence of the North limit of the 
building. Further interesting information was gathered by the trends 
exhibited by the relative rotation β (used by Skempton and McDonald’s 
in their damageability criteria as a measure of the building distortion) . In 
particular, the values of the relative rotations, though low, reach the 
maximum values in the sections close to the northern limits of the 
building. The obtained results were validated via an in situ damage 
survey recently carried out in Baronissi. In particular, the building under 
examination recorded widespread cracks to the outside pavement and to 
infill walls and to the structural joint in correspondence of the section 
where maximum relative rotation were reached (1/450); conversely, the 
absence of significant cracks was recorded in the other sections thus 
confirming the results of the application of Skempton and McDonald’s 
damageability criteria. 




Figure 6.28. a) Distribution of  PSInSAR data; b) vertical cumulative settlements 
at different dates starting from 2003; f) relative rotations computed along the 
sample longitudinal cross-Section at different dates starting from 2003;  c) 
cracks to external stairs; d) cracks to outside pavement; e) cracks to infilled 
walls. 
 
Other examples of analyses carried out at detailed scale are reported in 
the Appendix D. 
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7 APPLICATIONS TO SLOW-MOVING 
LANDSLIDE 




This Section focuses on the applications of the procedures at different 
scales (see Section 5) based on the combination of DInSAR data and 
damage surveys to study slow-moving landslides. 
7.1 ANALYSIS AT MEDIUM SCALE 
7.1.1 Study area 
The procedures, described in Section 5.3, were tested in an area (557 
km2) choosen within the territory of the National Basin Authority of 
Liri-Garigliano and Volturno rivers, including 21 Municipalities and 2 
Provinces (Benevento and Avellino). This area was selected due to the 
widespread distribution of slow-moving landslides (covering around 25% 
of the total extension) which caused losses to structures/infrastructures.6  
                                                 
The contents of Section 7.1. and 7.2 are published in: 
L. Cascini, S. Ferlisi, D. Peduto, L. Arena(2011d). L’impiego di dati DInSAR nella 
caratterizzazione a scala di bacino di fenomeni franosi a cinematica lenta. In: Incontro 
Annuale dei Ricercatori di Geotecnica Torino 4-6 luglio 2011 Pag.1-6 
L. Cascini, D. Peduto, G. Pisciotta, L. Arena, S. Ferlisi, G. Fornaro(2013b).The 
combination of DInSAR and facility damage data for the updating of slow-moving 
landslide inventory maps at medium scale. Natural Hazards and Earth System Sciences, 
Vol. 13. Pag.1527-1549 issn:1561-8633. 
D. Peduto , L. Cascini , L. Arena , S. Ferlisi , G. Pisciotta , G. Fornaro (2013).Uso 
congiunto dei dati DInSAR e dei danni al costruito per l’aggiornamento delle carte 
inventario dei fenomeni franosi a cinematica lenta. In: Incontro Annuale dei Ricercatori 





Figure 7.1 The study area (Cascini et al.,2013b). 
interacting with them (Melidoro, 1971; D’Elia et al., 1985; APAT, 2007; 
Cascini et al. 2008).For the study area, base (topographic) maps at 1 : 
5000 scale and thematic (geological, geomorphological, landslide 
inventory) maps at 1 : 25 000 scale are available. These maps were 
developed during the activities carried out by the NBA-LGV within the 
PsAI-Rf (Hydrogeological Setting Plans – Landslide Risk excerpt) 
project (Italian Law 365/2000).   In particular, the geological map of the 
area highlights the existence of Mesozoic-Tertiary lithological units 
mainly consisting of clayey-sandy-arenaceous and clayey-calcareous-
siliceous strata covered by marly-calcareous, arenaceous and arenaceous-
conglomeratic units (Rapolla et al, 2012). These latter units together with 
the geo-structural setting mainly control the geomorphological features 
of the area.  
As for landslide inventory (Figure 7.2 Distribution and types of slow-
moving landslides over the study area (Cascini et al., 2013b)), the 
available map – developed at 1:25,000 scale on the basis of 
geomorphological criteria supported by field survey data and aerial photo 
interpretation – furnishes detailed information for each mapped 
phenomenon with reference to location, type, state of activity and areal 
extension. 
 





Figure 7.2 Distribution and types of slow-moving landslides over the study area 
(Cascini et al., 2013b) 
As far as the type of phenomenon is concerned, over a total number of 
2,180 slow-moving landslides, the inventory map distinguishes: 766 
rotational slides; 267 rotational slide–earth flows; 1,117 earth-flows; 30 
deep seated gravitational movements (dsgm); moreover, 158 creep 
phenomena, 65 earth flow-creeps and 2 rotational-creeps were also 
inventoried (Figure 7.3a-b). Furthermore, according to the adopted 
approach for landslide inventory mapping, two possible states of activity 
for rotational slides, rotational slide-earth flows and earth flows were 
considered (Figure 7.3a): “dormant” landslides and “active” landslides, 
the latter including active, reactivated and suspended phenomena 
(Cruden and Varnes, 1996). On these bases, Figure 7.3a shows a 
predominance of dormant phenomena (1562) on active ones (588) with 





Figure 7.3 a) Number and state of activity of mapped phenomena distinguished 
per types within the test area; b) distribution of slow-moving landslide extension 
within the test area (Cascini et al., 2013b).  
The PSI data used for the present study were collected within the Piano 
Straordinario di Telerilevamento (MATTM, 2010) which is a project 
supported by the Italian Ministry of Environment, Land and Sea 
covering all the Italian territory with an ERS-ENVISAT sensor database 
of almost 20 years since 1992. In particular, for the study area the 
following data are available: 208 ERS images on ascending orbit (period 
September 1992 – September 2000) and 134 on descending orbit (period 
November 1992 – December 2000); 52 ENVISAT images on ascending 
orbit (period November 2002 – July 2010) and 49 on descending orbit 
(period March 2003 – June 2010). The distribution and the recorded 
velocity of both ERS and ENVISAT PS over the study area are shown, 
respectively, in Figures 7.4a and 7.4b. ERS data exhibit a density of 43.4 
PS/km2, whereas a density equal to 91.4 PS/km2 is recorded for 
ENVISAT data. 




Figure 7.4 Distribution of PSI data over the study area according to a) ERS and 
b) ENVISAT sensor (Cascini et al., 2013b).  
 
As far as dataset on landslide-induced damage to buildings, 
infrastructures and other facilities is concerned, damage survey was 
carried out inside PSAI project (2001). These data were achieved 
compiling damage-recording sheets. In each sheet, several information 
are reported, such as typology of the phenomenon, the characteristics 
and relative location of vulnerable element within landslide-affected area, 
the date of induced damage (if available), the structural or no-structural 
element damaged, the state of maintenance and other possible addition 
information.  
7.1.2 Updating of landslide inventory map 
With reference to the study area, the a-priori landslide visibility map was 
firstly generated according to the adopted methodological approach 
(Figure 5.8). The obtained map (Figure 7.5 a,b ) highlights that the areas 
visible with difficulty on both orbits – namely slopes facing north or 
south (Cascini et al. 2009) – correspond to 23.6% of the total landslide 
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affected areas; the visible areas on ascending orbit (Figure 7.5b) 
correspond to 33.5%; whereas on descending orbit (Figure 13a) the 
percentage raises up to 42.8%. This is confirmed by the higher number 
of PS on descending orbit datasets (5,024 PS of which 60% in visible 
areas, 25% in areas visible with difficulty and 15% in not visible areas) 
than on ascending orbit datasets (4,882 PS of which 53% in visible areas, 
25% in areas visible with difficulty and 22% in not visible areas) which 
are found within landslide affected areas. Moreover, the percentage of 
PS-covered (by at least 3 PS or with more than 20 PS/km2) landslides is 
equal to 16% for ERS sensor and 20% for ENVISAT.  
 
Figure 7.5 The A-priori landslide visibility map for the study area on descending 
(a) and ascending (b) orbit (Cascini et al., 2013b).  
In this first phase of activities the A-Index was also computed for each 
available PS of the ERS dataset. 
Through the map of projectable PS (Figure 7.7 a,b) the available PS were 
distinguished as projectable and not projectable depending on the value 
of the scaling factor (lower or higher than 3.3). In particular, around 53% 
out of the total ERS-PS (Figure 7.7a) and 47% of the ENVISAT-PS 
(Figure 7.7b) resulted projectable. 




Figure 7.6 The map of projectable PS for ERS (a) and ENVISAT (b) datasets 
(Cascini et al., 2013b) 
Focusing on the projectable PS, firstly the Vslope value was calculated for 
each PS; after that, the landslide velocity was computed for each covered 
phenomenon according to ERS (Figure 7.6 a) and ENVISAT (Figure 7.6 
b) data. The achieved results, grouped for the different landslide types 
(i.e. earth flows, rotational slides and rotational slide – earth flows), show 
that the computed landslide velocities attain comparable values not 
exceeding a limit of 25 mm/year (Figure 7.7c) that is slightly over the 
velocity value of 16 mm/year discriminating extremely slow against very 
slow phenomena (Cruden and Varnes, 1996). With respect to creep 
phenomena, earth flow – creeps and deep seated gravitational 
movements the computed velocity values do not exceed 7 mm/year thus 
falling within the range of extremely slow phenomena (Cruden and 
Varnes, 1996). However, as already pointed out by Cascini et al. (2010) 
the computed landslide velocities refer to values averaged in time (period 
of observation of PSI dataset) and in space (amongst the velocities of the 
PS included in the boundary of the same landslide) whereas Cruden and 
Varnes (1996) reasonably refer to the maximum velocity value attained 
by a given – superficial or internal – point of a landslide displaced mass 




Figure 7.7 The PSI landslide velocity map for ERS (a) and ENVISAT (b) data; 
c) the computed landslide velocities per different landslide types (Cascini et al., 
2013b). 
The landslide velocity maps (Figure 7.7 a,b) are preparatory to the 
generation of the map in Figure 7.8 where PS-covered landslides are 
appointed as moving, not moving or no data according to the 
corresponding velocity thresholds (see the Appendix C). The results 
highlight that out of a total of 288 landslides covered by projectable ERS 
data (Figure 16a) 30% are moving and 70% are not moving. With 
reference to ENVISAT dataset (Figure 7.8b) out of 376 landslides 
covered by projectable ENVISAT data 38% are moving and 62% are not 
moving. 
The condition of movement / no movement derived from ERS-PSI data 
(period 1992-2000) was compared with the state of activity reported in 
the landslide inventory map (2001) with reference to 249 landslides (53 
active and 196 dormant) classified as earth flows, rotational slides or 
rotational slide – earth flows. In Figure 7.8 c it can be noticed that over 
53 active landslides 36% are moving according to ERS landslide 
velocities; whereas 89% of 196 dormant phenomena are not moving. 
Finally, an increasing/decreasing trend was assumed for each landslide 
according to the previously described procedure (Sect.5.3.1) using ERS 
projected time-series. 
This latter information together with the abovementioned data plays as 






















With reference to all 21 urbanized municipal territories of the study area 
and according to the methodology described in Section 5.3., the 
homogeneous aggregations of existing buildings were firstly generated. 
Then, they were intersected with the mapped slow-moving landslide 
affected areas obtining the so-called vulnerable areas distinguished on 
the basis of the buildings’ occupancy type. On the other hand, the 
portions of single roads interacting with the inventoried landslides were 
detected. Once identified, vulnerable areas and roads were classified as 
damaged or not damaged whether at least either one damaged building 
within their perimeter or damage evidences along the road track 
interacting with the landslides were recorded. As a result, a total number 
of 190 vulnerable areas with damage survey (45% of them damaged and 
55% not damaged) and 228 roads with damage surveys (60% of them 
damaged and 40% not damaged) was recorded. 
Then, focusing on landslides interacting with damaged vulnerable areas 
and/or roads, out of a total of 147 censored phenomena – 94 (64%) of 
them involved only vulnerable roads, 35 (24%) only vulnerable areas and 
the remaining 18 (12%) both vulnerable areas and roads. On the other 
hand, the landslides interacting with not damaged vulnerable areas 
and/or roads are 247; these, in turn, can be distinguished among those 
involving i) only vulnerable roads (116 corresponding to 47%), ii) only 
vulnerable areas (101 corresponding to 41%), iii) both vulnerable areas 
and roads (30 corresponding to 12%). Furthermore, the highest number 
of slow-moving landslides interacting with damaged vulnerable areas 
Figure 7.8 Map of moving/not moving landslide according to both ERS (a) and 
ENVISAT PSI (b) data; c) comparison among the state of activity derived from 
either the landslide inventory map or the indication of movement derived from 
ERS-PSI data (Cascini et al., 2013b). 
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and/or roads pertains to the earth flow type, immediately followed by 
rotational slide type.  
Over 352 (94 active and 258 dormant) landslides – for which the state of 
activity is reported in the inventory map (i.e. earth flows, rotational slides 
and rotational slide – earth flows) and detailed damage surveys are 
available – a good agreement is attained between dormant landslides and 
not damaged vulnerable areas/roads (about 70%), while the percentage 
of active landslides on which damages to vulnerable areas/roads were 
recorded is around 51%. 
PSI-derived evidences of movement and the results of damage survey 
dataset were compared showing that over 44 PSImoving landslides, for 
which damage survey results are available, 57% of surveyed facilities 
recorded damage; whereas for landslides appointed as not moving (85), 





















Figure 7.9 Comparison among PS-derived evidence of movement on landslides 
and the results of damage survey (Cascini et al., 2013b). 
This may be related to the constraints arising from the adopted scale of 
work. Indeed, at medium scale (1:25 000), the role played by some 
relevant factors in influencing the damageability of facilities interacting 
with slow moving landslide bodies cannot be clearly highlighted, e.g. the 
relative position of facilities within the landslide affected areas. In the 
study area, nine not damaged building aggregations interacting with ERS-
PSI moving earth flows were found to be in the middle portion of the 
landslide, usually affected by translational  movements (Cascini et al., 
2010). Therefore, the involved buildings may have not suffered damages 
because foundations were mainly subjected to absolute (not differential) 
displacements which can be tolerated by the superstructures. 
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The DInSAR-Damage matrix was applied to update the state of activity 
of 167 landslides (29 active and 138 dormant, see Figure 7.10a), for 
which both ERS and ENVISAT-PSInSAR data are available. As a result, 
33 active and 83 dormant landslides are distinguished (Figure 7.10 b) and 
for 51 landslides further in-situ surveys are necessary since the available 
information is not enough to define the state of activity (Figure 7.10b). 
A cross-check with the available pre-existing landslide inventory map 
(Figure 7.11a) reveals that 91 landslides confirm their previous state of 
activity, whereas for 25 it changes. In particular, 19 landslides pass from 
dormant to active and 6 from active to dormant.  
 
Figure 7.10 Results of the application of the DInSAR-Damage matrix: the pre-
existing (a) and the updated (b) landslide state of activity (Cascini et al., 2013b).  
A field validation test of the outcomes of the DInSAR-Damage matrix 
over such an extended area was carried out by randomly selecting 10% 
out of the total number of active and dormant landslides whose state of 
activity was either confirmed or changed with respect to the available 
landslide inventory. In 2012, field surveys were carried out on these areas 
to detect evidences of movement in structures and infrastructures. These 
surveys highlighted that, over 19 investigated landslides, the matrix-based 
state of activity was confirmed for 15 of them, being not confirmed for 
the remaining 4 landslides. Some examples are reported hereafter.  
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The first example refers to a rotational slide – earth flow located in the 
municipality of Pesco Sannita in Benevento Province (Figure 7.11 a-g). 
This landslide (Figure 7.11a) reported as active on the landslide inventory 
map showed a velocity around 8 mm/year (Figure 7.11b,c) from the 
analysis of PSI-ERS data. As for the damage, the survey carried out in 
2000 (Figure 7.11d) recorded the presence of significant cracks in the 
elements of one masonry building (on the right in Figure 7.11d) and the 
tilting of another masonry building (on the left in Figure 7.11d), whose 
stability and serviceability were seriously affected, both located in the 
head of the landslide body (Figure 7.11a). The availability of ENVISAT-
PSI dataset allowed to classify the landslide as moving – with a 
computed velocity of_5 mm/year (Figure 7.11c) – and according to the 
DInSAR-Damage matrix the assumed state of activity was confirmed as 
active (dark red in the matrix, first cell of the first column).  
 
 
Figure 7.11 An active rotational slide – earth flow in the municipality of Pesco 
Sannita (Benevento Province): a) the inventory map with ERS/ENVISAT PS 
velocity vectors; b-c) diagrams of the ERS/ENVISAT velocity values for the PS 
located within the landslide boundaries and indication of both the computed 
landslide velocity and the computed movement threshold; d-g) photos of two 
buildings located in the head of the landslide with highlight on the damage 
recorded during the survey dated 2000, 2006, 2012 (Cascini et al., 2013b). 
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To check the reliability of this assumption two damage surveys were 
performed, as it is shown in Figures 7.11e-g, in 2006 and 2012 both 
showing the presence of cracks on the building on the right. Moreover, 
during the survey of 2012 the building on the left resulted to have been 
demolished.  
A second example is shown in Figure 7.12 (a-h) with reference to an 
earth flow (Figure 7.12a), in the municipal territory of Reino (Benevento 
Province), reported as dormant in the landslide inventory. According to 
the analysis of both ERS and ENVISAT computed velocities 
(respectively equal to 9.8 mm/year and to_5 mm/year) the landslide 
resulted as moving. Moreover, during the damage survey carried out in 
year 2000 (Figure 7.12c-e) cracks were recorded on masonry row houses 
located along the boundary of the landslide body. The implementation of 
the DInSAR-Damage matrix allowed the classification of this landslide 
as active (seventh cell of the first column, Figure 5.13).  
 
Figure 7.12 A dormant earth flow in the municipality of Reino (Benevento 
Province): a) the inventory map with ERS/ENVISAT PS velocity vectors; b) 
diagrams of the ERS/ENVISAT velocity values for the PS located within the 
landslide boundaries and indication of both the computed landslide velocity and 
the computed movement threshold; three different views of row-houses located 
on the middle boundary of the landslide (see the black square in Figure 23a) 
with highlight on the damage recorded in the surveys dated 2000 (c-e) and 2012 





To validate this assumption the results of a damage survey carried out in 
2012 were used (Figure 7.12 f-h). In particular, Figure 7.11f shows a wall 
where the width of the vertical cracks recorded in year 2000 (Figure 7.12 
c) increased (Figure 7.12f) as well as the occurrence of some inclined 
cracks (Figure 7.13h) on a wall which during the previous survey did not 
exhibit any cracks (Figure 7.12e). Moreover, with reference to the same 
group of structures during the survey dated 2012 some cracks on 
recently restored building façades were recorded. 
The last example in Figures 7.13 (a-g) concerns a dormant rotational 
slide located in the municipality of San Giorgio la Molara (Benevento 
Province). In particular, Figure 7.13a shows that the head of the 
landslide involves some buildings and the ERS velocity vectors exhibit 
mostly (5 out of 6 PS) decreasing trends. The computation of the ERS 
landslide velocity (3.6 mm/year) exceeding the ERS velocity threshold 
(3.4 mm/year) allows defining the landslide as moving and, according to 
the majority of PS-derived trends, a decreasing trend is associated with 
the landslide. The analysis of ENVISAT data (Figure 7.13c-d) highlights 
that the landslide is not moving since the landslide velocity (0.9 
mm/year) is lower than the computed velocity threshold (3.8 mm/year). 
For this landslide no damage survey data is available so entering the 
DInSAR-Damage matrix (eighth cell of the second column) and 
considering the ERS decreasing trend (sign -) the state of activity should 
be set to dormant. This result was validated by a damage survey carried 
out in 207.13 showing that the buildings located in the head of the 
rotational slide (Figure 7.13 e-g), mainly consisting of reinforced 
concrete structures, did not exhibited any cracks or damages. 




Figure 7.13 A dormant rotational slide in the municipality of San Giorgio La 
Molara (Benevento Province): a) the inventory map with ERS PS velocity 
vectors and indication of the increasing (+) or decreasing (-) trend of the 
displacement time series; b) diagrams of the ERS velocity values for the PS 
located within the landslide boundaries and indication of both the computed 
landslide velocity and the computed landslide movement threshold; c) the 
inventory map with ENVISAT PS velocity vectors; d) diagrams of the ENVISAT 
velocity values for the PS located within the landslide boundaries and indication 
of both the computed landslide velocity and the landslide movement threshold; 
e,f,g,h) different views of buildings located in the head of the landslide referring 
to the survey carried out in 2012 (Cascini et al., 2013b). 
 
The automated detection and mapping of slow-moving landslide 
phenomena via remote sensing techniques (radar and optical) over wide 
areas is a challenging topic. In the present study the availability of the 
geomorphological map (1:25,000 scale) of the NBA LGV suggested to 
focus the analyses on the portions of the study area mapped as hollows. 
As described in Cascini et al. (2009) these areas are characterized by 
geomorphological settings similar to landslide affected areas; therefore, 
they can be preliminarily analysed prior to proceeding to the updating of 
a given inventory map. In the study area over a total of 1,580 hollows, 
189 resulted covered by projectable ERS-PSI data. Focusing on the 
hollows covered by at least three PS or with a density higher than 20 
PS/km2, the velocities were computed and 33 hollows resulted moving 
(Figure 7.14). For 8 of these hollows the damage survey results dated 
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2000 were available and within the boundaries of 3 of them damages to 
facilities were recorded. 
A similar comparison was then carried out with ENVISAT-PSI data 
whose information covered 233 hollows, 40 of which resulted as 
moving.  
 
Figure 7.14 Map of the hollows in the study area distinguished according to ERS 
(a) and ENVISAT (b) PSI data analysis (Cascini et al., 2013b). 
 
One of these is reported in Figures 7.15 a-g which show a moving 
hollow (in red in Figure 7.15 a) located at the head of a rotational slide 
earth flow (in gray in Figure 7.15 a) in the municipality of Campolattaro 
(Benevento Province). The computed velocity (1.7 mm/year) for ERS 
data (Figure 7.15 b) approaches the movement threshold (2 mm/year), 
whereas for ENVISAT data the threshold (2.8 mm/year) is exceeded by 
the velocity value (4.8 mm/year) with some PS velocity reaching up to 
about than 10 mm/year. In this area damage surveys were also carried 
out. The results of both the surveys in 2000 (Figure 7.15 c-d) and 2012 
(Figure 7.15 e-g) show the tilting of a masonry building whose 
serviceability is definitively compromised. Moreover, the vertical crack 
pattern recorded in correspondence of the joint between the building 
and its entry structure (Figure 7.15 f and Figure 7.15 g) exhibits an 
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overall increase during the period 2000-2012. These evidences could be 
related to either the activation of a landslide phenomenon or to a 




Figure 7.15 A hollow located in the municipality of Castelpagano (Benevento, 
Province): a) map the hollow (in red) located at the head of a rotational slide-
earth flow (in gray) with ERS/ENVISAT PS velocity vectors; b) diagrams of the 
ERS/ENVISAT velocity values for the PS located within the hollow boundaries 
and indication of both the computed hollow velocity and the movement 
threshold; tilting of a masonry building and highlights on the crack pattern 




















7.1.3 Analysis of consequences 
 
The proposed methodological approach to derive fragility/vulnerability 
curves (Figure 5.14) at medium scale was applied with reference to 65 
masonry buildings within the study area.7 
In particular, according to the scale of analysis, 27 vulnerable areas (see 
Section 5.3) were chosen because of the availability of both DInSAR 
data and damage survey on buildings belonging to them.  
The recorded damages were classified, in this Thesis, into four classes of 
building damage severity from D0 to D3-D4 (Table 5.2); then, the 
equivalent damage for each vulnerable area was calculated via the 
equation 5.7. 
 
Table 7.1 Damage classes for buildings (modified after Ferlisi and Pisciotta, 
2007, Pisciotta, 2008). 
Damage typology Loss range [%] Damage class 
No damage 0 D0 
Non structural, light damage. 
Stability not compromised. 
1 to 25 D1 
Cracks in the walls, but the 
stability is not compromised. The 
repairs are not urgent (critical). 
26 to 50 D2 
Important deformation, fracture 
in the elements of the structure. 
Stability compromised.  Unstable 
doors and windows. Necessary 
evacuation. 
51 to 75 
D3-D4 
Collapse of building, from partial 
to total, that necessitates the 
evacuation of the site. The 
recovery is compromised. 
76 to 100  
The used intensity parameter is PSInSAR projected velocity. In 
particular, four classes of intensity were distinguished considering the 
mean range of velocity for each level of damage related to a sample of 50 
masonry buildings in the study area (Table 7.2). 
                                                 
The contents of Section 7.3 are published in: 
D. Peduto, G. Pisciotta, S. Ferlisi, L. Arena , G. Fornaro , L. Cascini (2014). Il ruolo 
delle tecniche DInSAR nell’analisi del rischio da frana a cinematica lenta. In: La 
geotecnica nella difesa del territorio e delle infrastrutture dai rischi naturaliAssociazione 
Geotecnica Italiana, XXV  - Convegno Nazionale di Geotecnica - Milano - Stresa 
(submitted).  
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The first class of intensity range from 0 to 1.5 mm/year, the second one 
up to 3 mm/year, the third one up to 6 mm/year and the forth greater 
than 0.   
 
Tabella 7.2 Class of damage and average velocity of considered sample 
buildings within the study area. 
Class of damage 
Average velocity  
[mm/year] 
Municipality 
D2 3.00 Cerreto Sannita 
D2 1.00 Cerreto Sannita 
D2 1.70 Cerreto Sannita 
D1 2.70 Cerreto Sannita 
D2 2.70 Cerreto Sannita 
D1 2.70 Cerreto Sannita 
D1 2.70 Cerreto Sannita 
D2 3.10 Guardia Sanframondi 
D2 1.30 Guardia Sanframondi 
D2 1.30 Guardia Sanframondi 
D2 1.20 Guardia Sanframondi 
D1 1.30 Guardia Sanframondi 
D1 1.20 Guardia Sanframondi 
D2 3.10 Guardia Sanframondi 
D1 2.70 Guardia Sanframondi 
D1 0.40 Guardia Sanframondi 
D1 2.70 Guardia Sanframondi 
D1 0.90 Guardia Sanframondi 
D1 3.10 Guardia Sanframondi 
D1 0.20 Guardia Sanframondi 
D1 1.30 Guardia Sanframondi 
D1 0.80 Guardia Sanframondi 
D1 0.80 Guardia Sanframondi 
D2 0.40 Guardia Sanframondi 
D2 4.10 Guardia Sanframondi 
D1 2.80 Guardia Sanframondi 
D1 4.20 Guardia Sanframondi 
D2 3.60 Guardia Sanframondi 
D2 0.20 Guardia Sanframondi 
D2 1.20 Guardia Sanframondi 
D2 1.30 Guardia Sanframondi 
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D3-D4 7.00 Guardia Sanframondi 
D1 0.20 San Lorenzo Maggiore 
D2 1.00 Torrecuso 
D2 0.90 Torrecuso 
D3-D4 13.60 Pesco Sannita 
D3-D4 3.10 Pesco Sannita 
D3-D4 13.60 Pesco Sannita 
D3-D4 3.10 Pesco Sannita 
D3-D4 16.70 Pesco Sannita 
D3-D4 16.70 Pesco Sannita 
D1 1.50 Pesco Sannita 
D1 2.00 Pesco Sannita 
D2 2.70 San Giorgio La Molara 
D2 1.00 San Giorgio La Molara 
D2 1.20 San Giorgio La Molara 
D2 0.90 San Giorgio La Molara 
D2 2.00 San Giorgio La Molara 
D1 1.70 Casalbore 
D3-D4 4.20 Campolattaro 
 
Following the procedure for the generation of fragility and vulnerability 
curves at medium scale (Figure 5.14), average velocity for each 
vulnerable area was computed according to equation 5.6 and then related 
to the relevant damage class. Figure 7.16 shows the average velocity 
reached for each level of damage. The average velocities of vulnerable 
areas increase as level of  damage increases, even if a dispersion of the 
obtained values can be observed due to different reasons (e.g. the 
complexity of soil-structure interaction, different building characteristics, 
the relative position of vulnerable area within the landslide affected area 
as well as the subjectivity in drawing damage-recording sheets by 
different technicians). 
 




Figure 7.16 Average velocity of DInSAR data for each vulnerable area and 
related equivalent damage (modified after Cascini et al., 2014). 
 
In the second phase, each fragility curve (Figure 7.18) was obtained by 
counting, for different values of computed class of intensity the number 
of vulnerable area out of the 27, that reached or exceeded a given 
damage level (Table 7.1  and Figure 7.17 a-d) and the relative cumulative 
probability (Figure 7.17 e-h). 
Table 7.3 Number of vulnerable areas reaching a given damage class for each 
class of intensity. 
Class of Intensity[mm/year] 
Damage class 
(Di) 
nr. of vulnerable 
area  























Figure 7.17 Number of vulnerable areas reaching  damage class for each class of 













Figure 7.18 Fragility curves obtained for vulnerable area.  
In the third step the vulnerability curve (Figure 7.20) was derived by 
computing the mean value of the damage for each intensity class, 
assumed as the most probable damage. 
 
Figure 7.19 Vulnerability curve for vulnerable area. 
 
The derived fragility and vulnerability curves can be used to predict the 
expected equivalent damage induced by slow-moving landslides to 
vulnerable areas. More precisely, once the average velocity of a given 
vulnerable area is computed, the fragility curves can be used to estimate 
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the probability of reaching or exceeding a given level of equivalent 
damage; on the other hand,  the vulnerability curve (Figure 7.19) is useful 
to relate each class of intensity to the mean value of the equivalent 
damage. It is worth observing that the obtained curves are empirical, so 
the obtained results markedly depend on the quality and quantity of 
available data. 
7.2 ANALYSIS AT LARGE SCALE 
 
The selected test site for the analysis at large scale is an area located in 
the municipality of Ascea (Figure 7.20), extending for about 0.3 km2, 
within Salerno Province (Campania region). In this area three active 
complex landslides (rotational slide – earthflow) and one creep zone 
were mapped at 1:5,000 scale on the basis of geomorphological criteria 
and in-situ investigations.  
8The preliminary phase, described in the framework of Figure 5.6, 
highlighted a full visibility of the area and a good coverage of DInSAR 
data. In particular, the PSInSAR data were derived from 46 and 79 
ERS1/ERS2 images respectively acquired on ascending (September 1992 
– September 2000) and descending (July 1992- January 2001) orbits. As a 
result, the number of available PS on ascending (9) and descending (43) 
orbits is quite different due to the aspect angle of the slope mainly facing 
South-West (Colesanti and Wasowski, 2006; Cascini et al., 2009). 
As it is shown in Figure 5.7 the analysis at large scale can provide an 
insight into kinematics of the observed phenomenon. To this end, first 
of all, the prevailing movement direction was investigated via the 
                                                 
The contents of Section 7.2 are published in: 
L. Cascini, S. Ferlisi, D. Peduto, L. Arena(2011b). Tecniche innovative satellitari nel 
monitoraggio di opere interagenti con frane a cinematica lenta. In: Innovazione 
Tecnologica nell'Ingegneria Geotecnica Napoli 22-24 giugno 2011 Roma Associazione 
Geotecnica Italiana Vol.2, Pag.665-672 ISBN:9788897517047 
L. Cascini, S. Ferlisi, D. Peduto, G. Fornaro(2011c). The use of DINSAR techniques to 
analyse ground deformations and related effects to buildings. In: Fifth International 
Symposium on Deformation Characteristics of Geomaterials Seoul (Corea del Sud) 1-3 
Settembre 2011 Hanrimwon Co., Ltd. Edition. Vol.2, Pag.1239-1246 
ISBN:9788957082065. 
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generation of two different maps derived from the interpolation of 
along-LOS velocity data on both orbits. These maps were, then, 
combined (Manzo et al., 2006) in order to compute the velocity along 
the up/down and east-west directions (Figures 7.21b and 7.21a). 
 
Figure 7.20 The landsliding area within the municipal territory of Ascea (Salerno 
Province, southern Italy) and available PS data (modified after Cascini et al., 
2011a,b). 
The obtained results show that east-west displacement velocity values 
are fairly higher than up/down ones; these latter, on the other hand, 
attain the highest values in the heads of both the landslide phenomena 
and the creep zones. Moreover, the predominance of westbound 
(positive values stands for eastbound movements and negative values for 
westbound movements) can be related to the mainly translational 
movement of the landslide displaced masses, also taking into account the 
average slope angle lower than 45° (Cascini et al., 2010).  
Following the same procedure and exploiting the available PSInSAR 
average velocity values derived from the RADARSAT1 satellite image 
dataset  the analysis was then extended to 2003-2007 interval. For this 
period, both Figures 7.21e and 7.21f highlight, on the whole, an increase 
of the extension of the landslide affected areas with velocity values 
exceeding the movement threshold (2mm/year). As for up/down 
velocity values the increase is higher in the uphill zones.  
With reference to the monitoring of facilities in landslide affected 
area, the knowledge acquired via the analysis of PSInSAR data was 
integrated with a damage survey. As a result, damages were recorded all 
over the investigated area. In this work the attention is focused on two 
buildings located, respectively, in the accumulation zone of the A-
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labelled landslide (building nr. 1) and in the head of the B-labelled 
landslide (building nr. 2) which exhibited damages of different severity.    
As for building nr. 1 (Figure 7.21 g), cracks were recorded starting 
from the corner of the building just in proximity of the windows. For the 
period 1992-2001 PSInSAR data on the building exhibit a cumulative 
settlement equal to 3 cm (Figure 7.21c). With reference to building nr. 2, 
which is currently abandoned, the PSInSAR-derived cumulative 
settlement, within the same period, equals 6 cm (Figure 7.21d). In this 
case the damage survey showed a far higher level of damage severity 
characterized by cracks distributed all over the structure and a tilted 
retaining wall near by the building.  
These results point out that, all factors being equal, the position of the 
building within a given landslide-affected area can play a relevant role on 
physical vulnerability (Cascini et al., 2005; Pisciotta, 2008). In particular, 
in the portions of the landslide where the highest values of vertical 
velocity are usually recorded (i.e. upper portion of the displaced mass), 
the vulnerability of exposed buildings is higher than for those located in 
the landslide accumulation zone where the horizontal component of 
velocity vectors usually prevails. 




Figure 7.21 PSInSAR average velocities from ERS 1 and ERS2 data (time period 
spanning from July 1992 to January 2001) computed: a) in the horizontal 
direction (positive values stands for eastbound movements and negative values 
for westbound movements), b) in the vertical direction;  c) PSInSAR-derived 
cumulative settlements of building nr. 1; d) PSInSAR-derived cumulative 
settlements of building nr. 2; e) PSInSAR average velocities from RADARSAT1 
data computed, over the period 2003-2007, in the horizontal direction (positive 
values stands for eastbound movements and negative values for westbound 
movement); f) PSInSAR average velocities from RADARSAT1 data computed, 
over the period 2003-2007, in the vertical direction; g) photo of the building nr. 1 
(dated May 2010); h) photo of the building nr. 2 (dated May 2010) (modified 
























8 CONCLUDING REMARKS 
“Learn from yesterday, live for today, hope for tomorrow.  
The important thing is not to stop questioning”. 
Albert Einstein 
 
This PhD Thesis focused on the exploitation of DInSAR techniques to 
develop analyses in urban areas affected by subsidence or slow-moving 
landslides. The work started from a review of: the main features of the 
phenomena at hand (see Chapter 2); the related induced consequences to 
structures and infrastructures (see Chapter 3); the DInSAR techniques 
(see Chapter 4), stressing potentialities and limitations. 
The complexity and inter-disciplinary character of the Thesis required 
the development of innovative methodological approaches (see Chapter 
5), taking into account the appropriate management and interpretation of 
DInSAR data at different scales, so allowing the pursuit of different 
goals for both slow-moving landslides and subsidence phenomena (and 
associated effects). In particular, the conceived procedures were tested in 
different study areas of Campania Region in southern Italy (see Chapters 
6 and 7, Appendix D) with the main aims of: characterizing slow-moving 
landslides and subsidence phenomena at different scales; predicting the 
consequences on the buildings with them interacting.   
 
As far as the analysis of subsidence phenomena at small scale is 
concerned (Section 6.1), once validated DInSAR (high resolution) data 
were used to detect – by using computational grids of 250 m spacing – 
the subsiding areas of the Campania region with reference to a time 
frame spanning from 1992 up to 2010. The end-product of this activity 
(i.e., a map at 1:250.000 scale) can be useful to inform policy makers and 
general public since, in Italy, official Plan of subsiding areas (as a matter 
of fact, at every scale) are not yet available.  
At the medium scale (Section 6.2) the analyses were carried out with 
reference to one of the most subsidence-affected areas of the Campania 
region, i.e. Campanian Plain, as highlighted by the analysis at small scale. 
In such a case, the analyses were mainly aimed at detecting and ranking – 
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on the basis of  the Subsiding Municipality Index – the subsidence-
affected municipalities of the Campania Plain that primarily need further 
in-depth analyses (at large scale) in order to predict and prevent damage 
to the exposed buildings. The results obtained – by using computational 
grids of 100 m spacing – can be used by regional and provincial 
Authorities in charge of the land resource management as well as by 
technicians for evaluating possible constraints in the development of 
large engineering projects (see Appendix D).  
At large scale (Section 6.3) the analyses dealing with the urbanized areas 
of two Municipalities (i.e., Sarno and Baronissi, both in Salerno 
Province) where devoted to generate – by using computational grids of 
10 m spacing – newly conceived relative rotation maps able to detect 
critical zones, i.e. where damage to buildings are most likely to occur. 
The obtained results were validated on the basis of information gathered 
via field surveys. The above maps are useful for urban planning purposes 
(e.g. to select the zones suitable for developments) or to individuate the 
most appropriate countermeasures to mitigate the subsidence risk to 
properties. 
At detailed scale (Section 6.4 and Appendix D) the analyses allowed the 
investigation of the building response to ground movements via deriving 
the maximum values attained by some relevant parameters to be used in 
damageability criteria widely adopted in engineering practice. In this 
regard, it is worth remembering that these criteria (e.g. Skempton and 
MacDonald, 1956) are based on the observation of a limited number of 
case studies on real buildings; consequently, it seems possible that the 
current practice of building damageability forecasting could be valuably 
improved by taking advantage of the huge number of buildings for 
which settlement information can be derived from DInSAR data 
analysis. 
 
With reference to slow-moving landslides the conceived procedures, 
based on the joint use of DInSAR data and damage survey, were 
developed in order to update the available inventory maps as well as to 
generate fragility/vulnerability curves. The procedures were tested in an 
area (557 km2) chosen within the territory of the National Basin 
Authority of Liri-Garigliano and Volturno rivers, including 21 
Municipalities and 2 Provinces (Benevento and Avellino).  
As for the updating of slow-moving landslide inventory maps (Section 
7.1.2), it must be preliminary observed that the scale of analysis 
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corresponds to that of the available landslide inventory maps (1:25,000). 
This scale called for some necessary pre-processing of both DInSAR and 
damage data prior to merging them into a so-called DInSAR-Damage 
matrix due to their point-wise characteristic.  
The current limits to the application of the described methodology are 
mainly related to the availability of: DInSAR data on landslides 
(depending on vegetation, aspect, slope, the projected velocity value); 
thematic maps (geomorphological map, landslide inventory map); 
damage survey results. Therefore, the number of landslides whose state 
of activity can be updated can turn out to be limited. In this regard, it is 
worth stressing that future improvements concerning both ground 
resolution and reduced revisiting time will allow an increased DInSAR 
coverage over landslide affected areas. In addition, preliminary damage 
surveys carried out for the purpose of analyses at 1:25,000 scale could 
also benefit from the use of high resolution optical sensors, thus 
significantly reducing the number of facilities to be investigated. As for 
the updating of the inventory map the aforementioned enhancements 
could result in fostering the use of the DInSAR-Damage matrix since 
they will widen the sample of the landslides to which it can be applied. 
The validation tests of the matrix carried out up to now, although still 
limited due the extension of the study area, encourage future tests to 
better enquire about the reliability of the results. Moreover, the use of 
the matrix seems helpful in planning more expensive conventional 
surveys only with reference to around 30% of the analysed phenomena 
(i.e. those appointed as “in-situ surveys required”). Finally, the procedure 
adopted for the detection of unmapped phenomena tried to take 
advantage of the information contained in the available 
geomorphological map using remote sensing data. As a result, several 
areas which are likely to be affected by landslide phenomena were 
selected. In this regard, a further step will deal with the joint application 
of Object Based Image Analysis techniques which are currently 
considered as the most promising ones for the digital recognition of 
landslides especially when thematic maps are not available. 
As for the analysis of consequences (Section 7.1.3), an innovative 
methodological approach to derive fragility and vulnerability curve at 
medium scale was proposed. The obtained result can integrate the 
current practice in land use planning and management in order to predict 
damages to buildings interacting with slow-moving landslide using the 
parameter of intensity derived by DInSAR data and to update the 
Chapter 8 
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existing official maps within the “Hydrogeological Setting Plans” (Italian 
Law 365/2000). In particular, once computed the velocity of vulnerable 
areas, the fragility curves can be used to assess the probability of 
reaching or exceeding a given class of damage; on the other hand, 
vulnerability curve are useful to relate the mean of equivalent damage to 
each class of intensity.  
Finally, it is worth stressing that the ultimate higher resolution sensor 
data acquired with reduced revising time and the increasingly advanced 
image processing algorithms will provide end-users and scientists with a 
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LANDSLIDE CLASSIFICATION, STATE OF 
ACTIVITY AND INTENSITY 
According to Cruden (1991) the term landslide refers to any 
“movements of a mass of rock, debris or earth down a slope”.  
Landslides could be activated or triggered by different factors. 
Terzaghi (1950) divides the causes triggering the landslides in: external 
and internal causes. The external ones produce an increase of shear 
stresses; they could be either human causes such as excavations at the 
toe or  surcharging at the crest, or natural phenomena such as erosion at 
the toe or earthquake. Internal causes are related to a decrease in 
strength of materials in the absence of changes in total stresses. Very 
frequently, the internal causes are related to the increase in pore water 
pressure or progressive decrease in the cohesion of the slope materials. 
Intermediate causes are for example the phenomena of rapid emptying 
of rivers and dams or sub-surface erosion and liquefaction. 
Owing to the complexity and extreme variability of landslides, several 
landslide classifications have been proposed in the scientific literature, all 
based on the description of the mechanism of post-failure deformation 
and movement (Picarelli, 2000). Among them the most widely used are 
those proposed by Skempton (1953), Varnes (1958 ), Hutchinson (1968), 
Blong (1973 ), Varnes (1978 ), Hutchinson ( 1988), Cruden and Varnes 
(1996 ), Leroueil e Locat (1998), Hungr et al (2001), Hutchinson (2004). 
This variety is due to many reasons; for instance Walker et al. (1987) 
stress that “the basic problem, and the reasons that there are so many 
different classifications, is that landslides form a continuum and there are 
an infinite number of ways dividing a continuum”. 
Among the landslide classification system that can be found in the 
international literature, the one adopted in this work to describe both the 
type of movement and the involved material is the system proposed by 
Varnes (1978). The author distinguishes five types of movements: Falls, 
Topples, Slides (rotational and translational), lateral Spreads and Flows. 
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An additional class, the Complex movements, is used to define any 
combination of more than one type of movement.  
Table A.1 Landslide classification based on type of movements and involved 































Combination of two or more principal types of movement
From Varnes (1978)
 
Falls are “detached masses of any size moving down steep slopes or 
cliffs with little or no shear displacement between the materials originally 
on contact, and descend mostly through the air by free fall, bouncing, or 
rolling”. The term Topple refers to movements characterized by the 
forward rotation of soil units about some pivotal point, below or low in 
the unit, under the actions of gravity and forces exerted by adjacent units 
or by fluids in cracks. Lateral Spreads are translational movements 
resulting in the overall extension (spreading) of detached coherent 
masses, which move toward a free face on a basal shear surface or on 
subject material that has deformed by liquefaction or plastic flow. When 
the detached masses shears along the basal slip surface, remaining in 
contact with the stable slope material, a Slide phenomenon occurs. Slides 
can be further subdivided into Rotational Slides and Translational Slides 
respectively characterized by a concavely upward slip surface and a 
planar rupture surface. Finally, flows are landslides showing internal 
differential movements distributed throughout the moving mass. In 
earth and debris material these phenomena can show a clear slip surface 
when differential movements take place on closely spaced shear surface; 
however, a visible shear surface may not form when the differential 
movements act among the grains. Among flow phenomena, Varnes 
(1978) classifies Creep as imperceptibly slow, steady, downward 
movement of slope-forming soil or rock caused by shear stress sufficient 
Landslide classification, state of activity and intensity  
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to produce permanent deformation, but too small to produce shear 
failure.  
 
Figure A.1Schematic examples of some of the mass movements reported in the 
Varnes ’landslideclassification system (British Geological Survey, 
http://www.bgs.ac.uk: last access 06/11/2013). 
 
In Varnes’ classification the materials are distinguished as rock (a hard or 
firm mass that was intact and in its natural place before the initiation of 
movement), earth (material in which 80% or more of the particles are 
smaller than 2 mm) and debris (contains a significant proportion of 
coarse material, 20% to 80% of particles are greater than 2mm and the 
remainder are smaller than 2mm). 
Leroueil et al. (1996) stressed the importance of an accurate geotechnical 
characterization” of slope movements for their appropriate classification, 
schematically it takes the form of a 3-D matrix, the three axes being 
































Regarding the phases of the movements, the authors identify: 
(a) pre-failure stage, including all the deformation processes leading to 
failure. This stage is controlled mostly by deformations due to changes in 
stresses, creep and progressive failure. 
(b) The onset of failure, characterized by the formation of a continuous 
shear surface through the entire soil mass. 
(c) The post-failure stage, which includes movement of the soil mass 
involved in the landslide, from just after failure until it essentially stops.  
(d)  The reactivation stage, when a soil mass slides along one or several 
pre-existing shear surfaces.  
Among reactivations the Authors distinguish “active landslides” from 
“reactivated landslides”. In active landslides, the rate of displacement 
varies with the seasonal changes in pore pressures. This is particularly 
true for translational landslides in which the driving forces do not change 
significantly with time. The rates of displacement are generally small, 
varying between some centimeters and some metres per year (Urciuoli, 
Figure A.2 Geotechnical schematization of landslide given by Leroueil et al., 
1996: scheme for landslide characterization, (b) material involved and (c) 
different stages  of slope movements. 
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1990). In contrast to active landslides, reactivated landslides may be 
associated with sudden and fairly rapid displacements (Hutchinson, 
1987). These authors listed mechanisms that can produce such 
movements, among which the most common seem to be: 
(i) rapid pore pressure increase due to filling of cracks or breaking of 
pipes; 
(ii) stress change due to excavation; 
(iii) rapid change in load distribution along the shear surface; 
(iv) increase in strength along the shear surface due to cementation or 
chemical change that could give some brittleness to the soil at the time 
of failure; 
(v) seismic forces. 
With reference to the other two dimensions of the matrix, the Authors 
propose to use the classes of Varnes (1978) to describe the type of 
movement, while they suggest a classification of the type of material in 9 
classes in order to provide a framework most exhaustive of the materials 
existing in nature it is associated with a specific mechanical behavior 
under the action of different load conditions. 
 
Cruden and Varnes (1996), deepening the previous classification system 
provided by Varnes (1978), focused on landslide activity (e.g. state, 
distribution and style) and other feature such as landslide rate, water 
content, material and type. Specially, referring to the terms relating to 
landslide age and state of activity as defined by Varnes (1978), the terms 
defining the sequence or repetition of movement were regrouped under 
three headings, e.g.: State of Activity, which describes what is known 
about the timing of movements; Distribution of Activity, which 
broadly describes where the landslide is moving, Style of Activity, which 
indicates how different movements within the landslides contribute to its 
overall movement. 
With regard to the state of activity, the Authors define as active landslide 
that are currently moving; they include first-time movements and 
reactivations. Landslides that have moved within the last annual cycle of 
seasons but which are not moving at the present are described as 
suspended. The term inactive covers landslides that last moved move 
more than one annual cycle of seasons ago. This state may be further 
subdivided. If the causes of movements appear to be remaining, 
landslide are dormant. If the river that had been eroding toe of the 
moving slope has itself changed course, the landslide is abandoned 
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(Hutchinson, 1973). If the toe of the slope has been protected against 
erosion by bank armouring or if other artificial remedial measures have 
stopped movement, the landslide can be described as stabilized. On the 
other hand, landslides that have clearly developed under 
geomorphological or climatic conditions, perhaps thousands of years 
ago, can be called relict. A landslide that is again active after being 
inactive may be called reactivates 
Table A.2 Glossary for the formation of names of landslides (Cruden and 
Varnes, 1996). 
Activity  
State Distribution Style 
Active Advancing Complex 
Reactivated Retrogressing Composite 
Suspended Widening Multiple 
Inactive: 
Dormant 
      Abandoned 
      Stabilized 





                                                                       
 
The limits of these classes are subsequently modified by Cruden & 
Varnes (1996) to ensure that each class of speed has a width of two 
orders of magnitude. The extreme values are represented by the value of 
5 m/s representative of the speed of a person in the race, the limit 
between the phenomena classified as Very Rapid and Extremely Rapid, 
and from 15 mm/anno speed limit between classes Very Slow and 
Extremely Slow to below which the landslide, generally, does not cause 
damage to most of the structures (Table A.3). 
Like other natural hazard, landslides can be characterized by their 
intensity that can be defined as a set of qualitative or quantitative 
spatially distributed parameters, which determine the potential of a given 
landslide phenomenon to cause the damage (Hungr, 1977).  
Estimation of landslide intensity is one of the most difficult issues to be 
addresses, as it is strictly related, for instance, to the history of an existing 
landslide or to volumes of potentially unstable masses. Therefore, it is 
not surprising that this factor is defined in different ways by different 
Authors. According to Leone et al. (1996) intensity parameters of 
landslides can be grouped into three categories:  
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 dimensional ore geometric parameters (surface, volume, shape, 
depth, amplitude, distance, height and thickness); 
 kinetic parameters (velocity, flow-rate, acceleration and 
deformation fields); 
 other parameters such as viscosity, mass, sediment load and 
density. 
The most used approach associates intensity to the velocity of the body 
mass, as Cruden and Varnes (1996) suggest. Similarly to the Mercalli’s 
scale, which is based on the descriptions of the local effexts of an 
earthquake, the Authors define the probable destructive significance of 
the landslides associated with seven velocity class as shown in figure A.3. 
 
 
Figure A.3 Proposed landslide velocity scale and probable destructive 
significante (Cruden and Varnes, 1996). 
Moreover, Sassa (1988) suggests to evaluate the landslide intensity 
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 VALIDATION OF PSInSAR DATA 
 
This Appendix concerns the validation of PSInSAR with ground 
measurements furnished by Campania Region during a training period. 
In particular, the PSInSAR data were validated with available 
inclinometer measurements acquired in the period from 04/09/2007 to 
05/05/2008 in Castelpagano Municipality (BN).  
In this period of time, the inclinometer I1 (see Figure B1) did not record 
any movements and, congruently, the closer PS did not exceed the 
threshold of movement equal to 2 mm/year. Conversely, the 
inclinometer I2 provides a cumulative horizontal movement in the 
direction of the azimuth of approximately 10 mm during eight months 
of observation. In order to carry out a quantitative comparison with the 
interferometric measurements, the LOS displacements of the moving PS 
closer to inclinometer I2, were projected along the direction defined by 
the azimuth of the inclinometer in the horizontal plane according to 
projection operations defined by Cascini et al. (2010). The result in 
Figure B.1 show a good agreement between the different measurements 
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Figure B.1 a) Map of PS and inclinometer within Castelpagano (BN) urban area; 






DEFINITION OF MOVING THRESHOLD 
FOR LANDSLIDE 
 
This Appendix is devoted to explain the adopted method to establish if a 
given slow-moving landslide can be defined as moving according to 
Cascini et al., 2013. In particular, this method is based on the analysis of 
Vslope values pertaining to the projectable PS located within the landslide 
boundaries, taking account of both PS VLOS inaccuracies and VLOS – Vslope 
scaling factor values. First of all it must be observed that a landslide is 
usually defined as moving when the velocity of its body (or of a part of it) 
is greater than zero. In order to verify the attainment of this condition 
on the basis of PSI-derived velocities, it must be considered that these 
values are characterized by inherent inaccuracies. As a consequence, the 
condition of landslide movement should imply the exceeding of a PS 
velocity threshold which takes into account the abovementioned 
inaccuracies.Assuming that a landslide affected area is covered by a 
number of PS equal to N, the generic ith PS is characterized by a VLOS_i 
value having an inaccuracy σ typically ranging from 1.5 to 2 mm/yr 
(Cascini et al., 2010; Cigna et al. 2012) depending on PS coherence. 
Accordingly, the portion of the landslide body referred to this PS can be 
assumed as moving if : 
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_ ilosV                                                                                      C.1 
Considering that coherence values may vary among different PS, a 
movement threshold representative of the whole landslide body can be 
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being wi= wci/wcN the normalized weights based on the PS coherence 
and ki (1) the point-dependent scaling factor. 
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k >1 represents the root mean square (rms) 
scaling factor.  
Finally, from equation C.4, the condition of landslide movement can be 
expressed as: 
kV rmsslope _                                                                                     C.5 
It is worth to note that equations C.2 and C.4 are equivalent if and only 
if the scaling factors ki have a constant value (ki = k). Furthermore, the 
equation C.5 shows that the landslide moving threshold on the rms 
velocity along the slope (Vslope_rms) must take into account that the 
inaccuracies due to instrumental errors should be properly amplified 
according to the scaling factor k depending, in turn, on the landslide 
aspect and slope as well as on the sensor LOS. 
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APPENDIX D  
EXAMPLES OF APPLICATION AT 
DETAILED SCALE FOR SUBSIDENCE 
 
In this Appendix three examples of analyses at detailed scale are 
presented. The first one refers to the whole period of observation of 
interferometric measurements (1992-2011) using ERS, ENVISAT and 
COSMO-SkyMED satellites in Castelvolturno municipality; the second 
one refers to the period 1992-2000 using only ERS satellite in Sarno 
municipality; the third one refers to the period 2010-2011 using  
COSMO-SkyMED  satellite data in an area near Naples central station. 11 
The first selected application concerns the single-floored reinforced 
concrete row-house located within the territory of the Castel Volturno 
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Figure D.1 Close view of the Castel Volturno area with an indication of the grid 
of ERS-ENVISAT covered cells and the analysed buildings; (b) zoom on the 
analysed buildings showing ERS-ENVISAT-COSMO-SkyMed coverage and the 
cross-Section used for the analyses; (c) a picture of the analysed buildings. 
Taken from Google Earth. © Google 2013 (Cascini et al., 2013). 
 
In particular, Figure D.1 (a) shows that the test structure (framed in 
yellow) falls within a cell which was found to be moving over the whole 
period 1992–2010 according to ERS-ENVISAT data in the analysis at 
medium scale (Figure 6.12). In the close view of the building sketched in 
figure A.C.1 (b), all the available PS (6 for ERS, 21 for ENVISAT, 109 
for COSMO-SkyMed) are shown, thus highlighting the huge  increase of 
COSMO-SkyMed PS data, although this latter dataset refers only to the 
descending orbit. Moreover, since as it was shown in Figure 6.10 vertical 
movements seem to prevail in the area, LOS velocity and displacement 
data are projected along the vertical direction (Cascini et al, 2007). 
With reference to close PS, the combination of three datasets can 
provide about 20-year monitoring period of a given zone. An example is 
shown in figure D.2, where the vertical displacement time series 
belonging to three PS located over the building in figure D.1(c) is put in 
a sequence and linked to the previous time series by assuming a linear 
trend for the periods for which no measurements are available. 




Figure D.2 An example of cumulative vertical settlement derived from three-
dataset time series for three close PS over the analysed buildings (Cascini et al., 
2013). 
Accordingly, a 6 cm cumulative vertical settlement is computed for the 
analysed portion of the building. Then, by spatially interpolating the 
vertical cumulative settlements over the building - with a 1m × 1m cell 
grid - it is possible to retrieve the settlement profile (Figure D.3 (a)) 
corresponding to the longitudinal cross-Section shown in Figure D.1(b). 
Similarly to Cascini et al (2007), 2011a,b), the computed settlements are 
obtained assuming a pure shear mode of deformation of the building, 
without any strain in the vertical direction; as a consequence, the 
horizontal displacements are disregarded and the building settlements are 
computed referring to the PInSAR data located on its roof. It is worth 
stressing that this assumption matches the results concerning the 
prevailing movement direction (Figure 6.11) which reveals the presence 
of mostly vertical displacements in the area. According to the settlements 
computed along the longitudinal Section (Figure D.3 (a)), an increase 
with time of the absolute vertical settlements is clear, as well as of the 
sagging (upward concavity) and hogging (downward concavity) zones of 
the foundation. Further interesting information is gathered (Figure D.3 
(b)) by the trends exhibited by the angular distortion β - the rotation of 
the line joining two reference points on the foundation relative to the 
rigid body rotation of the whole superstructure - adopted by Skempton 
and MacDonald (1956) in their damageability criterion as a measure of 
the building distortion. The diagram in Figure D.3 (b) highlights the 
presence of some sections for which β attains the highest relative values 
(not exceeding 0.0013 = 1/769); these in turn, do not imply the 
occurrence of damage according to Skempton and MacDonald (1956). 
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The obtained results were validated via an in situ damage survey recently 
carried out in the Castel Volturno area. In particular, the analysed 
building recorded the absence of cracks, therefore confirming the results 
of the application of Skempton and McDonald’s damageability criterion. 
 
 
Figure D.3 (a) Vertical cumulative settlements and (b) relative rotations 
computed along the sample longitudinal cross-Section at three different dates 
starting from 1992 (Cascini et al., 2013). 
 
With reference to a well documented case of subsidence occurred in 
Sarno town (Cascini et al 2007, 2011a,b,Peduto, 2008), once derived the 
map of cumulative settlement using both SBAS and PSInSAR data 
(Figure D.4), analysis at detailed scale, was carried out with reference to 
two buildings adequately covered by both coherent pixels SBAS full-








Figure D.4.Map of the cumulative settlements derived from the projection of 
both full-resolution SBAS and PSInSAR data along the vertical direction and, 
then, interpolated on a grid of 10 x 10 m (period 1992-2000) (Cascini et al., 
2011a,b). 
The first building (Figure D.5), was built at the beginning of 1900s and it 
is a 10 meter two floored masonry structure with shallow foundations.  
The available DInSAR data on this building were interpolated on a 
regular square grid with 1meter side in order to compute the cumulative 
settlement trends (from June 1992 till November 2000) along the two 
cross Sections sketched in Figure D.5. The computed settlements were 
obtained assuming a pure shear mode of deformation of the building, 
without any strain (either of compressive or tensile type) in the vertical 
direction; as a consequence, the horizontal displacements were 
disregarded and the building settlements were computed referring to the 
DInSAR data located on its roof.  
According to the diagrams of the settlements computed along the 
longitudinal Sections it is possible to distinguish the sagging and hogging 
zones of the foundation. Moreover, the same diagrams highlight that the 
building rotates around a longitudinal axis, similarly to what supposed by 
Nigro (1992) on the basis of the crack patterns recorded during damage 
surveys.  
Further interesting information can be gathered by the trends exhibited 
by two others relevant parameters, namely the relative rotation β and the 
deflection ratio /L, respectively adopted by Skempton and McDonald 





measure of the building distortion. The diagrams in Figure D.5  highlight 
the presence of some weak sections for which the abovementioned 
parameters attain the highest relative values. Moreover, taking into 
account that the building under examination was already damaged when 
DInSAR measurement started, on the basis of the recorded values of 
parameters b and /L, both adopted damageability criteria substantiates 
the verified absence of damage severity increase during the period of 
building monitoring. 
The second building (Figure D.6), built up in 1960s, is a three floored 
reinforced concrete (r.c.) structure on shallow foundations with a total 
height of about 14 meters. The analysis of DInSAR data highlights that 
the highest settlements are attained in correspondence of the main 
building façade; also in such a case the building behaves as a rigid body 
undergoing a rotational motion, accordingly to Nigro’s (1992) 
observations. Finally, the damageability criterion given by Skempton and 
McDonald (1956) seems the most fitting since it allows the prediction of 
the damage occurrence in correspondence of the building stairs. 
 
Figure D.5 Building n. 1: cumulative settlements, relative rotations and 
deflection ratios computed via DInSAR data along a selected cross Section for a 








Figure D.6. Building n. 2: cumulative settlements, relative rotations and 
deflection ratios computed via DInSAR data along selected cross Sections for a 
time period spanning from June 1992 to November 2000 (modified after Peduto, 
2008; Cascini et al., 2011a).  
 
In addition to buildings, another valuable application of DInSAR data 
deals with the analysis and monitoring of infrastructures which can be 
pursued especially when high resolution remote sensing data are 
available. The third application refers to a crossing Section of two 
important infrastructures located not far from Naples central station: a 
high-speed railway line and a highway viaduct (Figures D.7 (a)–(c)). 
 
 
Figure D.7 A zoom over the railway lines near Naples central station with: (a) an 
indication of the grid of ENVISAT covered cells; (b) the distribution of 




Figure D.7 (a) shows that the area is covered by moving cells according 
to ENVISAT data; in figures A.C.7 (b),(c) the different coverage 
provided by ENVISAT and COSMO-SkyMed data is highlighted. It is 
worth stressing the full coverage which COSMO-SkyMed data (although 
referring in this case only to descending orbit) can provide over almost 
linear features (roads, railways, airport runways, etc). In order to take 
into account the outcome of the analyses on the prevailing movement 
direction (Figure 6.11) which showed mainly vertical displacements in 
this area, both velocity and displacement values measured along the LOS 
are assumed as occurring along the vertical direction (Cascini et al 
2007b). The diagram in figure D.8 shows one-year cumulative 
settlements computed along the vertical direction for some sample 
COSMO-SkyMed PS located in three different zones along the railway 
line. Furthermore, the available coverage provided by COSMO-SkyMed 
data allows the retrieval of two settlement profiles along the two sample 
cross-Sections shown in figures D.9 (a) and (b). In particular, the 
cumulative vertical settlements along the railway line sum up to about 20 
mm(Figure D.9 (a)) in one year; whereas along the considered cross 
section on the viaduct they do not exceed 10mm (Figure D.9(b)). 
 
Figure D.8 A selection of COSMO-SkyMed PS recorded in the three different 
areas of the railway track: the green series is relevant to area 1; the orange series 
is relevant to area 2; and the red series is relevant to area 3. (Cascini et al., 
2013)
Figure D.9 The trend of cumulative vertical settlements recorded by COSMO-
SkyMed data over: (a) the longitudinal cross-Section of the railway; and (b) the 
cross Section of the viaduct (Cascini et al., 2013). 
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